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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Term Definition 

Association, 
correlation 

Any statistical relationship (which may or may not be causal) 
that exists between two random variables.   

Authoritative 
Medical Ontology 

A significant collection of medical terms that is regularly 
updated by clinicians and other subject matter experts. They are 
intended for translational or computational use and are formally 
structured.  

Bayesian inference Bayesian Inference uses Bayes' theorem to update the 
probability for a hypothesis using another source of evidence or 
information.  

Bayesian network A probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of 
variables and their conditional dependencies as a directed 
acyclic graph. 

Bayes' Theorem A mathematical formula for determining the probability of an 
event, conditional on related prior knowledge or conditions.  

Causal Bayesian 
Network, Causal 
Network 

A Bayesian network used to represent causal relationships 
between variables, and the conditional probabilities of the 
causal relationships based on fitting the network structure to a 
dataset.  

Causal Inference, 
inferring causality 

A process of drawing causal conclusions based on the analysis 
of the response of effect variables when the cause variables are 
changed. Causality can be inferred from a graphical pairwise 
model learned from data. 

Causal Mechanism A process which creates a causal relationship between two 
variables.  

Causality, 
causation, cause-
and-effect 
relationships 

An abstraction of the influence of one event (the cause) which 
is responsible or partially responsible for the occurrence of 
another event (the effect) and where the effect is dependent or 
partially dependent on the cause for its value. 

Classes Represents sets, concepts, types of objects, or things in an 
ontology 

Comorbidity Comorbidity is the state of having multiple medical conditions 
at the same time, especially when they interact with each other 
in some way. 
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Conditional 
probability 

The probability of an event occurring, given that another event 
has occurred.   

Confounding, 
confounding factor, 
confounder variable 

Confounding occurs when a confounder variable influences 
both the dependent and independent variable, creating a 
distortion when analyzing the dependent and independent 
variables.  

Contextual Evidence Additional details or information external to the data or model 
generated from the data. Can be used to contextualize causal 
mechanisms or to support a causal claim within a domain.  

Counterfactuals A framework of causal inference which addresses causal 
questions as "what if" questions and extends the logic of 
randomized experiments to observational data.  

Directed Acyclic 
Graph 

A finite directed graph of nodes with no cycles.  

Directed edges, arcs A directed edge, also known as an arc, connects two nodes and 
implies that the occurrence of one node has a directed effect on 
the other. Represents relationships between nodes. Edges and 
arcs are basic units of graph construction. 

Disorders, diseases Disorders are disruptions to regular bodily functions, compared 
to diseases are pathophysiological responses to external or 
internal factors. Both produce specific symptoms for a patient. 

Sequencing, variable 
sequence, temporal 
sequence 

The determination of a sequence of events between variables 
based on occurrence over time, where the exposure (cause) 
precedes the outcome (effect).  

Epidemiology A branch of medicine that deals with the study of the causes, 
distribution, and control of disease in populations. 

Factorization The expression of a probability distribution as a product of 
factors. 

Longitudinal Data Data that tracks the same subjects over a period of time. 

Nodes, vertex, 
vertices 

A basic unit of graph construction which represents concepts, 
classes, and objects.  

Object Properties, 
attributes 

Aspects, properties, features, characteristics, parameters, etc. 
that classes can have 

Observational data A systematic way of collecting data by observing individuals or 
events in their natural settings. Observable events are recorded, 
but not necessarily the reason behind the action.  

Ontological 
hierarchy, 

Ontological hierarchies and taxonomies are types of knowledge 
representation in a class-subclass format. This representation of 
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ontological 
taxonomy 

classification does not imply stratification of any particular 
dataset.  

Ordered variable 
pairs, ordering 

The determination of one variable (the cause) preceding another 
(effect) based on definitions. Similar to sequencing, except 
occurrence over time is not observed or implied.  

Posterior, posterior 
probability 

Conditional probability after relevant evidence (priors) are 
considered. 

Prior, prior 
probability, prior 
expertise 

A belief of the probability of an event before data is examined.  

Randomized 
Controlled Trials 

A type of medical experimentation that reduces bias when 
testing the effectiveness of treatments or interventions. Bias is 
reduced by randomly allocating subjects to two or more groups, 
giving each group a different treatment, then comparing the 
groups. 

Relationships 
(ontology) 

Types of ways that two classes can be related to each other 

Symptoms A symptom is condition indicating a disease, particularly if the 
condition is apparent to the patient. Symptoms may be 
experienced by the patient but not readily observed by others.  
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Causal modeling of observational patient data infers causal relationships among 

symptoms and diseases and is a key focus in epidemiology. Clinicians of epidemiology 

and data scientists from health policy often ask questions related to causality, such as 

“which symptom came first?”, “which symptoms caused the other symptoms?”, and 

“how effective is the treatment?”. There are many methods and algorithms which analyze 

and learn from patient data, creating causal models in an attempt to answer these 

questions. Directed networks from observational patient datasets are used to infer 

causation among various comorbid diseases and symptoms.  

For complex diseases, there are multiple stages of disease progression and 

multiple interrelated symptoms which develop over time. When clinicians understand the 

progression of the disease, treatment can be prescribed for both the symptoms and to stop 

a disease from fully developing. Having an accurate understanding of the causal 

relationships among symptoms gives clinicians and patients a variety of options for the 

treatment of complex diseases.   



 
 

A Bayesian Network (BN) is a popular framework for causal studies and for 

representing causal relationships among multiple variables. Causal relationships and their 

associated conditional probabilities can be represented in the structure of a BN as nodes 

and edges, creating a Causal Bayesian Network (CBN). This framework enables us to 

reason under uncertainty and to model and measure relationships among symptoms. 

Furthermore, a CBN provides a means to visualize the relationships and interactions 

among comorbid symptoms.  

The analysis of a patient dataset is done by applying a pre-existing algorithm to 

the data and then analyzing the results. Certain algorithms perform better than others in 

terms of efficiency, stability, and simplicity. However, using learned BN to infer 

causality requires an understanding of the underlying causal model, which relies on 

information external to the data and the algorithm. BNs learned from data does not 

consider or capture: 1) prior knowledge or expertise from epidemiologists or other 

authoritative sources, 2) any causal mechanisms which may be known about the disease, 

and 3) any contextual evidence or confounding variables not captured during the data 

collection process.  

A common source of prior knowledge or expertise is a time-based 

epidemiological sequence of disease progression observed in patients over time. In 

situations where the data is cross-sectional and a longitudinal sequence among the 

symptom variables cannot be determined from the data alone, another method is required 

to find a sequence or ordering in the symptoms.  



 
 

Authoritative medical ontologies (AMO) are designed to standardize and enable 

knowledge sharing in specific disease domains. AMOs are capable of providing causal 

mechanisms and causal knowledge regarding disease progression to inform causal 

models. Given a disease domain, AMOs contain non-temporal ordered-variable pairs 

which can be used to orient the structure of a CBN learned by an algorithm. Additionally, 

the prior expertise that exists in these ordered-variable pairs provides context for the 

diseases and symptoms.  

This dissertation establishes the use of AMOs as sources of prior knowledge for 

learning CBNs, which increases congruence between ontological knowledge and the 

dataset. Three AMOs are used to collect prior knowledge: 1) the Medical Dictionary for 

Regulatory Activities Terminology (MedDRA1), 2) the International Classification of 

Diseases Version 10 Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM2), and 3) the Systematized 

Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOWMED CT3). The knowledge from 

these three AMOs is used to orient the CBNs learned from three datasets: 1) Sequenced 

Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D), 2) Icahn School of Medicine’s 

Asthma Mobile Health Study, and 3) the National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center’s 

(NACC) Unified Data Set version 3.  

Establishing the use of AMOs as sources of prior knowledge is done by means of 

a methodology to extract and apply ontological knowledge to a CBN. We have selected 

the MMHC algorithm for our experiments after testing the predictive accuracy of six 

 
1 http://www.meddra.org/ 
2 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm 
3 http://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct/ 



 
 

algorithms (Grow-Shrink, Hill-Climbing, Tabu, Max-Min Hill-Climb, Restricted 

Maximization, Hybrid HPC) against our three datasets. This methodology contains 4 

steps. First, a Baseline CBN is created using only the dataset and the MMHC (Max-Min 

Hill Climbing) algorithm.  

Second, data variables are mapped to AMOs, and causal mechanisms and 

potentially causal relationships are recorded in the form of ordered-variable pairs. These 

ordered-variable pairs exist in the form of 1) codification of symptoms and references 

among codes, 2) explicit causal relationship types, 3) qualitative knowledge of the 

disease progression in AMO browsers, and 4) subsumption relationships. Subsumption 

relationships are often associative but produces relevant contextual evidence for 

symptoms.  

Third, modify the MMHC algorithm to orient the CBN structure by whitelisting 

or blacklisting ordered-variable pairs. For the experiments, we will test whitelisting and 

blacklisting on STAR*D but will focus on blacklisting for NACC and Icahn datasets and 

leave arc learning to the algorithm and data. This forces the algorithm to consider 

relationships which are explicit in an AMO. The pairs are selected from an ontology or as 

a collection representing knowledge across several ontologies. Specifically, two 

collections representing a “smart” selection of the pairs are utilized: a collection of pairs 

which exist in at least two AMOs, and a collection of pairs which exist in one AMO and 

is verified using clinical information in ICD-10-CM’s browser.  

Finally, the Baseline and Modified CBNs are compared using the following 

metrics: 1) k-fold cross-validated AUC (Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve), 2) 



 
 

predictive accuracy of a single node of interest (for STAR*D it is Remission, for NACC 

it is Dementia, and for Icahn it is COPD), and 3) their goodness-of-fit using cross-

validation and log-likelihood loss (also known as negative entropy). By comparing arcs 

in the Baseline and Modified CBNs, new relationships in the Modified CBN can be 

substantiated in the existing epidemiological literature.  

With the incorporation of causal knowledge from AMOs as a blacklist, the 

resulting Modified CBNs have significantly changed structures. For STAR*D, 12/20 arcs 

are changed in the Modified CBN (agreement of 63%) when compared to the Baseline. 

Cross-validated AUC shows that the Modified CBN for STAR*D performed better on 

average than the Baseline, with an average of. 0.8622 vs 0.8545. The Modified CBN also  

outperformed the Baseline in predicting remission via Citalopram, with a lower 

predictive error of 0.3941 vs 0.4048.  

For NACC Alzheimer’s study, the Modified had an arc agreement of 42/48 arcs 

(87%) with the Baseline. The NACC Modified CBN had a higher average AUC of 

0.9592 vs 0.9514 for the Baseline. The Modified CBN also outperformed the Baseline in 

predicting Dementia with a lower predictive error of 0.1156 vs. 0.1234. For Icahn 

Asthma data, the Modified model was in complete agreement with the Baseline. The 

Baseline model had an had an average AUC of 0.6953 for the Baseline. This CBN was 

used to predict COPD, with an expected loss of 0.06353.  

By incorporating causal mechanisms and causal knowledge from medical 

ontologies in CBNs, we are able to learn Modified networks which are significantly 

different than Baselines which use an algorithm and data alone. Despite a different 



 
 

network structure, the Modified CBNs are able to perform better on average to the 

Baselines in terms of predictive accuracy.    
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2. INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATION, AND RESEARCH OVERVIEW 
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2.1 Introduction and Motivation  

 
Causality connects two events or phenomena where one of them is the cause and 

the other is the effect. Since one phenomenon is determined by the outcome of another, 

causal relationships are central to the scope of epidemiology. However, it is difficult to 

identify or quantify causal relationships beyond what we are able to perceive directly. For 

example, we cannot readily observe, or measure increases of serotonin in the human 

brain. We can, however, observe a person’s mood. Causal studies of observational data is 

crucial for inferring causal relationships. An understanding of the limitations of making 

causal inferences based on observational data is equally important, since “correlation 

does not imply causation”.  

In the information technology sense, we have the necessary tools to represent, 

share, and implement causality and causal models. However, we have limited ways to 

identify and improve upon these models to better represent real-world relationships. For 

example, a complex algorithm may be used to create a Bayesian Network from a patient 

dataset comprised of observations of mental illnesses. Through a series of thorough 

calculations and dependence tests, the algorithm will create a network with a series of 

pairwise relationships where causality can be inferred. This model does not include prior 

knowledge of causal mechanisms, the context in which the variables are collected, or any 

confounding variables external to the model. Statistical analysis, graphical models, and 

the application of algorithms are only able to take us a part of the way to understanding 

causality and causal relationships. To go beyond this, we need a way to establish prior 
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expertise, context, and causal mechanisms. This is where ontologies can be used as prior 

sources of knowledge.   

Models, as abstractions of reality, are ways to represent (and cope) with a very 

complex world. BNs and the algorithms that generate them are able to adequately 

represent the uncertainty associated with patient data for a particular disease. The goal of 

this dissertation is two-fold: 1) to incorporate causal mechanisms in a CBN which are 

derived from an authoritative ontology, and 2) determine the extent of the change this 

knowledge changes the CBN, and whether or not predictive accuracy of the model is 

improved.   

Ontologies were originally intended to create a common vocabulary to be used 

collectively. In collaboratively creating this common vocabulary represented in these 

ontologies, researchers can share a common understanding of terminological structure 

and function in what is called domain knowledge. For example, a medical ontology may 

tell us that hypochondriasis is a specialization of somatoform. If the ontology is 

authoritative in nature, then this relationship in the ontology may provide us insight into 

the association and potential causal mechanisms between these two diseases. Beyond 

classifications and definitions, medical ontologies are detailed enough to explicitly 

identify causal relationships. For example, a diagnosis is available as a part of a medical 

ontology which captures “insomnia due to alcohol abuse”, with alcohol consumption as 

the causal agent. This tells us that, at least in the context of insomnia as an organic mental 

disorder, that alcohol abuse is the cause and insomnia is the effect. The direction of this 
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relationship represents the existence of a causal mechanism between the two symptoms 

and can be used to inform the learning of a causal network.  

Finally, incorporating causal mechanisms in a CBN with learned from data, by 

itself, creates a model which is substantiated by information external to the data and the 

algorithm. These causal mechanisms from prior knowledge improves congruence 

between the model and the ontology, while maintaining a data-driven learning process.  
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2.2 Research Overview 

 

2.2.1 Research Questions 

1. How do we extract causal mechanisms and other causal knowledge from authoritative 

medical ontologies? 

2. How do we incorporate ontological knowledge into a causal Bayesian network, so 

that the network contains the causal mechanisms and causal knowledge contained in  

authoritative medical ontologies?  

 
2.2.2 Knowledge Gap 

Recent research has shown that Bayesian Networks generated from patient data 

can be improved significantly if prior knowledge of a time-based “sequence” among 

symptoms is considered [1]–[3]. A time-based sequence is established when the order of 

developing symptoms is observed.  

A knowledge gap exists on how to determine the order of variables which contain 

authoritative causal knowledge of a disease. To fill this knowledge gap, another source of 

causal knowledge is required that is not time-based. This ordering should be based on 

established expertise regarding the disease being examined.   

 

2.2.3 Hypothesis 

Authoritative medical ontologies contain causal domain knowledge which can be 

incorporated when learning a causal Bayesian network from data. This produces a 

network which is representative of both the data and the causal knowledge from the 
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ontology.  Moreover, the network, modified with causal knowledge, should perform as 

well as or better at predicting important variables. 

 

2.2.4 Research Goals 

The primary goal of this dissertation is to incorporate expert knowledge from 

Authoritative Medical Ontologies (AMOs) into causal Bayesian Networks (CBNs) 

learned from observational patient data.  

In order to achieve this goal, we show the following:  

1) A way to map symptom variables from observational patient datasets to symptoms in 

an authoritative ontology. We use three datasets: 1) Sequenced Treatment 

Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D), 2) National Alzheimer's Coordinating 

Center’s (NACC) Unified Data Set (UDS), and 3) Icahn School of Medicine’s 

Asthma Mobile Health Study.   

2) A methodology which captures causal knowledge from AMOs in the form of ordered-

variable pairs (a type of non-temporal sequencing of variables) for the mapped 

symptom variables. Three ontologies are used in this dissertation: 1) The Medical 

Dictionary for Regulatory Activities Terminology (MedDRA4), 2) The International 

Classification of Diseases Version 10 Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM5), and 3) 

Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT6).  

 
4 http://www.meddra.org/ 
5 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm 
6 http://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct/ 
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3) A way to incorporate the ordered-variable pairs when learning a Bayesian network 

from data and validate the effects of incorporating ordered-variable pairs using well-

established metrics. 

  

2.2.5 Contribution of this Dissertation 

The primary contribution of this dissertation is the creation of a causal Bayesian 

network which contains causal mechanisms and causal knowledge from one or more 

authoritative medical ontologies. Ontological sources of information contain causal 

knowledge which represents the expertise and experience of hundreds of clinicians and 

scientists that maintain the ontologies. The incorporation of this knowledge into a learned 

Bayesian network, creates a modified network that is representative of both the existing 

expertise as well as the original dataset.  

As part of our this research, we have published papers on how patient symptoms 

can be captured in an ontology module [4]; we have shown how to store association links 

as relationships in a modular ontology [5]; we have created a CBN and demonstrated its 

relationship to ontological structure [6], and we have shown that causal inference can be 

used to evolve ontologies [7]. We have established a methodology for identifying and 

capturing causal knowledge in authoritative medical ontologies to be used in causal 

modeling [8]. Finally, we used authoritative medical ontologies to inform causal models 

for patients of Alzheimer’s Disease [9].  
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review will cover four major areas pertinent to the research goals:  

 

1. Causal inference and the criteria for establishing causal relationships; 

2. Modeling causal relationships using Bayesian networks, and learning 

Bayesian network using algorithms; 

3. Observational studies and inferring causality from observational data; and 

4. Prior expertise from Authoritative Medical Ontologies (AMOs). 
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3.1 Causal Inference and Causal Relationships 

 
 The primary goal of causal inference is to estimate the effect in a population of 

intervening on one variable, the treatment, on another variable, the outcome. Causal 

inference is important because many questions in sociology, epidemiology, and 

behavioral sciences are causal in nature. Inferring causation under uncertainty or with 

incomplete information is instinctual, but hard to quantify. For example, it is natural to 

ask the question “what is the effect of anxiety on sleeplessness” and look at observational 

data to see often these two symptoms are correlated, but difficult to quantify the actual 

cause-and-effect.  

 In 1965, epidemiologist Dr. Austin Bradford-Hill established the “Hill's criteria 

for causation” which can be used to establish epidemiological evidence of a causal 

relationship between two observable symptoms [10]:  

 

1. Strength – correlation does not imply causation, but a strong correlation can be 

used to infer causality.  

2. Consistency – consistent observations in different data samples adds to the 

“strength” of the association. 

3. Specificity – details specifying the association (e.g. location of a population). 

4. Temporality – a temporal sequence of events where the cause precedes the effect.  

5. Biological gradient – greater exposure should lead to greater incidences.  

6. Plausibility – plausible mechanism between the cause and effect. 
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7. Coherence – epidemiological and laboratory findings should be in sync with each 

other.  

8. Experiment – repeatable experiments indicating the existence of a cause and 

effect relationship, in relation to temporality and correlation.  

9. Analogy – comparison of similarities between associations  

 

 Evolution of these criteria focused on establishing a minimum set of criteria to 

establish causality, but no formal agreement of this definition exists [11]. Historically, the 

first realization of causal vs. scientific determinism originated from Pierre-Simon 

Laplace’s Philosophical Essay on Probabilities [12], which speculated that causality can 

be established based on the deterministic laws of classical mechanics. This stance, 

furthered by others such as E.T. Jaynes [13], seeks to further present states of the 

universe in terms of past states, where a past event causes and a future event. This 

interpretation of probability assumes complete information with no randomness (a main 

counterargument to causal determinism) such as chaos theory or butterfly effect.  Within 

epidemiology, and especially with mental illnesses, there is a lack of complete 

information. Treatments, and the patient’s choice for a specific type of treatment, is based 

on personal choice and not deterministic by nature. Miettinen & Karp [14] notes that 

causality, in the epidemiological sense, is inherently unobservable which complicates the 

challenge of making causal inferences:  
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Research on etiogenesis of morbidity – or of illness per se – is, by the very nature 

of this genre of causation in medicine, generally bound to be non-experimental; 

but a much greater added challenge is that causation is not a phenomenon, 

subject to observation; it is a ‘conception a priori,’ a noumenon (Kant), needing 

to be inferred from phenomenal patterns. (p.43) 

 

Inferring causation from patient data is a trend dating back to the 1980s [15]. 

Recently, there has been significant focus on collecting patient data [16], risk assessment 

[17], and personalized analysis of patient data [18]. Datasets collected from various 

studies, electronic health records, and by crowdsourced methods have enabled a plethora 

of statistical and causal studies aimed at predicting risk, disease prognosis, and treatment 

effectiveness.  

Personalized medicine and personalized analysis tend to focus on the appropriate  

treatment for the patient, with additional focuses on patient risk assessment and disease 

prevention. Recently, there has been significant focus on testing and collecting data, such 

as genetic testing and biomarkers [19], to enhance patient care. Significant datasets 

collected from Electronic Health Records (EHR) and other experiments has led to a 

plethora statistical studies aimed at predicting risk, prognosis, and treatment effectiveness 

on par with randomized, controlled trials [20].  

An overarching philosophical question for causal inference is how data from a 

study is transformed into information for drawing effective conclusions. Obtaining causal 

effects from data alone is an open problem in many fields of research [11], [21]–[23]. 
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Determining causality for diseases, comorbidities, and treatments requires an 

understanding beyond interpreting correlation and association. While statistics gives us 

insight into the collected data, they do not address the underlying causes of the diseases, 

or the underlying causes of the adequacy of treatment. Statistics alone cannot measure: 1) 

causes and effects, and 2) how or why causes influence their effects [21]. Traditional 

statistical methods do not address why the drug is successful, what caused the population 

to be sick, or if one symptom causes another as the disease progresses. Statistics alone are 

insufficient for establishing causality [19], [24].  

Causal relationships, when inferred from looking at data alone, requires context 

and validation. We can establish a system to observe a series of independent and 

identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, which will have its own probability 

distributions, which pertains to a statistical model. But a collection of probability 

distributions needs to be related to a causal model so causal assumptions can be made. 

Underlying causal models, in conjunction with additional assumptions, can be 

represented in networks such as Bayesian Networks and structural equations. This allows 

us to define causal effects among variables. 

Clinicians and data scientists often ask semantic questions of the data related to 

uncertainty. These semantic questions are usually of a causal nature. For example, the 

question “what symptoms cause depression” requires a causal model exploring causal 

relationships [17]. In order to explore causal relationships within healthcare data, there 

needs to be: 1) a method to articulate causal assumptions, 2) a way to link structures of 

causal models to data, and 3) a method to draw conclusions based on causal assumptions 
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in a model and in the data. For this dissertation, we adopt Judea Pearl’s definition of 

causation [21]. Causation is formally defined as:  

 

1. Variable X is a cause of variable Y, if Y in any way relies on X for its value. 

2. A variable X is a direct cause of variable Y if X appears in a function that 

assigns value to Y.  

 

In 1998, Judea Pearl described how causal relationships can be inferred from 

cross-sectional data if certain assumptions are made regarding the underlying process of 

data generation [25]. For example, if the data variables are observed to be in a linear 

sequence, we can assume that a variable X preceding another within that sequence is a 

causal indicator of the second variable Y. The causal indicator X in this case, has the 

potential of being a cause of Y, or at least assigning a value to Y. 

Another causal framework is presented by Donald Rubin as the Rubin causal 

model [26], [27] which suggests that statistical and Bayesian analyses should be 

conditioned on all available information, instead of local conditional independence tests. 

The Granger causality test [28] is another framework based on statistical analysis testing 

- to check whether or not one time series can be used to predict another. Since these other 

frameworks focus on statistical analysis instead of graphical analysis of causality, and the 

intention of this research is to produce causal graphs, Pearl’s framework will be used to 

represent the experiments and outcomes.  
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3.2 Criteria for Establishing a Causal Relationship 

 
There are three criteria are generally viewed as necessary for identifying a causal 

relationship: 1) association (or correlation) between the variables, 2) proper sequencing 

based on a time order (or ordering of variables), and 3) the absence of confounding (non-

spuriousness) of the associations [22], [23], [29], [30]. Establishing a causal relationship 

is further strengthened by the identification of a causal mechanism and the context for the 

relationship. A gold standard for inferring causality between two events is to determine 

which occurred first [31]–[33]. This is important for data modeling where there are 

internal (endogenous) variables to the model and external (exogenous) [21].   

 This dissertation focuses on the causal analysis of data, which is centered on the 

ability to identify causal relationships and explanations of causality between events [34]. 

There are various criteria in extant literature for establishing a causal relationship 

between two event variables.  The challenge with studying etiology (a cause or set of 

causes of a disease or condition) is that the observable patterns are confounded. If the 

objective is to quantify the effect on a measurable outcome by changing a single 

condition, then confounding must be represented and controlled in the model. For the 

purposes of designing our experiment, six pertinent criteria will be addressed in this 

dissertation:  

 

1. Association (or correlation); 

2. Time-based sequencing of independent variables; 

3. Confounding (or non-spuriousness); 
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4. Counterfactual Analysis; 

5. Causal Mechanism; and 

6. Contextual Evidence. 

 

 A classic understanding of correlation and regression is that association (or 

correlation) does not imply causation [35]. Having a correlation between two variables 

does not mean that a change in one variable causes change in another – as defined in 

Pearl’s definitions of causality. While establishing correlation is straightforward with 

classical methods such regression analysis, establishing cause and effect is much more 

difficult. Having a strong correlation, however, establishes a relationship between a 

dependent and independent variable and provides an opportunity to investigate causality. 

For example, a dataset shows a correlation between smoking and drinking but we don’t 

know if smoking causes drinking or visa-versa. This relationship will need to be further 

examined to determine if a cause-and-effect relationship can be established.  

 Time-based sequencing, in terms of association, ensures that the independent 

variable comes before the dependent variable [1], [2], [36]. Establishing cause and effect 

requires that the cause precede the effect. If this order can be established between two 

variables to represent the order in which events occur, then causality may also be inferred 

between them. For example, high blood pressure precedes heart disease in a sequence of 

events and not visa-versa. In order to find a sequence of events in data, longitudinal 

studies are more effective than cross-sectional designs for establishing the time order of 

effects. Longitudinal studies vary in terms of whether the same people are measured at 
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different times, how the population is defined, and how frequently follow-up 

measurements are taken. The concept of sequencing and the order of variables (in the 

form of an ordered-variable pair) will be thoroughly covered in other chapters and is 

central to encapsulating prior causal knowledge for causal modeling.  

Confounding variables correlate with both the dependent and independent 

variable in an experiment [37], [38]. If unaccounted for, confounding variables introduce 

bias which erroneously creates a difference between two statistical tests - leading to the 

incorrect rejection of a null hypothesis. For example, treatment selection is correlated 

with effectiveness of treatment, but gender affects both the chances that a treatment is 

used, as well as the effectiveness of that treatment. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: A Confounding Variable and its Effects 
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 Since the independent variable (Treatment selection) has an effect on the 

dependent variable (Effectiveness of treatment), the confounding variable (Gender) 

becomes a tertiary independent variable having a hidden effect on your dependent 

variables. Due to the high dimensionality of large datasets, it is difficult to identify 

confounding variables. There are two categories of controlling for confounding: during 

the design phase, and during statistical analysis. 

Control during design phase:  

 Randomization – e.g., randomized control trials, where the distribution of 

confounders between study groups is random 

 Restriction – during data gathering, individuals with known confounding factors 

and bias are excluded 

 Matching – distribute confounders equally in groups, e.g. matching by age to 

control for confounding for age-related symptoms 

Control during statistical analysis:  

 Stratification - confounders are distributed evenly within each stratum 

 Adjustment – the application of a standard, or “weight” to offset confounding 

 Multivariate analysis – uses mathematical processes such as logistic regression, 

linear regression, and analysis of covariance (ANOVA) 

 Counterfactuals are the basis of causal inference in medicine and epidemiology. 

When analyzing patient data, two potential outcomes exist: actual outcomes and 

counterfactual outcomes [30]. Actual outcomes focus on the effectiveness of the 

treatment or intervention, and counterfactual outcomes examine what would have 
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happened if the patient were given a different treatment. This is present in Randomized 

Controlled Trials (RCT), where the experimental group receives intervention, and the 

control group receives a placebo. In comparing these two groups, differences are 

observed between the actual outcomes (given treatment) and counterfactual outcomes 

(given placebo). Causality can be defined as the difference between actual outcomes vs. 

counterfactual outcomes [39]. In comparing these two different types of outcomes, it is 

possible to determine if treatment (or the causal mechanism) has the intended effect.  

 A Causal Mechanism is a process which justifies a causal relationship between 

the variations in the independent and dependent variables [29], [40]. For example, high 

blood pressure is a well-known cause of heart attacks. The underlying causal mechanism 

between the two symptoms is the buildup of fat and cholesterol in the coronary arteries, 

which restricts blood flow [41]. A causal model (discussed later in section 3.3 Modeling 

Causality) assumes there are causal mechanisms for each arc.  

 Biomedical causal mechanisms, for instances where controlled studies are not 

possible, are rationalized using observational data. Furthermore, it is possible to identify 

a causal mechanism but not be able to measure it. For example, a drug is proven in a 

randomized trial to effectively treat hormone imbalance but reliably measuring increases 

in dopamine, serotonin, oxytocin, or endorphins in the human body is very difficult [42]–

[45].  If a hypothetical drug is able to affect a causal mechanism, e.g., it increases the 

release of the chemical dopamine so a patient “feels better” after taking it, a cause and 

effect relationship can be rationalized.  
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Contextual evidence provides additional information external to the data or a 

model generated from data [46]. This is also known as exogenous variables according to 

Pearl [21], which are external to the dataset or the observable model. There may be 

several true causes to an effect, but only a subset of those causes may be represented in 

the data or in the model. For example, there is evidence that body heat stresses the human 

heart [47] which can potentially lead to a stroke. A study on what potentially causes 

strokes may address the fact that heat stresses the human heart, but not the climate the 

patient lives in.  
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3.3 Modeling Causality 

 
 The desire to model causality from structures has led to the creation of different 

causal inference models. There are a variety of graphical models where causality can be 

inferred using graph theory and pairwise relationships [25], [48]–[51].  

 

3.3.1 Shared elements for Modeling Causality 

 Graphical models for modeling causality share similar properties and 

interpretations, and are generally composed of three key elements:  

 

1. Nodes - denoted by points, circles, etc., on the graph, represent variables. Nodes 

may have parents and/or children. There are special nodes such as the root node 

with no parents, or leaf nodes with no children. 

2. Edges or arcs - denoted by lines on the graph, represent relationships or 

connections. A relationship may be a directed line with an arrow to infer causality 

between two nodes, or undirected to denote association between two nodes.  

3. Conditional Probability Distributions – denoted by percentages and associated 

with edges to represent the probability of one event occurring when another 

occurs.  

 

 To determine the structure of a graph based on data, conditional independence 

tests are used. Conditional independence is a key concept in Bayesian networks [25] due 
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to factorizations of joint probability distributions. Given a variable set V, two random 

variables X, Y are conditionally independent given Z, or (𝑋 ⊥ 𝑌|𝑍) if:  

 

∀𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧: 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥|𝑌 = 𝑦, 𝑍 = 𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥|𝑍 = 𝑧) 

Provided that ∀𝑧: 𝑃(𝑍 = 𝑧) > 0. 

 

Since conditional independence is a concept based on traditional statistical 

independence, if two variables (X, Y) are independent, then the joint distribution is the 

product of the marginals: 

  

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥, 𝑌 = 𝑦) = 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥)𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑦) 

 

If the two variables (X, Y) are dependent given conditioning on Z, then:  

 

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥, 𝑌 = 𝑦|𝑍 = 𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥|𝑍 = 𝑧)𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑦|𝑍 = 𝑧) 

 

In order to articulate a causal Bayesian network (CBN) which represents causality 

within a dataset, it is necessary to understand the similarities and parameters used in three 

related models: 1) Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), 2) Bayesian Networks (BN), and 3) 

Causal Bayesian Networks (CBN) 
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3.3.2 Directed Acyclic Graphs and Bayesian Networks 

 
A directed acyclic graph (DAG), in the context of symptoms and diseases, is a 

conceptual representation of a series of events. DAGs are without cycles and can be used 

to model causality and time-based relationships among variables [52]. Within a DAG, a 

node cannot be dependent on itself for a value. In terms of causality, an event cannot be 

both the cause and the effect. Given graph G  =  (𝑉,  𝐴) where V is the set of nodes and A 

is the set of arcs, an acyclic graph has ordered pairwise arcs in A. For example:  

 

 

 

Fig. 2: A simple DAG modeling hypertension as an indirect cause of dementia 

 

 

Graph V has a set of nodes V = {Hypertension, Stroke, Dementia} and two arcs A 

= {(Hypertension, Stroke), (Stroke, Dementia)} in a sequence denoted by the arrows 

“→”. This simple graph depicts these three diseases as nodes/vertices in a sequence. 

From this graph, we can infer that the node Stroke precedes Dementia, and succeeds 

Hypertension. The graph does not contain any cycles.  

DAGs are the basis for a formal causal framework [53] in epidemiology. With a 

DAG, we can substantiate the relationships between symptoms and ask causal questions 
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of the graph such as “does hypertension cause dementia?” Identifying relationships, or 

arcs, are central to establishing ordered variable pairs which provide insight into the 

causal interpretation of disease progression. The answer, given that no other variables 

confound the model, is that hypertension indirectly causes dementia, because 

hypertension leads to a stroke and strokes cause dementia.  

Acyclic pertains to the absence of cycles within the graph, and that the nodes and 

arcs within the graph does not form a closed loop. For example, the graph on the left in 

Fig. 3 is a DAG, while the graph on the right is not a valid DAG due to the cycle formed 

by nodes A,B,E, and C:  

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Acyclic vs. Cyclic graph 
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BNs are a class of graphical models composed by a set of random variables 

{𝑋  ,  𝑖  =  1,  .  .  .  ,  𝑛} and a DAG, which was denoted in the previous section as G  =

 (𝑉,  𝐴) where V is the set of nodes and A is the set of arcs [49], [54]. The probability 

distribution of X is the distribution of the data, while those associated with individual 𝑋  

are local distributions. Each node in V represents one variable in the data. The directed 

arcs in set A that connect nodes are denoted as “→” and represent direct stochastic 

dependencies between nodes. If there is no arc connecting two nodes, the corresponding 

variables are either marginally independent or conditionally independent, given a subset 

of the rest of the variables.  

A Bayesian Network (BN) is comprised of the following components [55]: 

 A set of variables (nodes) and a set of directed edges (arcs) which connects the 

variables and forms a DAG; 

 A finite set of mutually exclusive states for each node. E.g. a node must contain 

one and not multiple states or values; 

 Each variable node A with parents B1, B2...Bn there is attached a conditional 

probability table for P(A| B1, B2 . . . Bn).  

 

 Additionally, a node X may have a subset of parent nodes (parent(X)) and a subset 

of non-descendants, (nondesc(X)). A node in the graph are "conditionally independent of 

any subset of the nodes  that are not descendants of itself given its parents" in that the 

non-descendants do not contribute to the conditional probability of the node:  
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𝑝(𝑋|𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐(𝑋), 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑋))  =  𝑝(𝑋|𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑋)) 

 

 Since BNs represent joint distributions, the chain rule (or factorization) definition 

of joint probability distributions applies:  

 

𝑝(𝑋 , 𝑋 , 𝑋 , … 𝑋 ) = 𝑝(𝑋 |𝑋 , 𝑋 , … 𝑋 )𝑝(𝑋 |𝑋 , … 𝑋 )𝑝(𝑋 | … 𝑋 ). . 𝑝(𝑋 )  

 

As a result, each local distribution depends on a single node 𝑋 , its parents, and 

factorizations. Conditional probabilities for each arc, based on the graph structure, 

𝑃(𝑋 |𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑋 )), represents the full joint distribution of the graph where  

 

𝑝(𝑋 , 𝑋 , … . 𝑋 ) = Π𝑝(𝑋 | parents (𝑋 )) 

 

 Since p(A,B) = p(B,A), then p(A,B) = p(A|B) * P(B) and p(B,A) = p(B|A) * p(A) 

where Bayes’ Rule is derived:  

 

𝑝(𝐵|𝐴) =
𝑝(𝐴|𝐵)  ∗  𝑝(𝐵)

𝑝(𝐴)
 

 

 The application of Bayes’ Rule can be extended to multiple events conditioned by 

another event:  
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𝑃(𝐵|𝐴, 𝐶) =
𝑃(𝐴|𝐵, 𝐶)𝑃(𝐵|𝐶)

𝑃(𝐴|𝐶)
 

 

For example, given the following BN:  

 

 

 

Fig. 4: A simple BN representing 3 symptoms where one is the common effect 

 

 

 This graph can also be represented as 

                

p(Symptom A, B, C) = p(C | A, B) * p(A) * p(B) 

 

From this model: 

1) Conditional independence is represented by the absence of an edge. 

Symptoms A and B are conditionally independent; 
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2) Direct dependence is represented by a directed edge.  p(C | A, B) is the 

“common effect”; and 

3) Since symptom A and B are independent, their joint probability is the product 

of their local probabilities.  

 There are four possible configurations of a Bayesian Network using nodes and 

arcs [56]:  

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Direct Cause, Indirect Cause, Common Cause, and Common Effect 

 

where 
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 Direct Cause: p(A, B) = p(B|A) * p(A) 

 Indirect Cause: p(A, B, C) = p(B|A) * p(C|B) * p(A) 

 Common Effect: p(A, B, C) = p(C|A, B) * p(A) * p(B) 

 Common Cause: p(A, B, C) = p(B|A) * p(C|A) * p(A) 

 

 It is also possible that A, B, and C are marginally independent, where p(A,B,C) = 

p(A) * p(B) * p(C) and no edges exist between them.  

From a Bayesian perspective, given a Bayesian Network B = (G, 𝑋 )  and a 

dataset D, we can compute the posterior probability 𝑃(𝐵 | 𝐷) as proportional to (∝) the 

BN structure and BN parameters:  

 

𝑃(𝐵 | 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐺, 𝜃 | 𝐷) ∝ 𝑃(𝐺 | 𝐷) ∗ 𝑃(𝜃 | 𝐺, 𝐷) 

where 

 𝑃(𝐵 | 𝐷) is the posterior probability; 

 𝑃(𝐺 | 𝐷) is the learning of the BN structure, where the graph is 

representative of the dataset; and  

 𝑃(𝜃 | 𝐺, 𝐷) is the learning of the BN parameters, where the posterior 

theta is based on the BN graph and the dataset. 

 

Fitting a BN to the data (learning) consists of two main steps [57]: 1) Structure 

learning: discovery of a single DAG structure which best fits the data according to the 
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algorithm used, and 2) Parameter learning: determining the probability density between 

nodes in the DAG. 

The first step is structure learning, which consists of an algorithm finding a DAG 

that best represents the conditional independencies present in the data. This has been 

discussed in the literature using constraint-based, score-based, and hybrid algorithms 

[49], [58]. There is a variety of algorithms to learn the structure of a BN and will be 

covered in a subsequent section. Algorithmic structure learning can be computationally 

difficult and produce imprecise results due to incomplete data [21].  

The second step is parameter learning. Parameters of the BN are estimated based 

on available data. This is done by calculating and assigning joint densities to the edges 

between nodes of the DAG. A single factor (edge) is also a conditional density based on 

graph structure. Bayesian estimation techniques (minimize loss or maximize utility in the 

posterior) and regularized maximum likelihood may also be used [59]. 

 

3.3.3 Causal Bayesian Networks 

 
Causal Bayesian Networks (CBN) capture multivariate distributions in a network 

graph which represents cause-and-effect relationships [60]. CBNs captures joint 

probability distributions as a graphical representation, which visualizes conditional 

independence among variables [15]. A CBN, learned from available data, can be used to 

infer causality [61].  

When a Bayesian Network is combined with assumed causal probability 

distributions and structure, it produces a CBN. CBNs are extensions of BNs, where edges 
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among variables represent causal relationships with or without conditional probabilities   

[59], [62]. Within a CBN, directed edges have straightforward and intuitive 

interpretations: a directed edge between two variables X, Y denoted as X → Y indicates a 

potentially causal relationship between variable X and Y in the causal graph. In this case, 

variable X is the cause (or origin) and variable Y is the effect (or destination).  

Variables X and Y may have a dependency but not necessarily a causal effect 

unless it is inferred (and the underlying causal model is known) [24], [33], [63].  There 

are three aspects that establish the effectiveness of a CBN created using data: 

1) The robustness of the available dataset, and whether or not it is a 

representative sample;   

2) The type of algorithm used for structure/parameter learning, and the 

robustness of the algorithm; and  

3) Additional knowledge which can be used to confirm the underlying causal 

model. 

 For example, two variables A (skin color) and B (hair color) strongly correlate 

with each other:  

 

 

Fig. 6: Inferring causality based on a directed edge 
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Several possibilities exist:  

 A causes B (as the directed arc suggests) 

 B causes A 

 A causes B at the same time as B causes A (a cyclical relationship which 

cannot be represented by a DAG) 

 A third variable C is the cause for both A and B (confounding) 

 The correlation and the direction of the arc is a coincidence 

 

Intuitively, there is correlation between a person’s skin color and hair color. 

Assuming an algorithm was used to learn the direction of the arc representing the 

relationship, causality can also be inferred by creating an ordered variable pair suggesting 

that one variable is the cause (skin color) and the other is the effect (hair color). 

If we assume that skin color X and hair color Y may have dependency and 

correlation in a dataset, we can infer causality between the two variables even though one 

does not necessarily cause the other to occur. This is crucial to causal inference using 

only observational data: without additional evidence to substantiate this causal 

relationship, we are relying on the dataset and the algorithm to determine the underlying 

causal model. If, hypothetically, that skin color were a causal indicator of hair color (with 

a strong conditional probability of 90%), causality would be inferred from the CBN, 

based on the arc learned by the algorithm from the data.  
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In reality, the causal mechanism for this relationship, which exists outside of the 

demographic data used in an algorithm to infer a causal relationship, is the MC1R gene7. 

This gene, which was not “observed” in the data, directly causes the pigmentation of a 

person’s skin color and hair color. This is a third variable outside of our data, which 

confounds the results. Ultimately, this inferred relationship is spurious since we cannot 

account for confounding for a variable which is external to the data. This inferred 

relationship is only spurious because prior expertise exists on the direct cause of the two 

variables. When the model CBN relies on data alone, skin color can be used for inferring 

causation in the model as an abstraction of reality, but it is not the underlying causal 

model (as we now know) and does not affect a person’s hair color directly. 

 The underlying assumption for causal inference is that causality can be sufficiently 

represented as a Causal Bayesian Network. Even with the best conditional probability 

statistic, supporting contextual research, and sophistication of computer algorithms, there 

is a limit to how much information can be obtained from observational data.  

 There is also an attempt to balance machine learning, causal inference, and 

epidemiology. Algorithms focus on speed, efficiency, and predictive accuracy but not on 

interventions. Social sciences and epidemiology are concerned with the effects of 

interventions and setting a cause-and-effect narrative. In this dissertation, causal 

relationships are on definitions found in epidemiology and social sciences and learning 

causal models from data are based on machine learning algorithms. There are a variety of 

algorithms which are able to learn networks from observational patient data. However, 

 
7 https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/gene/MC1R 
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none of them consider any prior knowledge, causal mechanisms, or context that may be 

available for the disease. An algorithm, and the network that is learned from it, can be 

significantly improved by considering prior sources of knowledge - if the algorithm is 

modified to consider it.  

 Through analyzing and modeling observational data we can surmise the existence 

of a true causal model and get closer to it by using prior expertise. Bayesian networks are 

able to graphically represent a number of conditional independence relationships among 

variables. As we use the graph structure of a CBN learned from data to infer causality, 

the parents of each node (representing a variable) are direct causes. This is true given the 

following assumptions [64]:  

 

1. There are no hidden confounding variables in the model’s domain that explains 

the independencies observed in the data (this is a big assumption for observational 

patient data!). The CBN has “causal sufficiency” [65] if common causes of 

variables in the model are measured – implying that the CBN is the true 

underlying causal model representing the data-generating mechanisms of the data 

and of the domain. 

2. The Markov assumption holds, and all variables within a BN is independent of its 

non-descendants given their parents. Given a minimum set of independence 

relationships (we will later see this used in the Max-Min Parents Children 

algorithm), we can produce the entire set of independence relationships in a BN. 
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3. The BN and the probability distribution for the BN are faithful to each other. The 

faithfulness assumption holds if the probability distribution for every independent 

relationship follow the Markov assumption on the BN [66].  

 

3.3.4 Algorithms for learning Bayesian Networks Structures 

 
 There are three categories of algorithms for structure learning: constraint-based, 

score-based, and hybrid. These algorithms share common assumptions, including: 1) 

having a correspondence between nodes V and random variables X (two nodes cannot 

correspond to a single variable), 2) relationships between variables are conditional 

independencies, 3) possible combinations of X are valid events, and 4) observations from 

X are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), because a sequence or collection of 

random variables is i.i.d.. [67]. Learning the data structure is computationally difficult, 

and brute-force approaches will not work due to the sheer number of possible 

factorizations of available nodes and edges. We now explore several established 

approaches that mitigate the difficulty of learning a CBN. 

 Constraint-based algorithms are based on the seminal work of Pearl on structural 

causal models (SCM) and his Inductive Causation (IC) algorithm [68], which provides a 

framework for learning the DAG of a BN using conditional independence tests. These 

tests operate under the assumption that graphical separation and probabilistic 

independence imply each other (the faithfulness assumption). All constraint-based 

structure learning algorithms share a common three-phase structure inherited from the IC 
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algorithm. This can be summarized as: 1) optional learning of Markov Blankets, 2) 

learning neighboring nodes, and 3) learning arc directions [69]. 

Score-based learning algorithms utilize heuristic optimization techniques and are 

useful for learning BNs from data by estimating probability distributions. Each candidate 

DAG is scored based on how well they fit the data, then compared to each other. The 

highest-scoring DAG is then selected as the BN structure. A typical method for 

constructing a DAG is to acquire Bayesian posteriors from a set of priors. In this method, 

the posterior probability of the DAG given the dataset is calculated using Bayes’ rule:  

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐷𝐴𝐺, 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎) = 𝑝(𝐷𝐴𝐺|𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎) =
𝑝(𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎|𝐷𝐴𝐺) ∗  𝑝(𝐷𝐴𝐺)

𝑝(𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎)
 

Examples of score-based learning algorithms include: efficient caching using 

decomposable scores [70], parallel meta-heuristics [71], and integer programming [72]. 

 Hybrid algorithms use both conditional independence tests and network scores, 

the former to reduce the space of candidate DAGs and the latter to identify the optimal 

DAG among them. Some examples are Parent-Children (PC) [73], Grow-Shrink (GS) 

[26], Incremental Association (IAMB) [74], Max-Min Hill-Climbing (MMHC) [75], 

Max-Min Parents & Children (MMPC) [76]. These algorithms determine the structure of 

the network and the direction of the arcs within the structure. Arc direction between two 

nodes specifies a partial sequence within the BN.  
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3.4 Frequentist versus Bayesian Thinking in Epidemiology 

 
A Bayesian approach to the probability of an event occurring considers both the 

data and a source of prior knowledge [77]. Bayesian methods can be used to combine 

results from different experiments using Bayes’ Theorem, by having the results of one 

experiment as “prior” knowledge. Bayes’ Theorem starts with some knowledge, expert or 

otherwise, prior to the experiment being performed. This prior knowledge is used to 

calculate the probability of a related event from data. Bayesian inference focuses on the 

parameters of the resulting statistical data – a “posterior” distribution based on both the 

data and prior knowledge. 

 Despite the historical adaptation of frequentist theory and methods towards 

epidemiological research, applications of Bayesian methods to epidemiology and 

personalized medicine is well-documented and recent [78]–[81]. The desire to use 

Bayesian methods for estimating disease progression are intuitive: Bayesian estimation 

goes beyond simply deriving statistical conclusions from data from a singular 

experiment. Prior expertise and subjectivity in disease progression can be used to 

improve a model or estimate. This prior expertise is also constantly evolving for diseases 

where a direct cause and effect relationship cannot be readily identified, and a study is 

done on randomly collected observational data.  

 A frequentist approach to epidemiology requires a specific model and 

parameters/constraints which measures the likelihood of the data [82], [83]. Methods are 

available which control systematic error such as confounding, selection bias, and using 

the wrong model for the data [37], [38]. With a large enough data sample, the distribution 
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of the data sample estimators converge asymptotically toward a normal distribution [84]–

[86]. Most frequentist estimates and confidence intervals can be derived from the 

following expression:  

 

P̂ ~ X (P, σ ) 

  

Where a dataset X has a regression estimator P̂, a normal sampling distribution 

around a true parameter estimate P with variance σ . Popular frequentist estimations and 

confidence intervals can be derived from this expression given a dataset. The estimation 

is limited to the completeness and expressiveness of the dataset and does not consider 

other sources of information.  

 Bayesian estimation, however, is based on the posterior distribution which is 

determined by both the data and a prior distribution. In addition to selecting a model for 

the dataset, a prior distribution must be identified which provides insight into the 

unknown parameters of the dataset. A prior distribution is placed on the true parameter 

estimate P to express uncertainty in its value. Subsequently, a study can be conducted 

which yields a posterior distribution based on the data and prior distribution:  

 

P ~ X (Po, τ ) 

 

Where a dataset X has a true parameter estimate P, a prior source of knowledge Po 

of the true parameter estimate (or from a subjective Bayesian’s perspective, prior 
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knowledge or an informed guess of the true parameter estimate), and prior variance τ  

(certainty of the informed guess).  For example, if a standard normal distribution is used 

as a prior, the 95% confidence interval can be calculated as Po ± 1.96 τ. This represents 

the certainty of the 95% certainty of the researcher on the prior distribution.  

Bayes’ Theorem [87] enables the use of prior knowledge to assist in calculating 

the probability of a related event. Given two related but independent events A and B, 

Bayes’ Theorem can be used to determine the probability of event A occurring given that 

event B occurs, or P(A|B), provided that we know the probabilities of A and B on their 

own, and the probability of P(B|A). Bayes’ theorem is commonly defined as: 

 

𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) = 𝑃(𝐴) · 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) / 𝑃(𝐵)  

 

Bayesian inference is a process in which the parameters of a dataset is obtained by 

using Bayes’ Theorem. The parameters of dataset X is represented by theta Θ.  The 

parameters represented by Θ depends on the distribution of the data. For example, a 

standard Gaussian distribution is represented by Θ = {μ, σ} with mean (μ) and the 

standard deviation (σ). Estimates are based on the posterior distribution, which is the 

weighted average of the frequentist effect estimate, and the average of the prior 

distribution [79]. Applying the Theorem to a dataset X: 

 

𝑃(Θ|𝑋) = 𝑃(𝛩) · 𝑃(𝑋|𝛩) / 𝑃(𝑋)  
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Where P(Θ|X) is the posterior distribution, P(Θ) is the prior distribution, and 

P(X|Θ) is the likelihood distribution given the data. P(X) is the sum of all possible 

outcomes for an event. According to the collected data, P(𝑋) is a constant equal to 1. A 

simplified form of Bayes’ Theorem is written as:  

 

𝑃(Θ|𝑋) ∝ 𝑃(Θ)  · 𝑃(𝑋|𝛩) 

 

Where the posterior distribution is proportional (∝) to the product of the prior 

distribution and the likelihood distribution.  

The posterior distribution is no longer “equal” to the product of the prior 

distribution and the likelihood distribution since the constant P(𝑋) is excluded from the 

equation. The theorem suggests that prior beliefs, combined with evidence from the data, 

provides us with posterior beliefs and the parameters of that posterior belief.  

To summarize:  

 The prior distribution is an expectation or prior belief. Prior distributions have a 

degree of uncertainty to them, based on the level of prior belief or expertise; 

 Likelihood distribution is based on the data and represents the real world and may 

be noisy; and 

 The posterior distribution is an updated estimate proportional to the product of the 

prior and likelihood distributions.    
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For example, suppose we want to find the parameters of Θ which represents the 

likelihood distribution that a patient is to be cured of a disease by a treatment. Assuming 

that there are only two outcomes (success or failure) and that patients are independent of 

each other and selected randomly, we have the following pieces of information:  

 Dataset X consisting of before-and-after observations of patients who have taken 

the treatment. The likelihood function of this data is a discrete Bernoulli 

distribution. In a Bernoulli distribution, the observations are i.i.d. and the 

probability of success p is the sole parameter. p is a Beta distribution and the 

conjugate prior, and has two hyperparameters:  

o α (successes), and  

o β (failures); 

 The evidence in the data, P(𝑋), can be determined using standard statistical 

methods, such as adding or integrating possible values; 

 Prior strength of belief, P(Θ). For example, expert clinicians can provide an 

estimate that of the effective of the treatment in patients. The prior belief, based 

on the experts giving it, can be optimistic (e.g., Θ = 0.99 for the treatment being 

99% successful) or pessimistic (e.g., Θ = 0.25 for the treatment only being 25% 

successful); and  

 P(X|Θ) is the likelihood of observing the expected result given our distribution 

for θ.  
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With this information, we want to know the posterior probability P(Θ|X). From a 

Bayesian perspective, the resulting posterior analysis is determined by the prior and 

relative to this prior. This means in particular that the probabilistic statements based on 

that posterior are relative.  

Since both the prior and posterior distributions are binomial, the posterior 

hyperparameters can be calculated using Bayes’ Rule [88]. Where the prior distribution is 

a Beta(α,β), the posterior is also a beta distribution with hyperparameters (α+x, β+(n-x)) 

where x is the total number of successful treatments, and n is the total number of 

observations.  
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3.5 Randomized Controlled Trials vs. Observational Studies 

 
With some caveats, the standard for inferring causality and deducing the 

effectiveness of evidence-based treatments is to design a good randomized controlled 

experiment [89]. In Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT), participants are randomly 

assigned to one of two groups within a population: an experimental group, and a control 

group. The patients in experimental group are given the treatment, and the control group 

receive either another treatment or a placebo. As the study is conducted, the only 

difference between the two groups should be the treatment variable being studied. With 

proper randomization, an RCT eliminates population bias and singles out a single 

treatment variable for analysis.  

However, RCTs are not always possible given the disease; it is especially difficult 

to conduct them over long periods of time. These randomized trials often focus on a 

single or a few variables, which does not necessarily reflect a patient’s situation 

holistically [90]. There are various other limitations to RCTs, such as cost, biases of 

individual volunteers, and ethical issues such as whether or not to continue a study as a 

patient’s condition gets significantly worse on a placebo.  

Observational studies may be seen as inferior to randomized, placebo-controlled 

clinical trials [91] due to the lack of focus on a particular treatment intervention. 

However, observational data can be collected over significantly longer periods of time 

and provide useful insights into associations between exposure and outcome, but not 

necessarily a direct causal relationship. In observational studies, an investigator does not 
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make a direct intervention, and patients are given treatments based on clinical decisions. 

Observational studies can be cross-sectional or longitudinal.  

Medical data is mostly from observations of the patient by a clinician [92] where 

causes and effects among symptoms are difficult to identify. A symptom can either have 

a direct cause (e.g., pain resulting from a fractured arm) or a cause that cannot readily 

identified (e.g., depression resulting from a chemical imbalance). For the latter, 

observational data collected from patients need to be cleaned and analyzed [93].   

Longitudinal data and longitudinal studies are designed to capture changes in 

individual subjects and over a set period of time. These measurements are frequently used 

in medicine and other biomedical sciences [94] where the primary purpose is to 

characterize changes in responses of patients over time. Usually, separate measures are 

taken at set intervals for a specific group of patients in the experiment [95]. In some 

studies, exposures or additional conditions may be added as the study progresses. For 

example, multiple treatments are used on patients over time to determine which treatment 

is most effective in the National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH)’s study on 

Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D)8.  

A study may have multivariate outcomes which are measured at the end of each 

of several phases of treatment. Because longitudinal studies involve a number of patient 

subjects who do not make it to the end of the study, it is difficult to measure all subjects 

on the same set of timed occasions. When there is a substantial amount of missing data in 

 
8 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00021528 
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a longitudinal study, traditional analytic methods can only be applied if the analysis is 

restricted to subjects with a complete set of observations.   

Longitudinal studies can be used to determine the progression of a disease and 

opportunities for intervention. Many chronic diseases produce a sequence of symptoms as 

the disease develops in a patient. However, observational data for natural disease 

progression (e.g., observing a patient without treatment or intervention from the 

beginning of a disease to the end of the disease) is limited as patients will seek treatment 

[50]. Multiple symptoms may also develop at the same time for non-linear disease 

progressions. For example, a patient may have a disease such as HIV which has no 

observable symptoms in the first 1-2 months, then several generic symptoms will 

manifest in the patient which are not immediately attributed to the disease [96].  

A patient may experience comorbidities or develop multiple related symptoms in 

a short period of time. A model of disease progression, when the severity of symptoms is 

subjective, often requires patient-reported responses. For example, Hamilton Rating Scale 

for Depression (HAM-D) is a scoring system used to determine the severity of a patient’s 

depression based on 17 factors, including a variety of insomnias and anxieties [97]. Then, 

depending on the range a patient falls under when the scores are added, the patients are 

categorized as having mild, moderate, or severe depression. HAM-D does not consider 

causal relationships among factors.  

Additionally, the progression of symptoms in a chronic disease is not always 

linear and may be a multifaceted “network” of possible symptoms. For example, 

Parkinson’s Disease progresses in such a way that not all patients will experience all of 
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the symptoms in a particular sequence [98]. This is further compounded by the varying 

degrees of receptiveness of treatment by patients. However, progression of the disease is 

observable, and has been classified into different stages9. Different rating scales also exist 

to account for motor and neurological functions. Stages of progression, and rating scales, 

provides general insights as the disease progresses, but not additional knowledge on 

specific symptoms preceding others.  

In the later stages of Parkinson’s, neurological issues such as hallucinations and 

delusion present themselves in 30% of the population. Dementia also becomes prevalent 

in 75% of the population in later stages. Despite knowing the rates of occurrence, we are 

not sure of the interrelationships between motor symptoms and non-motor symptoms. For 

example, it is not known if depression cause dementia (both co-morbid diseases) in 

Parkinson patients despite one symptom occurring throughout life, and one occurring in 

late life [99]. 

 

 
9 https://www.parkinson.org/Understanding-Parkinsons/What-is-Parkinsons/Stages-of-Parkinsons 
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3.6 Limits of Observational Data and Causal Mechanisms 

 
 Observational studies, unlike RCTs, are not conducted with formal protocols 

designed to test ways to treat a disease. Observational data may give us correlations 

between diseases and treatment, but are not designed to provide specific details regarding 

causes among symptoms, or a particular treatment strategy [100]. We will examine the 

limitations of inferring causality in two ways: examining confounding and causal 

mechanisms, and the role that data plays in associations, interventions, and 

counterfactuals.  

 Classical limitations to inferring causality based on the strength of correlation, 

such as Simpson’s Paradox, where opposing causal arguments exist within the same 

dataset. For example, two treatments are given to a group of 400 men and women, with 

the following rates of success when using two types of treatment:  A popular treatment 

for depression is citalopram, and there have been dozens of controlled experiments of 

varying sizes on the efficacy of this treatment. The data from various controlled studies 

suggests that citalopram is superior to placebo, with minimal interaction with other drugs, 

and is suited for patients with comorbid illnesses [101].  

 The Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) data, as 

an observational dataset, shows that citalopram as a first line of treatment only correlated 

with depression remission at a rate of about 38% [102]. Based on correlative information 

alone, we do not know if citalopram is superior to a placebo. Drawing conclusions from 

STAR*D alone, at a high level, would suggest that citalopram is not effective at treating 
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the disease. This is due to the limitations of group statistics and inferring causality based 

on correlations. 

 

Table 1: Probabilities indicating Simpson’s Paradox 

 Treatment 1 Treatment 2 

Men 50/150 = 30% 180/360 = 50% 

Women 200/250 = 80% 36/40 = 90% 

Total 250/400 = 62.5% 216/400 = 54% 

 

 

While Treatment 2 has higher rates of success in both men and women, it has a 

lower overall success rate. This occurs when percentages ignore the sample size and is a 

common issue in social and medical statistics where assumptions are made based on 

statistics and statistical parameters alone: 

 

 p(treatment 1 success | gender = men) < p(treatment 2 success | gender = men) 

 p(treatment 1 success | gender = women) < p(treatment 1 success | gender = women) 

 p(treatment 1 success | gender = both) > p(treatment 1 success | gender = both) 

 

In order to make sense of this reversal of interpretation, an understanding of the 

causal mechanisms in the data is necessary. The issue here is deciding whether or not the 

aggregate numbers effectively tell a story of causation. In this case, both treatments are 
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significantly more effective for women than for men. But the distribution of gender 

among the treatments are skewed. The process of data gathering will describe, in part, the 

causal model of the data.  

Intuitively, we know that Treatment 1 is better. But the underlying causal model 

is not intuitive: both treatments work better for women than they do for men. Supposing 

that two additional pieces of prior information exist for this dataset which provides us 

with knowledge of the underlying causal model: 1) that both treatments are more invasive 

for women than for men, and 2) both treatments are negatively affected by testosterone. 

Now causality can be inferred in two ways: 1) recovery rates for women are higher than 

men regardless of the treatment, and 2) women are significantly less likely to seek 

treatment. This is also a classic example of confounding (non-spuriousness) discussed 

earlier – it is a criterion for establishing a causal relationship where a tertiary variable in 

the causal model which affects both the cause and the effect (see Fig. 1).  

Confounding variables correlate with both the dependent and independent 

variable in an experiment. This means that if unaccounted for, they can give you useless 

results, suggest false correlation, introduce bias, and lead to the incorrect rejection of a 

null hypothesis [103]. For example, gender affects both the chances that a treatment is 

used, as well as the effectiveness of that treatment. Since the independent variable 

(Treatment) has an effect on the dependent variable (Effectiveness of Treatment) the 

confounding variable (Gender) becomes a tertiary independent variable having a hidden 

effect on the dependent variables.  
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 Since the major aim of epidemiology is to search for the causes of diseases based 

on associations with various factors, confounding becomes a major issue in the data being 

analyzed. This means that confounding variables need to be accounted for by the design 

of the experiment, before gathering data, or in the analysis itself [37]. Since it is possible 

that confounding will lead to false conclusions of causal relationships between the 

dependent and independent variable, we need to explore some ways of control 

confounding, as related to healthcare data. Popular study designs include randomization, 

restriction, and matching. 

 Randomization is the random assignment of study subjects to exposure categories 

to breaking any links between exposure and confounders. This reduces the potential for 

confounding by generating groups that are fairly comparable with respect to known and 

unknown confounding variables. Restriction eliminates variation in the confounder (for 

example, if an investigator only selects subjects of the same age or same sex. then the 

study will eliminate confounding by sex or age group). Matching involves the selection 

of a comparison group with respect to the distribution of one or more potential 

confounders. Matching is commonly used in case-control studies (for example, if age and 

sex are the matching variables, then a 45-year-old male case is matched to a male control 

with same age). 

If we know the causal story behind the data, we also know that gender is a 

confounding variable which affects the number of women seeking treatment, and the 

effectiveness of the treatment. Simpson’s Paradox limits our reliance on purely statistical 

methods to look at a causal problem. Because of this limitation, another source of 
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information is needed which provides a causal model with insight into real-world cause 

and effect relationships.    

 An observational dataset plays different roles in defining relationships among its 

variables. When considering the relationship types between two variables, one must also 

define the question that is asked of the relationship. For example, correlation between 

two variables may define dependency and answer an observational question about a 

population (e.g., what does the presence of a symptom tell me about other comorbid 

symptoms of the same disease?) but may not answer questions related to intervention 

(e.g., if one symptom is cured, will another symptom be cured?) or counterfactuals (e.g., 

would this symptom be present if other comorbid symptoms did not exist?) [104].  

 Associations, or P(Y|X), leave us to determine (for better or worse) whether there 

is a causal relationship between X and Y. Does the presence of X change what we know 

(or believe) about Y? Associations/correlations are statistical by nature and can be defined 

by data alone. Associations are also considered “model-free”, where models of 

relationships among other variables in a dataset are not necessary. Two variables can be 

associated using simple regression or a complex function [105]. Associations can be 

created with no additional causal information.  

 Interventions, or  P(Y|do(X), z), where do(X) is the intervention, and Z is the 

resulting observation. What happens to Y if the intervention do(X), occurs and 

subsequently we observe Z? Interventions alter the values of X and present a hypothetical 

situation where one variable is modified in order to observe its effects on another variable. 

Observational data may answer questions related to intervention if the data is modeled in a 
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network. Within a model such as a BN explained in the previous section, we can condition 

on one variable to determine how it is affected by (or how it affects) other variables in the 

model. To statistically determine the success of the intervention, additional data gathering 

may be required.  

 Counterfactuals, or  P(Yx|X′, Y′), implies causality. Was it X that caused Y? This 

requires a qualitative understanding of the relationship between variables X and Y, and 

whether one can be established as the Cause and the other as the Effect. This type of 

relationship is extra-statistical. While we can infer a counterfactual relationship from 

conditional probabilities in networks fitted to observational data (e.g., does symptom Y 

cause symptom X), the question of why symptom Y causes symptom X is extra-statistical 

and cannot be defined from the analysis observational data alone.  

 To create a counterfactual, another source of knowledge is necessary which 

describes the direct or indirect relationship between symptoms Y and X. Assuming we 

understand the causal relationship of Y and X outside of the data, we can also understand 

and predict the success of interventions and the associations between Y and X.  
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3.7 Time-based Variable Sequencing and Ordered Variable Pairs 

 
 The desire to infer causality between different events has prompted researchers to 

collect data using controlled experiments and timestamps [95]. Outcomes are measured, 

sometimes repeatedly, over time in the course of the study to determine the variability of 

time between events. Among different experiments, if causation is to be inferred, will 

exhibit a pattern or sequence as the event unfolds. After the identification of a sequence 

of events, knowledge of sequencing can then be used for causal inference such as 

predicting progressing symptoms in of a particular disease. Time-based sequencing is one 

of the criteria for establishing causality but does not provide any additional qualitative 

information on the causal mechanism. 

For example, public health officials want to determine the cost of treating 

dementia based on how far it has progressed. The disease, which transitions between 

various stages over time, are associated with increasing treatments and health care costs 

[106]. Intuitively, we understand that costs for treating dementia increases as the severity 

of the disease increases. What is not intuitive is the fact that as dementia progresses, other 

comorbidities will develop for the patients such as hypertension and diabetes [107]. The 

cost for treating these comorbidities, when included as associated costs for treating 

dementia, will increase the cost of treating the chronic disease. Furthermore, even though 

comorbidities are discovered in longitudinal data, may not have a true causal effect on the 

disease. Both dementia and hypertension are diseases correlated with age, but it is not 

intuitive whether a causal relationship exists between the diseases or if both diseases 

develop over time in aging patients. 
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 Time-based, longitudinal sequencing of variables aims to capture symptoms and 

when they appear for a patient. This is an intuitive method where the diagnosis of each 

symptom variable for each patient subject has is associated with a recorded time period, 

time stamp, or some other time-based sequence [108]. This method is very common in 

epidemiology where the progression of a disease happens in a sequence over time [1]. 

This sequencing is based on observable correlations among patient subjects over time in 

situations where direct causation is not readily observable.  

Returning to our dementia example, hypertension is a condition which leads to a 

stroke, which causes stroke-related dementia [109]–[111]. This is a well-known and well-

established relationship. In the largest study of its kind, which involved 453 patients, 26% 

were demented 3 months after the stroke [112]. Strokes multiplies the risk of dementia by 

up to a factor of 5 and is currently one of the strongest risk factors for dementia. The 

strength of this correlation suggests that a causal link exists between the three diseases. 

We can express the three variables in this causal sequence:  

 

 

 

 Fig. 7: A time-based sequence of events between Hypertension and Dementia 
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Since other variables influence this sequence of events, this particular sequence 

measured over time only provides a partial understanding of the true causes of dementia. 

For example, it is also known silent strokes, white matter lesions (WML), and atrophy are 

diseases associated with hypertension which leads to dementia [113]. The inclusion of 

these variables in the context of dementia results in a causal network of symptoms and 

diseases. Recalling graph G, denoted G  =  (𝑉,  𝐴) where V is the set of nodes and A is the 

set of arcs, here V = {Hypertension. Atrophy, Stroke, Silent Stroke, WML, Dementia}:  

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Causal model of diseases related to Hypertension and Dementia 
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Within this causal network, we can identify a series of eight ordered variable pairs 

representing causal relationships which can be further validated in existing research. 

These variable pairs also indicate the set of arcs A:    

 

Table 2: Additional sequenced relationships between Hypertension and Dementia 

Hypertension → Atrophy Atrophy → Dementia 

Hypertension → Stroke Stroke → Dementia 

Hypertension → Silent Stroke Silent Stroke → Dementia 

Hypertension → WML WML → Dementia 

 

 

 Time-based sequencing of variables may also include a logical ordering of the 

variables available from a study. This method requires logical analysis and ordering of 

cross-sectional data variables where timestamps were not a part of the data collection 

[114]. For example, a study contains three groups of variables for demographics (race, 

gender, etc.), symptoms (cough, fever, etc.), and treatments (expectorants, aspirin, etc.) 

for a particular disease. We know logically that demographic variables precede symptom 

variables, and symptom variables precede treatment variables. The sequencing for these 

three groups can be expressed as:  
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Fig. 9: Logical ordering of variables by group 

 

 

While a specific order does not exist within these demographic groups – as there 

are no timestamps for the development of symptoms and the outcomes of treatments – we 

can logically deduce that groups of variables generally precede another. While this is 

intuitive, it is not all-inclusive. For example, education is a demographic variable that 

may not precede symptoms and treatments.  

Finally, there are other data-based methods for establishing a sequence or 

ordering among variables. These methods establish temporal sequencing or logical 

ordering based on properties derived from the data, and includes collider testing [115], 

human perception of causal strength [116], and Error Reduction [117]. Other methods 

sequence variables based on analyzing the dataset when a symptom or disease occurs 

based on the patient’s age [118]. 
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3.8 Expertise in Authoritative Medical Ontologies (AMO) 

 
Authoritative Medical Ontologies (AMOs) are large, well-supported biomedical 

ontologies used for knowledge management, codification, diagnosis, and decision support 

[119].  The recent acceleration in the deployment of electronic health record (EHR) 

systems has created a need for standardized terminologies and their adoption in the 

clinical community.  

Medical terminology and diagnosis information is highly complex in nature and 

many authoritative research labs, clinics, and government agencies are working to codify 

medical knowledge in ontologies capable of relating symptoms, diseases, and treatments. 

These ontologies are highly detailed and technical in their representation of the 

knowledge domain. Furthermore, they are curated and evolved by experts and clinicians, 

as insight into the subject matter evolves over time. 

An ontology is a “specification of a conceptualization” in the context of 

knowledge and data sharing [21]. Information stored in modern ontologies are 

repositories for specific application domains, such as healthcare. Originally, ontologies 

were created to share common understanding of the structure of information among users 

and software agents [120]. The basic components of ontologies are:  

 

1. Classes – description of concepts within a specific domain;  

2. Properties – description of features and attributes of classes/concepts, and 

how they relate to other classes and concepts; 
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3. Taxonomic hierarchy – a class-subclass hierarchy where classes are 

arranged according to subsumption relationships; and 

4. Instances – specific examples of classes 

 

Together, these components are capable capturing knowledge in a specific 

domain. Special ontologies developed by authoritative bodies, or Authoritative Medical 

Ontologies (AMO), provide a method of standardizing domain knowledge.  Examples of 

AMOs include the Gene Ontology10, NCI Thesaurus11, SNOWMED CT12, ICD-10-CM13, 

and MedDRA14.  Typically, a governing board or regulatory committee of clinicians and 

experts continuously maintain authoritative ontologies.  

Currently, multiple ontologies are being created and curated to meet the growing 

needs of healthcare, research, and industry. Intuitively, modeling terminology has 

become siloed by the designated purpose of the ontology (i.e., Gene Ontology describes 

gene function). In the past decade, large ontological repositories have been created to 

standardize medical informatics and disease domains. AMOs serve as formal ontologies 

that are developed by experts as a reference for standardized medical terminology. AMOs 

contain lexicons used throughout the healthcare industry for patient diagnoses, medical 

research, regulation policies, insurance payments, and product development.  

 
10 http://www.geneontology.org/ 
11 https://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/ 
12 http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct 
13 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm 
14 http://www.meddra.org/ 
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These AMOs, and the knowledge that is contained within them, may provide 

insights into the underlying causal model of diseases in the following ways:  

1. References among terms, where codified terms reference each other for additional 

diagnosis of the disease or symptom (ICD-10-CM) 

2. Relationship types in the ontology which are causal in nature. Relationship types 

such as “due to” or “caused by” indicates a cause and effect relationship between 

two terms (SNOMED) 

3. Direct causal knowledge (as text) of the disease and symptoms based on current 

definitions in medicine and epidemiology (ICD-10-CM browser) 

4. Subsumption relationships, where parent terms partially define children terms 

under them (MedDRA). Subsumption relationships are often associative, but 

produces relevant contextual evidence for symptoms. 

 

3.8.1 Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities Terminology (MedDRA) 

 
The Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities Terminology (MedDRA)15 

ontology was first implemented by the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory 

Agency (MHRA) of the United Kingdom in 1993. Shortly after, the International Council 

for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) 

adopted MedDRA as a basis for an international terminology. MedDRA is an 

 
15 http://www.meddra.org/ 
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international standardized medical terminology to facilitate sharing of regulatory 

information for medical products and is offered in over a dozen languages. 

 Terminology in MedDRA applies to all phases of drug development and includes 

appendices describing how medical concepts are interpreted, used, and classified. It is 

also used for the documentation and marketing of medical products. These products 

include pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and devices. As a clinically validated medical 

terminology, it is used internationally by governments, pharmaceutical companies, 

regulatory officials, and clinical researchers.  

MedDRA is currently managed by the MedDRA Maintenance and Support 

Services Organization (MSSO), which is overseen by ICH, the Medicines and Healthcare 

Regulatory Agency (MHRA) of the UK, Health Canada, and the World Health 

Organization (WHO). The ontology itself contains over 83,000 defined Lowest-Level 

Terms (LLT) as of March 2021. The repository grows as medical knowledge grows, and 

the ontology is evolved collaboratively to meet the needs of regulators and industry. The 

scope of MedDRA includes terminology and translations of medical conditions, 

indications, investigations (tests, results), medical and surgical procedures, family 

history, medication errors, product quality issues, device-related issues, product use 

issues, pharmacogenetic terms, and toxicologic issues. These terms are organized a 

hierarchical structure:  

 System Organ Class (SOC) 

 High Level Group Term (HLGT) 

 High Level Term (HLT) 
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 Preferred Term (PT) 

 Lowest Level Term (LLT) 

 The term ‘Anxiety’, in its most generic form, can be broken down into five 

separate diagnosable types according to HHS.gov16: Generalized Anxiety Disorder 

(GAD), Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), Panic Disorder (PD), Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder, and Social Phobia (SPD). For example, Generalized anxiety disorder 

(GAD) is a Lowest Level Term (LLT) in MedDRA.  

 

 

Fig. 10: Ontological Hierarchy of MedDRA via MedDRA Browser 

 
 
 

 
16 https://www.hhs.gov/answers/mental-health-and-substance-abuse/what-are-the-five-major-types-of-
anxiety-disorders/index.html 
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In Fig. 10, the MedDRA ontology is accessed using the MedDRA browser17 with 

the following structure application:  

  SOC: Psychiatric disorders 

  HLGT: Anxiety Disorders and symptoms 

  HLT: Anxiety disorders not elsewhere classified (NEC)  

 PT: Generalized Anxiety Disorder 

o  Multiple LLTs: Different names, interpretations, and spellings of 

GAD are listed here. 

 

 The Not Elsewhere Classified (NEC) designation for Anxiety Disorders in Fig. 10 

suggests that lower-level terminology is not used elsewhere in MedDRA. This is a 

significant designation implying that GAD is not associated as a subclass or superclass 

anywhere else in the ontology. Since MedDRA represents medical concepts across 

multiple Psychiatric Disorders (SOCs) (multi-axial definitions), to enable grouping by 

different classifications and data retrieval, the NEC label marks the concept as being 

unique to an SOC. In this case, Anxiety Disorder (and GAD, via subsumption) are unique 

under psychiatric disorders (see Fig. 11).  

 
17 https://tools.meddra.org/ 
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Fig. 11: Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) in MedDRA Search Results 

 

 

Other PTs, such as Agitated depression, are represented in different contexts 

across multiple SOCs, including Psychiatric disorders (primary SOC) and Nervous 

system disorders (secondary SOC).  
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Fig. 12: Agitated Depression defined across multiple SOCs in MedDRA 

 

 

Another significant feature of MedDRA is the Standardized MedDRA Queries 

(SMQ), which are groupings of terms from one (or more) SOCs related to an area of 

interest. These SMQs are intended to aid in case diagnosis, and can relate to signs, 

symptoms, diagnoses, and testing. While SMQs do not cover all medical topics, existing 

SMQs allows the ontology to be searched for terms across multiple contexts, based on 

previously identified issues based on data from a pre-clinical trial. In version 23.0 of 

MedDRA, there are 106 level-1 SMQs. For example, an SMQ exists for ‘Depression and 
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suicide/self-injury’, which details specific types of depression as they relate to other 

diseases, disorders, symptoms, etc.:  

 

 

 

Fig. 13: MedDRA Standardized Query (SMQ) of Depression 

 

 

Using the SMQ for depression allows us to perform a pre-validation of variables 

from an observational dataset. 
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3.8.2 International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10-CM) 

 

ICD-10-CM is a system used by physicians and healthcare providers to classify 

and code all diagnoses, symptoms and procedures recorded in conjunction with hospital 

care in the United States. ICD-10-CM is based on the International Classification of 

Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10) published by the World Health Organization. ICD-10-

CM uses unique alphanumeric codes to categorize diseases and symptoms. Clinicians, 

information technology experts, and other healthcare professionals in the U.S. use ICD-

10-CM to store and retrieve diagnostic information of symptoms, diseases, and 

treatments. The codes are also used by insurance companies to pay for physician and 

hospital services and procedures.  The current ICD-10-CM repository contains over 

71,000 classes as of September 2019. 

In addition to the subsumption relationships and ontological hierarchy, ICD-10-

CM record clinical expertise within the object properties of classes. For example, the 

ICD-10-CM ontology contains “Other Vital Details”, as well as other object properties 

for indexed symptom terms. These symptoms are backreferenced by other symptoms 

which can be used to infer causality between two variables so as to create an ordered 

variable pair. Back-references in ICD-10 are annotations referring to other codes which 

contain the following types of annotations: 

 “Applicable To”; 

 “Code Also”; 

 “Code First”; 
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 “Excludes1”; 

 “Excludes2”; 

 “Includes”; 

 “Note”; or 

 “Use Additional”. 

 

ICD-10-CM is a formal hierarchical ontology organized using a straightforward 

alphanumeric code structure18 (see Fig. 14). The first three characters (e.g., F45) 

designates the category of the diagnosis where “F” indicates “Mental, behavioral, and 

neurodevelopmental disorders”. The range of F40-F48 designates “Anxiety, dissociative, 

stress-related, somatoform and other nonpsychotic mental disorders”. F45 specifically 

designates “Somatoform disorders”, which is a variable for patients of the STAR*D 

study. 

 

 
18 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm 
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Fig. 14: Category hierarchy and descriptions in ICD-10-CM 

 

 

 The next 3 characters correspond to “other vital details” (see Fig. 15) and could 

contain additional information related to the cause or set of causes, anatomic site, 

severity, or other clinical details. For example, Hypochondriacal disorders (F45.2) is a 

symptom which is potentially caused by Somatoform. Hypochondriasis, a specific type of 

hypochondriacal disorder, is given additional categorical specification as F45.21.  
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Fig. 15: ICD-10-CM Other Vital Details related to Somatoform disorders 

 
 

 
3.8.3 Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) 

 
 SNOMED CT is considered to be the most comprehensive healthcare terminology 

ontology available in terms of the number of concepts, the level of detail of the 

descriptions, and the expressiveness of the relationships [121]. In the U.S., the NIH 

National Library of Medicine19 acts as the official representative member to the 

International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization, which manages 

and provides free access to SNOMED CT. The January 2020 release contains 352,000+ 

concepts, 1,062,000 relationships and 1,156,000 descriptions. The largest categories of 

 
19 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/healthit/index.html 
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concepts in SNOMED CT are disorders (22%), procedures (17%), body structures (11%), 

clinical findings other than disorders (10%), and organisms (10%)20. 

      SNOMED CT is primarily used to standardize representation of clinical 

content in electronic health records (EHR), including a variety of terminology, phrasing 

and interpretations, and diagnostic procedures. In addition to a robust coding system, 

SNOMED also contains additional knowledge pertinent to EHRs such as definitions on 

body structure, organisms, substances, pharmaceutical products, and external physical 

objects and forces. SNOMED has wide-spread implementation across the globe, 

SNOMED International is managed by members in 38 countries, and is updated by a 

wide assortment of clinicians, vendors, and terminologists that make up its “community 

of practice”.   

Relationship attributes are represented as a third concept and identify the meaning 

of the association between two concepts. A relationship type may be a standard “Is-a” 

relationship representing hierarchy, or a specific relationship such as “finding site” or 

“cause of” – both of which imply a specific sequence of events or ordering between the 

source concept and the destination concept. For example, hypersomnia and alcohol abuse 

share a causative relationship which is documented in several different places in the 

SNOMED:  

 
20 https://confluence.ihtsdotools.org/display/DOCSTART/SNOMED+CT+Starter+Guide 
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Fig. 16: SNOMED Summary of Hypersomnia caused by Alcohol Abuse concept 

 

 

 The relationship between the source concept (alcohol) and destination concept 

(hypersomnia) is expressed as a concept which can be inferred. SNOMED uses an 

Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) syntax21 for representing individual clinical 

meanings using either pre-coordinated (representation of a clinical meaning using a 

single concept identifier) or post-coordinated (representation of a clinical meaning using 

a combination of two or more concept identifiers) expressions. 

 
21 http://snomed.org/compgrammar 
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Fig. 17: SNOMED Expression for Hypersomnia with Alcohol as the Causative Agent 

 

 

3.8.4 Using AMOs to Establish Causal Knowledge and Causal Relationships 

 

In the previous sections, each of the three AMOs discussed contains expertise 

regarding the definition of diseases, symptoms, etc., and how they relate to one another. 

While the primary purpose of these ontologies is for classification, translation, 

standardization, and the like, in some instances causal relationships can be inferred. Since 

ontologies are not based explicitly on the analysis of a particular dataset, but are rather 

the result of a collective expertise, inferring causality from ontologies is rooted in the 

expertise of the individuals who define and maintain them. This expertise, as discussed in 
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the sections above, is based on different aspects of the ontology, ranging from the 

taxonomic hierarchy, to linked indexed terms, to explicit relationships that identify cause-

and-effect and causative-agents.  

All AMOs are constructed using prior knowledge describing diseases, symptoms, 

etc. These definitions depend on the governing agencies responsible for the AMOs, and 

the community of practice providing input on its improvement. In essence, complex 

medical and biological ontologies form a conceptualization of the knowledge of the 

communities that maintain them. For example, knowing that somatoform precedes 

hypochondriasis – at least in the hierarchical order as we can observe in ICD-10-CM – 

highlights the existence of a relationship between the two diseases which may be causal 

[122], [123]. 

Previously, six criteria for establishing a causal relationship were identified: 1) 

Association, 2) time-based sequencing of independent variables, 3) non-spuriousness 

(confounding), 4) counterfactual analysis, 5) causal mechanism, and 6) contextual 

evidence. These criteria can be established in either the dataset, the AMO, or a 

combination of both:  

 

1. Association and correlations are established quantitatively using standard 

statistical methods such as regression on the dataset. Associations and 

correlations are qualitatively identified in ontologies as relationships between 

classes, without the need for any data.  
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2. Time-based sequencing of independent variables can be established in 

longitudinal data, or through analysis of the patient’s age at the time of 

diagnosis. A sequence of events, which is not necessarily temporal, may also 

be established in the relationships in an ontology.  

 

3. Confounding (or spuriousness) can be controlled (or at least seen) in the 

resulting Bayesian network for variables which are not exogenous to the 

model. If a spurious relationship exists, e.g., a third variable which influences 

both the cause and the effect, and the third variable in question is endogenous 

to the model, then the CBN will visibly show the common-cause 

(confounding) variable. Since causal sufficiency is assumed in the CBN 

generated by data, this sufficiency should be adequately represented in an 

AMO.  

 

4. Causal Mechanisms are difficult to identify and explain using data alone, 

unless the data and the methods of generating that data are specific to 

discovering a particular causal relationship. Using an old example of a direct-

cause relationship of Skin Color being a cause and Hair Color being the effect 

(see Fig. 6), this hypothetical cause and effect relationship may be inferred 

from data using associations, sequence of events, and controlling 

confounding. But the true causal mechanism (genetics) is external to the data. 
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Ontologies assist in identifying these causal mechanisms, which excludes the 

potential of physiological attributes being the cause of another.  

 

5. Contextual Evidence – both patient data and medical ontologies exist in the 

context of a specific set of diseases. While data collection may be based on a 

set of associated diseases with unknown causal relationships among the 

variables, ontologies clearly contextualize and classify each diagnosable 

disease or symptom variable. This provides a context for each variable. For 

example, initial insomnia and hypersomnia are both sleep disorders. An 

ontology will classify initial insomnia an insomnia (difficulty initiating or 

maintaining sleep) and hypersomnia (sleeping a lot) as different classes [124]. 

This is significant because a dataset may not provide contextual knowledge of 

a symptom or disease.  
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3.9 Mutual Compatibilities between Ontologies and Bayesian Networks 

  

 Bayesian Networks (BNs) and ontologies have intrinsic compatibilities which 

enable them to be modeled after each other. For example, we can create a BN using the 

semantic information found in ontologies [125]–[127]. Deriving a BN from an ontology 

is possible because semantic representation of knowledge can be translated into 

components of a BN:  

 

1) Nodes are represented as ontology classes and concepts; 

2) Directed edges/arcs in the BN structure are represented as relationships 

between classes, and; 

3) Probability distributions are probabilistic relationships between classes which 

can be derived from data instances. 

  

 Conversely, ontologies can also be created from the structure of BNs [128]. This 

is achieved by extending the standard OWL ontology language in order to express 

conditional, probabilistic relationships between classes. Examples of this extension are 

BayesOWL [128]22, PROWL [129]23 and OntoBayes[130].  

 BayesOWL is a framework which extends OWL capacities for modelling and 

reasoning with uncertainty. Ontobayes improves upon BayesOwl by supporting random 

 
22 http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Bayes_OWL.html 
23 http://www.pr-owl.org/ 
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variables with multiple values. Finally, PROWL further extends OWL where probabilistic 

concepts can co-exist with regular, non-probabilistic concepts. In each of these 

extensions, a set of rules is applied to transform the class hierarchy defined in an OWL 

ontology into a Bayesian network. 

  Methods for learning Causal Bayesian Networks (CBN) directly from ontologies 

have also been proposed [51], [59], [114], [131], [132]. These methods discover causal 

structures depicted in ontologies, and then test the accuracy of the structure using 

observational data. For example, SemCaDo [131] focuses on integrating prior knowledge 

from an ontology in learning initial structures from observational data. To obtain a CBN 

directly from an ontology, the taxonomical structure is examined and then used to infer 

causality. This creates a CBN model based on ontology classes, relationships, and 

instances. The conditional probabilities in the resulting model are based on the number of 

instances, class properties, or the number of definitions in other ontologies. This method 

creates a CBN model that is based on pre-defined ontologies, rather than learned from 

data. Since they are based on a pre-defined ontology, it is not possible for these models to 

be improved further in terms of predictive accuracy.   

 Methods for learning Causal Bayesian Networks (CBN) directly from ontologies 

have also been proposed [51], [59], [114], [131], [132]. These methods discover causal 

structures depicted in ontologies, and then test the accuracy of the structure using 

observational data. For example, SemCaDo [131] focuses on integrating prior knowledge 

from an ontology in learning initial structures from observational data. To obtain a CBN 

directly from an ontology, the taxonomical structure is examined then used to infer 
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causality. This creates a CBN model based on ontology classes, relationships, and 

instances. The conditional probabilities in the resulting model are based on the number of 

instances, class properties, or the number of definitions in other ontologies. This method 

creates a CBN model that is based on pre-defined ontologies, rather than learned from 

data. Since they are based on a pre-defined ontology, it is not possible for these models to 

be improved further in terms of predictive accuracy. 

Since relationships in CBNs are quantified using conditional probabilities, making 

predictions are intuitive. Stronger conditional probabilities suggest that the values of two 

variables are related, and that changing one will affect the other. These conditional 

probabilities can be used to aid decision making - where the treatment can be directed at 

potentially causal symptoms which are present in the CBN. Treating a causal symptom of 

a disease (such as insomnia in patients of depression) results in enhanced outcomes for 

both diseases [133]. Better access to causal information among symptoms will enable 

clinicians to prescribe better treatments. 

 Capturing causal knowledge in an ontology based on a CBN has several inherent 

benefits. Ontologies allow knowledge to be easily shared among people or software 

agents [134], and will make assumptions regarding diseases explicit based on the analysis 

of patient data which is in the CBN. The knowledge can be stored in an AMO itself, or in 

an extracted ontology module based on the AMO which is specific to the domain [135]. 

As domain knowledge improves over time, evolving a causal ontology would be based on 

new causal relationships [136].  
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 These causal ontologies will also enable a way to search the knowledgebase using 

querying languages ss SPARQL24 and other semantic querying languages. For example, 

an ontology module based on MedDRA can be created using Protégé25 and OWL (see 

Fig. 18). The concepts and hierarchy of the ontology module is derived from MedDRA.  

After the identification and creation of a modular ontology for depression, the conditional 

probabilities discovered in CBN can be captured as object properties.  

 There are four object properties associated with causation, which are modeled 

after rules of conditional independence and d-separation [137]. The three primary rules 

include: Chain, Fork, and Collider. CausedBy is a direct causal chain to ANX from 

another variable, and PartiallyCausedBy represents a fork from another variable to ANX. 

Causes is a direct causal chain from ANX, and PartiallyCauses represents a fork to 

another variable from ANX. We can determine if a node is a collider if the parent 

property ANX_Causality has multiple defined properties for CausedBy and 

PartiallyCausedBy (see Fig. 19). 

 

 
24 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 
25 https://protege.stanford.edu/ 
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Fig. 18: Modular ontology based on MedDRA Symptoms for Depression in Protégé 

 
 
 
 At a glance, the ontological structure and object properties enable us to quickly 

identify cause and effect relationships among variables, as well as the classification 

structure of these variables within an ontology. The ontology module can be expanded 

further with an OWL extension that specifically deals with Bayesian Networks and 

reasoning under uncertainty, such as OntoBayes [130], PR-OWL[129], and PROGNOS 

[138]. Future ontology modules created from analyzing patient data would include these 
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extensions, so that object properties would contain the conditional probabilities instead of 

creating entities and annotating them for each causal relationship. 

 

 

 

Fig. 19: Object Properties of an MedDRA Ontology Module 

 
  

In our prior research, we noted that medical ontologies can be improved by 

analyzing patient data [7]. This research implies that existing ontologies accurately reflect 

patient data structure to a degree but can be improved. Even though a viable CBN can be 

derived directly from an ontology (e.g., SemCaDo), this method relies on the accuracy of 

the ontology, rather than an accurate representation of patient data.  
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4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN FOR STAR*D DATA 

 There are four steps to the experiment:   

1) Create a baseline CBN:  

a) Select a suitable subset of the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to 

Relieve Depression (STAR*D) dataset of binarized symptoms 

b) Perform k-fold cross-validation to determine learning algorithm 

c) Learn a Baseline CBN structure using the best scoring algorithm  

2) Find potentially causal relationships in the form of ordered variable pairs in 

AMOs:  

a) Standardize and codify selected symptom variables according to the 

following AMOs:  

i) Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA)  

ii) International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical 

Modification (ICD-10-CM) 

iii) Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms 

(SNOWMED CT) 

b) Discover potentially causal relationships among symptoms in the dataset 

in the AMOs, and record them as ordered variable pairs 

3) Modify the MMHC algorithm to orient the CBN structure using ordered variable 

pairs. Create five Modified CBN models:  

a. Baseline (algorithm and data only) 
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b. Modified MedDRA ordered variable pairs as priors 

c. Modified ICD-10-CM ordered variable pairs as priors 

d. Modified SNOWMED CT ordered variable pairs as priors 

e. Modified with a combination of MedDRA, ICD-10-CM, and SNOWMED 

CT ordered variable pairs  

4) Analyze and compare the Baseline and Modified CBNs using: 

a) K-fold Cross-validated AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve), with 80% 

training and 20% test data (k=5). Randomize data and repeat to take the 

average of 10 runs. 

b) The predictive accuracy of both models on a single node of interest for 

Remission (CIT).  

c) The goodness-of-fit of the Baseline and Modified CBNs using cross-

validation and log-likelihood loss (also known as negative entropy).  

d) Contextual analysis of new relationships in the Modified CBN in existing 

literature.  
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4.1 Diagnosing Depression and Related Symptoms: A Brief Introduction 

 
Depressive disorders are chronic illnesses with multiple related symptoms 

including anxiety, sleeplessness, and irritability. Individuals with depression are often 

diagnosed with comorbid (or co-existing) conditions. For example, substance abuse and 

depression are two disorders that co-occurs within the same individual [139]. Research 

suggest that the “causes” of depression is a combination of demographical, genetic, 

environmental, and biological factors [140]–[144]. As such, there may be a variety of 

causes for depression in an individual, and due to the number of diseases which are 

comorbid with depression it is difficult to determine the epidemiological sequence in the 

progression of the disease. 

In 1960, Dr. Max Hamilton of the University of Leeds developed the Hamilton 

Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) which is still in use today. The scale has been widely 

used in clinical practice and become a standard in pharmaceutical trials. HAM-D is used 

to determine a patient’s level of depression before, during, and after treatment [97], 

[145].  The HAM-D scale is determined from a score based on a list of 21 items 

questions. Scoring is based on the first 17. Eight items are scored on a 5-point scale, 

ranging from 0 = not present to 4 = severe. Nine are scored from 0-2. 

A. Depressed mood (0 to 4) 

B. Feelings of guilt (0 to 4) 

C. Suicide (0 to 4) 

D. Insomnia 

1. Early (0 to 2) 

2. Middle (0 to 2) 

3. Late (0 to 2) 
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E. Work activities (0 to 4) 

F. Retardation to stupor (0 to 4) 

G. Agitation (0 to 2) 

H. Fear (0 to 4) 

I. Anxiety (0 to 4) 

J. Gastrointestinal symptoms (0 to 2) 

K. Systemic somatic symptoms (0 to 2) 

L. Decreased libido or menstrual disturbance (0 to 2) 

M. Hypochondriasis (0 to 4) 

N. Weight loss (0 to 2) 

O. Diminished insight (0 to 2) 

P. Symptom diurnal variation (1 to 2) 

Q. Feelings of unreality (0 to 4) 

R. Paranoid symptoms (0 to 3) 

S. Obsessive Compulsive Symptoms (0 to 2) 
 

Following the examination, the scores are tallied, and a grade of depression is 

given based on a scale:  

 

HAM-D Score Grade 

0-7 Normal 

8-13 Mild depression 

14-18 Moderate depression 

19-22 Severe depression 

≥23 Very severe depression 

 

 

There are a variety of other methods and questionnaires used diagnose depression 

[146] with varying levels of overlapping symptom variables [147]. Alternatives to 
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clinically administered HAM-D include Montgomery-Asberg depression rating scale 

(MADRS) and self-reported tests such as Patient health questionnaire 9 (PHQ-9), Zung 

self-report depression scale (ZUNG SDS), The Quick Inventory of Depressive 

Symptomatology – Self-Report (QIDS-SR), The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), and 

Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS).  

QIDS-SR in particular was Developed with the aim of addressing the limitations 

of the HAM-D. These most notably include: a failure to assess all symptom domains as 

defined in DSM guidelines, an unequal weighting between different symptom domains, 

and a lack of clear, well-defined symptom criteria in each item of the scale [148].  QIDS-

SR is a 16-item, patient-reported scale of symptom severity in depression. Nine key 

symptoms of the condition are assessed: insomnia/hypersomnia, low mood, 

appetite/weight changes, impaired self-perception, concentration difficulties, loss of 

interest/pleasure, suicidal ideation, psychomotor agitation and fatigue. A maximum total 

score of 27 can be achieved, with scoring interpretations as seen below: 

 

≤5: No depression 

6–10 Mild depression 

11–15: Moderate depression 

16–20: Severe depression 

21–27: Very severe depression 
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Depression has been related to elevated likelihood of strokes and cardiac arrests 

[149], [150]. As such, it may be considered a precursor to dementia either through a 

stroke, or as a direct cause [99]. There is also evidence that the rate of depression 

diagnosis is greater among younger than older persons [143]. This is counterintuitive 

since depression is comorbid with diseases which occur later in life. Current research on 

depression focuses on the pathways by which symptom variables or comorbid diseases 

create their influence [151]. 

Some comorbidities of depression, such as anxiety, are very common. Some 

studies show that 60% of those with anxiety will also exhibit symptoms of depression and 

visa-versa [152]. Since both diseases share criteria for diagnoses such as sleep disorders, 

it is difficult to establish cause-and-effect relationships based on examinations or self-

reporting alone. Also, the majority of existing research focuses on the diagnosis and 

treatment of a single illness instead of multiple, comorbid ones [153], [154]. There is a 

need for more specialized treatments for comorbid patients, and studies to determine the 

cause of diseases and related symptoms holistically. 
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4.2 Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) Dataset 

  

 Over a seven-year period, the National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) 

collected data from over 4000 outpatients from 41 clinical sites located around the 

country. The patients were all diagnosed with clinical depression (major depressive 

disorder) and were seeking treatment from a clinical site [155]. The resulting Sequenced 

Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D)26 dataset is the largest and 

longest-running study ever conducted on patients of depression and depression treatment.  

 At the beginning of the study, participants who did not have “moderate” 

depression on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) [97] scale were excluded. 

Participants who scored less than 14 on the 17-item HAM-D scale indicated mild or no 

depression and were excluded from the study. The study ended for a patient in remission 

if the HAM-D score dropped below or equal to 5.  

This study resulted in a longitudinal dataset containing 2876 patients, 62 

variables, and 22,000+ line records over five different phases (or “levels”) of treatment 

over time27. Variables measured came from a combination of HAM-D and the Quick 

Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology-Self-Report (QIDS-SR) [156]. Citalopram is 

given to every patient in level 1 and would only move onto level 2 if symptoms persisted 

after a period of 12-14 weeks. The treatment levels and participants can be summarized 

as follows [102], [155], [157]:  

 
26 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00021528 
 
27 https://www.nimh.nih.gov/funding/clinical-research/practical/stard/allmedicationlevels.shtml 
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Level 1: All 2876 patients are given Citalopram 

Level 2: 727 patients chose switch to a combination bupropion, venlafaxine, 

sertraline, or cognitive therapy. 565 patients chose to augment their citalopram 

treatment with bupropion, buspirone, or cognitive therapy. 

Level 2a: For 182 patients who were assigned to receive cognitive therapy, they 

may switch to bupropion or venlafaxine.  

Level 3: 235 patients on a combination of treatments from Level 2 switched to 

mirtazapine or nortriptyline. 142 chose to augment their current treatment with 

lithium or thyroid hormone.  

Level 4: 109 patients made it to Level 4 and chose to switch to tranylcypromine 

or a combination of mirtazapine and venlafaxine.  

 

 During the course of the study, the cumulative remission rate for all treatment 

levels was 67% [102], with nearly 60% of remissions occurring during the first two levels 

of treatment. From this dataset, we have extracted a subsample of 1933 patient 

observations. This subsample includes 22 variables. All patients in this subsample were 

treated with Citalopram. Remission is captured by the CIT (citalopram success) variable. 

The diagnoses for these symptoms are represented by binary variables as having a 

positive diagnosis (1) or negative diagnosis (0).  
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This dataset was selected based on the availability of symptom/comorbid 

diagnoses in the dataset. These variables are summarized in Table I with associated 

abbreviations. The abbreviations will be used to shorten graphical BN representations.  

 

 

Table 3. Selected STAR*D Symptom Variables and Abbreviations 

Symptom Abbr.  Symptom Abbr.  

Age of Patient (18-75) AGE* Gender GEN* 
Recurrent REC Family history of Depression FHX* 
Generalized Anxiety  GAD Bulimia Nervosa  BND 
Panic  PD Hypersomnia IH 
Social Phobia  SPD Consolidated Insomnia** CI 
Obsessive Compulsive  OCD Irritable IRR 
Alcohol Abuse  AAD Melancholic MEL 
Drug Abuse  DAD Anxious Personality ANX 
Hypochondriasis  HD Irritable IRR 
Somatoform  SD Melancholic MEL 
Citalopram Success CIT   
* Non-symptom demographic/history variables 

** Consolidated Insomnia (CI) is a union of Initial, Middle, and Delayed  
insomnia variables into a single variable for insomnia.  
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4.3 Algorithm Selection using K-fold Cross-Validation 

 

 We will determine an algorithm to use to learn the CBN by performing a k-fold 

(k=5) cross-validation for a set of popular learning algorithms. This method splits the data 

into k equal-sized subsets. The subsets will become the test data, while the rest of the 

dataset becomes training data for the algorithm. By setting k=5, 80% of the data is used 

for training, and 20% is used for testing.  

 Using the bn.cv function in bnlearn and the STAR*D data selected from the 

previous section, we will use Log-Likelihood Loss [158] (logl): also known as negative 

entropy or negentropy, it is the negated expected log-likelihood of the test set for the 

Bayesian network fitted from the training set. Lower values are better (a lower log-loss 

value means better predictions). We will perform this cross-validation on the following 

algorithms:  

 Grow-Shrink (gs): Constraint-based algorithm based on the Grow-Shrink 

Markov Blanket, the first (and simplest) Markov blanket detection algorithm 

used in a structure learning algorithm 

 Hill-Climbing (hc): Score-based algorithm based on a greedy hill-climb 

search that explores the space of the directed acyclic graphs by single-arc 

addition, removal, and reversals; with random restarts to avoid local optima. 

The optimized implementation uses score caching, score decomposability and 

score equivalence to reduce the number of duplicated tests 
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 Tabu Search (tabu): a modified hill-climbing able to escape local optima by 

selecting a network that minimally decreases the score function. 

 Max-Min Hill-Climbing (mmhc): a hybrid algorithm which uses Max-Min 

Parents and Children (mmpc) algorithm to restrict the search space, and the 

Hill-Climbing (hc) algorithm to find the optimal network structure in the 

restricted space. 

 Restricted Maximization (rsmax2): Hybrid algorithm and a general 

implementation of the Sparse Candidate algorithms, which can use any 

combination of constraint-based and score-based algorithms. 

 Hybrid HPC (h2pc): a hybrid algorithm combining Hiton Parents and 

Children (HPC) and Hill-Climbing (hc). 

 Incremental Association (iamb): based on the Markov blanket detection 

algorithm of the same name, which is based on a two-phase selection scheme 

(a forward selection followed by an attempt to remove false positives). 

 

> bn.cv(dataset, algorithm, loss = "logl", k=5, runs=10) 

 

Table 4: Average Log Loss for Six Algorithms using STAR*D, NACC, and Icahn datasets 

  STAR*D NACC Icahn 
Grow-Shrink 11.962 15.752 2.398 

Hill-Climbing 11.772 14.612 2.384 

Tabu 11.748 14.623 2.381 

Max-Min Hill-Climb 11.738 14.493 2.373 

Restricted Maximization 11.774 14.564 2.388 

Hybrid HPC 11.739 14.468 2.373 

Incremental Association 11.882 14.642 2.389 
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 Incremental Association (iamb) and related algorithms (fast.iamb, inter.iamb) – in 

the bnlearn implementation requires network to be completely directed so local 

distributions can be estimated28. In STAR*D (and the other datasets), the final CBN has 

nodes which are not directed or extended to the main CBN, which generates errors in 

several runs. This is also true of the PC algorithm.  

 For the following experiment, the Min-Max Hill Climbing (MMHC) algorithm 

has been chosen due to its popularity as a hybrid algorithm for learning Bayesian 

Networks [76]. It uses very little memory and is capable of finding models in very large 

datasets. MMHC is a structural learning algorithm which constructs the structure of a BN 

based on parent-children (PCx) pairs learned from available data.  

 

 The algorithm is broken down into two parts:  

 

1) The learning of a skeleton structure of the BN (nodes and edges without 

orientation) using Max-Min Parents and Children (MMPC); and  

2) Learning the orientation of the edges between the nodes with the Bayesian 

Dirichlet likelihood-equivalence uniform (BDeu) score.  

 

 Assuming that the previous chapters on obtaining ordered variable pairs from 

ontologies produced informative priors in the form of ordered variable pairs 𝑋 , 𝑋  for 

 
28 https://rdrr.io/cran/bnlearn/src/R/cv.R 
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the graph G, these priors can be used during the second step of the MMHC algorithm to 

orient edges between nodes.   

 

 The pseudocode for MMHC is as follows:  

Procedure Max-Min Hill-Climbing(D)  
Input: dataset D with variable set V 
Output: a DAG based on the variables in D 
 
For every variable X ∈ V: PCx = MMPC(X,D)  
 
Start with an empty graph  
 
Perform greedy hill-climb (add/delete/reverse 
edge). Only try add-edge operator for 
Y to X if Y ∈ PCx  
 

 Return the highest scoring DAG 
End procedure 

 

For the first step, this algorithm utilizes a separate algorithm, Max-Min Parents & 

Children (MMPC) [76], to learn the parents and children of variable X (PCx) as a subset 

of the variables (V) in the data (D).  

MMPC is a discovery algorithm based on conditional independence testing, 

which returns the candidate parents and children for each variable (PCx) from a given 

data set using a Max-Min heuristic strategy. The algorithm searches for the PCx for each 

variable in the dataset. As a part of MMHC, MMPC tests for conditional independence 

among variables and assumes that if conditional independence is not rejected, then the 

conditional independence statement holds.  
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There are situations where this procedure leads to conditional independence being 

accepted that contradict conditional dependence relations in the data. This leads to edges 

being removed from the skeleton that are necessary for representing the dependence 

structure of the data which is rectified by using prior knowledge of dependency in an 

AMO [159]. The pseudocode for MMPC is as follows:  

Procedure Max-Min Parents Children (MMPC)  
Input: Dataset D with Variable Set V = (X1..Xi)   
Output: A Parent-Children sets PCx 
 
Start with an empty graph, PCxi  
 
For every Xi in V:  
  

1) Calculate the minimum association value 
 of Xj and Xi given what is in PCxi. 

 
2) Capture the maximum minimum association 
value. If this value is not equal to 0, then 
add to PCxi and return to step 1.  
 
3) Move on to the next variable for all Xi 
 

 Return a series of PCx for each variable in V 
End procedure 
 

For the second step of MMHC, a greedy hill-climbing algorithm is applied to the 

PCx discovered using MMPC. A random symptom Y is selected, and neighboring 

symptoms are searched for associations using the Dirichlet likelihood-equivalence 

uniform score (BDeu) [76] within PCx. The BDeu score aims at maximizing the posterior 

probability of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) given data, while assuming a uniform 

prior over possible DAGs. This algorithm is greedy by default and obtains the next best 

neighbor without looking ahead.  
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The greedy hill-climbing portion of the algorithm begins with an empty graph and 

edges are added, deleted, or reversed that leads to the largest increase in BDeu score. The 

pseudocode for greedy hill-climbing is as follows:  

Procedure Greedy hill-climbing for MMHC(PCx)  
Input: Parent-Children sets (PCx) from MMPC  
Output: An DAG X with highest overall BDeu Score 
 
Start with an empty graph  
For every PCx graph:  
  
add-edge Y to X if Y ∈ PCx  
 
delete-edge Y from X if higher score from PCx 
exists 
 
reverse-edge Y from X if a reversal results in a 
higher score 
 
if BDeu score increase is 0, terminate algorithm 

 
 Return highest scoring DAG X 
End procedure 
 
 

 The greedy search will only consider adding a new edge if it already exists in a 

parent-children set (PCx) previously discovered by MMPC. The algorithm terminates 

when all nodes have been considered for the Bayesian network, and any additional 

changes to the structure results in the BDeu maximum score staying the same.  
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4.4 Baseline CBN using Max-Min Hill-Climbing 

 

 A baseline CBN model without prior ordering can be generated by applying the 

MMHC algorithm on the existing STAR*D data in an unmodified manner. This process 

will help us standardize the dataset for the other CBN experiments, as well as establish a 

baseline for the performance of the MMHC algorithm without modifications or 

consideration of prior expertise limitations. This model will ultimately be used as the 

baseline comparison for other CBNs, and the starting point for our own “greedy search” 

among several CBNs in order to find the best fitting CBN model for the data.  

 The unmodified MMHC algorithm function mmhc is included in the bnlearn 

[160] package for R, which can be used to learn the structure of the BN. The algorithm 

includes both the mmpc algorithm to learn PCx, as well as the greedy hill-climbing 

function to learn the direction of each arc. After learning the structure of the BN, the 

bn.fit function can be used to fit the parameters conditional on the structure via Bayesian 

parameter estimation [161] using the Bayes Theorem. In order to obtain a baseline CBN 

using R, there are three primary steps:   

 
1. The STAR*D dataset needs to be extracted from the raw data for the 22 variables 

listed.  

2. The resulting dataset needs to be formatted so that only complete records are 

included (there are no rows with empty/NA values), and the binary data elements 

are re-classified as “Factors” for the sake of the bnlearn R package.   
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3. Apply the mmhc algorithm (which includes the mmpc algorithm and greedy hill-

climb) to the formatted STAR*D data with no additional parameters 

 

 In order to perform the analyses, the following packages are needed for R:  

 

 library(bnlearn) 
 library(BiocManager) 
 library(Rgraphviz) 
 library(gRain) 
 library(readxl) 
 library(ROCR)  

 

 For the first step, the original STAR*D data as extracted from the database must 

be processed:  

 

 # no N/A records: 
 STAR_D <- read.csv("STAR_D Dataset_clean.csv") 

STAR_D = STAR_D[complete.cases(STAR_D),]  
 
# set data format as Factor:           
for(i in 1:19) { 
 STAR_D[,i] <- as.factor(STAR_D[,i])  
} 
 

Considering only complete cases (no empty cells) the number of patient records 

were reduced from 1933 records to 1661.  

For the second step, apply the mmhc algorithm to the dataset with no additional 

parameters to learn the baseline CBN structure netb:  
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data(STAR_D)  # select the cleaned dataset to work on 
  netb= mmhc(x=STAR_D 
                    , whitelist = NULL 
                    , blacklist = NULL 
                ) 
 

 

  

Fig. 20: Summary of Baseline STAR*D structure learned using MMHC 

 

 

When the MMHC algorithm is applied to the STAR*D data with no constraints, 

18 arcs were learned as a part of the BN structure and fitted with conditional probabilities 

(see Fig. 20). These 18 arcs were created using 2218 conditional dependence tests. 

 

    Bayesian network learned via Hybrid methods 
 
  model: 
   

[GEN][AGE][FHX][GAD][REC|FHX][PD|GAD][AAD|GEN][OCD|GAD:PD][DAD|AAD][S
D|PD][ANX|PD][SPD|GAD:OCD][HD|OCD][CI|ANX][IRR|ANX][MEL|ANX][CIT|ANX]
[BND|GEN:SPD][IH|CI] 

  nodes:                                 19  
  arcs:                                  18  
    undirected arcs:                     0  
    directed arcs:                       18  
  average markov blanket size:           2.00  
  average neighbourhood size:            1.89  
  average branching factor:              0.95  
 
  learning algorithm:                    Max-Min Hill-Climbing  
  constraint-based method:               Max-Min Parent Children  
  conditional independence test:         Mutual Information (disc.)  
  score-based method:                    Hill-Climbing  
  score:                                 BIC (disc.)  
  alpha threshold:                       0.05  
  penalization coefficient:              3.705778  
  tests used in the learning procedure:  2218  
  optimized:                             TRUE 
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Fig. 21: Baseline STAR*D CBN structure  
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4.5 Obtaining Ordered Variable Pairs from Authoritative Medical Ontologies 

  

 Obtaining prior expertise from AMOs in the form of ordered-variable pairs 

requires an examination of the AMO, its purpose, and how causality can be inferred. This 

information provides insight into the underlying causal model of the disease, and 

knowledge of pre-existing relationships among symptoms. This is a source of knowledge 

that is not based on the data, but on expertise, and can be used to orient models used to 

infer causality. In the three ontologies examined within this chapter, ordered-variable 

pairs can be found in the ontological hierarchy, term indexing, and as a causal 

relationship type.  

 

 
4.5.1 Ordered Variable Pairs from Subsumption (MedDRA) 

  

 A hierarchical ontology classifies concepts at each level, proceeding from 

general-to-specialized concepts. Complex ontologies such as MedDRA often have 

symptom classes that fit into multiple disease areas of a given hierarchy, resulting in 

multiple inheritance (see Fig. 12). In Fig. 22, the MedDRA ontology is accessed using 

BioPortal29 (for the regular MedDRA ontology browser, please see Fig. 10). Within this 

ontology, “Psychiatric disorders” is the most general class in the hierarchy while 

“Nervousness” is the most specific class. “Nervousness” is a specialization of “Anxiety 

 
29 https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/MEDDRA 
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symptoms”. Unlike other variable pairs obtained using codification of explicitly causal 

relationship types, subsumption relationships are potentially causal. At the very least, it 

provides contextual evidence for specific symptom classes which that belong to general 

classes.  

 

 

 

Fig. 22: Ontological hierarchy of Psychiatric disorders in MedDRA 

 

 

 The ontology definition contains an taxonomical hierarchy of relevant domain 

concepts, possible relationships between concepts, data and object properties of concepts 

(attributes with value ranges), and derivation rules to infer new knowledge [162]. Each 
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AMO contains specific hierarchies, which define classes and subclasses of disease 

symptoms as they relate to one another in a subsumption “is_superclass_of” relationship. 

For example, Nervousness is hierarchically defined under Anxiety Symptoms in a specific 

sequence. For example, Nervousness “is-a” type of Anxiety Symptom and conversely, 

Anxiety Symptom “is_superclass_of” Nervousness.  

 

 

 

Fig. 23: Hierarchical “is_superclass_of” sequence of symptoms in MedDRA leading to 
Nervousness 

 

 

 In an ontology’s XML schema definition, the “is-a” relationship models 

inheritance in two ways [163]:  
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1. Top-down inheritance of attributes from superclasses to subclasses. In the 

example, assuming Nervousness as a subclass of a superclass Anxiety Symptoms. 

Then Nervousness inherits all attributes that are defined for Anxiety Symptoms. 

2. Bottom-up inheritance of instances from subclasses to superclasses. Assuming 

Nervousness as a subclass of a superclass Anxiety Symptoms. Then Anxiety 

Symptoms inherits all instances (i.e., elements) that are an element of Nervousness. 

Each instance of Nervousness is also an instance of Anxiety Symptoms. A patient 

(instance) exhibiting Nervousness also exhibits Anxiety Symptoms. 

 

 In the hierarchical sense, Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) is a more general 

term which is comprised of more specific terms such as Nervousness, in the context of 

the Psychiatric Disorders System Organ Class (SOC). In current clinical literature, 

physical signs and symptoms of Generalized Anxiety include fatigue, insomnia, 

irritability, and nervousness [164]. Since ontological hierarchy shows specializations and 

generalizations of concepts, it is implied that GAD is a parent concept which is 

comprised of sub-concepts such as nervousness and other related disorders.   

 Ordered variable pairs of a superclass-subclass subsumption relationship is 

intuitive. An ordered variable pair can be defined as a single parent-child or superclass-

subclass relationship. The symbol “→” is used to depict a directed edge between two 

symptom variable nodes. In hierarchical ontological terminology, it is used to establish a 

relationship from a parent or superclass to a child or subclass. This relationship indicates 
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that the presence of a superclass, such as GAD, leads to other symptoms such as 

nervousness and irritability which are subclasses. This relationship creates an ordered 

variable pair: superclass → subclass. 

 Continuing our example in Fig. 23, using the superclass → subclass relationship 

to infer causality creates the following indirect cause: Generalized Anxiety → Anxiety 

Symptoms → Nervousness. Where Generalized Anxiety is a direct cause of Anxiety 

Symptoms, and an indirect cause of nervousness. A full indirect causal chain in the 

ontology leading to the Nervousness symptom exists in ontology structure hierarchy as 

seen in Fig. 23: Psychiatric Disorders → Generalized Anxiety Disorders → Anxiety 

Symptoms → Nervousness. 
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Fig. 24: Hierarchy of STAR*D symptoms according to MedDRA 
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 In MedDRA, the selected symptoms contain 27 classes within the “Psychiatric 

Disorders” Base Class. From these 27 classes, 17 are symptoms originally selected from 

the patient dataset (see Table 3), two symptoms are defined twice within the hierarchy 

(Agitation and Melancholic), and eight are parent-classes not in the dataset but part of the 

ontological structure. 

 Generalized anxiety is the parent-class of anxiety symptoms, panic, and obsessive 

compulsive are subclasses. Finally, irritability and social phobia are tertiary classes in 

this hierarchy. While “fear symptoms and phobic disorders” is not a variable collected in 

the STAR*D dataset, this class subsumes “social phobia” which is a patient variable. 

Subsumption relationships in the hierarchical taxonomy of MedDRA gives us prior 

knowledge of six ordered variable pairs, which can be used to orient a CBN: 

  

1. Somatoform (SD) → Hypochondriasis (HD) 

2. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Anxiety Symptoms (ANX) 

3. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Panic (PD) 

4. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Obsessive Compulsive (OCD) 

5. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Social Phobia (SPD) 

6. Anxiety (ANX) → Irritability (IRR)  

 

4.5.2 Ordered Variable Pairs from Diagnostic Codes (ICD-10-CM) 

 
 ICD-10-CM codifies symptoms for diagnosis and billing, and symptoms often 

reference each other and have special relationships which can be used to infer causality.  
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ICD-10-CM is a formal hierarchical ontology organized using a straightforward 

alphanumeric code structure30. The first three characters (e.g., F45) designates the 

category of the diagnosis where “F” indicates “Mental, behavioral, and 

neurodevelopmental disorders”. The range of F40-F48 designates “Anxiety, dissociative, 

stress-related, somatoform and other nonpsychotic mental disorders”.  

 

  

Fig. 25: Category hierarchy and descriptions in ICD-10-CM 

  

 
30 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm 
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 F45 specifically designates “Somatoform disorders”, which is a variable for 

patients of the STAR*D study (see Fig. 26).  

 

 

Fig. 26: ICD-10-CM Other Vital Details related to Somatoform disorders 

 

 

 The next three characters correspond to “other vital details” (see Fig. 28) and 

could contain additional information related to the cause, or set of causes, anatomic site, 

severity, or other clinical details. For example, Hypochondriacal disorders (F45.2) is a 

symptom which is preceded by Somatoform. Hypochondriasis, a specific type of 

hypochondriacal disorder, is given additional categorical specification as F45.21, to 

differentiate it from other hypochondriacal disorders such as body dysmorphic disorders. 
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Fig. 27: Selected STAR*D symptoms in ICD-10-CM Index 
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 Mapping our selected STAR*D variables to ICD-10-CM, we discover that 

versions of insomnia (initial, delayed, and middle) are not further specified under Sleep 

Disorders (F51). Consolidated Insomnia (CI) is a union of Initial, Middle, and Delayed 

Insomnia variable sets and represents Insomnia (F51.0) in ICD-10-CM for modeling and 

analysis.  

 Overall, 15 symptom variables from the STAR*D data were mapped to the ICD-

10-CM ontological hierarchy, seen in Fig. 27. The three variables related to insomnia 

(Initial, Middle, and Delayed) are not available under Chapter 5: Mental, Behavioral, and 

Neurodevelopmental Disorders (F01-F99). However, insomnia does exist as a generic 

class in F51.0. A variable (Combined Insomnia) was created to combine Initial, Middle, 

and Delayed insomnias as a single variable. A positive diagnosis of any type of insomnia 

will yield a positive diagnosis in Combined Insomnia.  

 Additionally, insomnia is also classified under ICD-10-CM Chapter 6: Diseases 

of the Nervous System (G00-G99) under G47 (sleep disorders) and G47.0 (insomnia). 

Unlike Insomnia F51, G47.0 specifies a diagnosis of insomnia where the disease is due to 

a substance (drugs and alcohol) or a known physiological condition31. This provides 

additional insights, which is also validated in SNOMED CT, on the cause-and-effect 

relationships between insomnia, drug/alcohol abuse, and anxiety. 

 
31 https://www.fortherecordmag.com/archives/032612p27.shtml 
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Fig. 28: Insomnia-related Classes in ICD-10-CM 

  

 Specifically, drug abuse and alcohol abuse are listed as causes for insomnia. This 

is significant because alcohol abuse (AAD) and drug abuse (DAD) are two variables 

which are “orphaned” from the rest of the CBN (see Fig. 21). The substances causing 

insomnia are classified according to the severity of their abuse in ICD-10-CM, 
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identifying both a causal agent (the substance type) and the causal mechanism (abuse, 

dependence, or use): 

 

Table 5: Substances known to cause Insomnia according to ICD-10-CM 

Substance Causing Insomnia Abuse Dependence Use 

Alcohol F10.182 F10.282 F10.982 

Opioid F11.182 F11.282 F11.982 

Sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic F13.182 F13.282 F13.982 

Cocaine F14.182 F14.282 F14.982 

Other stimulant (includes amphetamine, caffeine) F15.182 F15.282 F15.982 

Other psychoactive substance (polysubstance) F19.182 F19.282 F19.982 

  

 

 The majority of the variable ordering occurs not at the taxonomic structure level, 

but at the indexed term (see Fig. 28) level. For example, Melancholia (F32.9 – F33.9) is 

an indexed term and a symptom which leads to Hypochondriac (F45.29), a specific type 

of Hypochondriacal disorder (F45.2). This relationship is captured in ICD-10-CM index 

in Fig. 29 and mapped in Fig. 27.  

 The only exception in the list of ordered variable pairs is Somatoform → 

Hypochondriasis, which is a subsumption “is-a” hierarchical relationship. Overall, ICD-

10-CM gives us eleven ordered variable pairs. Seven pairs are classified under Mental 

and Behavioral Disorders (F01-F99):  

 

1. Drug Abuse (DAD) → Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 

2. Melancholia (MEL) → Hypochondriasis (HD) 
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3. Dysthymia (REC) → Melancholic (MEL) 

4. Dysthymia (REC) → Generalized Anxiety (GAD) 

5. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Social Phobia (SPD) 

6. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Panic (PD) 

7. Somatoform (SD) → Hypochondriasis (HD) 

 

 

Fig. 29: ICD-10-CM indexed terms related to Melancholia 

  

 

  Insomnia, also classified under Diseases of the Nervous System (G00-G99) as 

G47.0, provides the following ordered variable pairs which exists as diagnoses relative to 

other pre-existing conditions, specifically as its causally related (“due to” relationship) to 
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drug/alcohol abuse and other mental disorders. Based on the indexed terms under 

G47.00, the following pairs can be determined:  

 

8. Alcohol Abuse (AAD) → Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 

Drug Abuse (DAD) → Consolidated Insomnia (CI) – reiterated, as it already 

exists in F01-F99.  

9. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 

10. Dysthymia (REC) → Consolidated Insomnia (CI)* 

11. Major Depressive (MDD) → Consolidated Insomnia (CI)* 

* Since insomnia “due to” depression does not specify the kind of depression, both 

variables (REC and MDD) are included here as potential causes.  

 

 Three of these orderings in ICD-10-CM indexed terms were previously identified 

in subsumption relationships in MedDRA: 

 

• Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Social Phobia (SPD) 

• Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Panic (PD) 

• Somatoform (SD) → Hypochondriasis (HD) 

 

4.5.3 Ordered Variable Pairs from Object Properties (SNOMED CT) 

 
 SNOMED CT is unique among the three AMOs used in this dissertation in that 

causal relationships are explicitly described in attributes used to define the meaning of 
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concepts within the Concept Model [165]. This Concept Model governs how concepts 

within SNOMED are allowed to relate to each other. Since the SNOMED AMO is vast in 

its application, concepts within specific classification hierarchies are defined by different 

types of attributes. SNOMED concept hierarchies include:  

 

 Clinical finding concepts 

 Procedure concepts 

 Evaluation procedure concepts 

 Specimen concepts 

 Body structure concepts 

 Pharmaceutical/biologic product concepts 

 Situation with explicit context concepts 

 Event concepts 

 Physical object concepts 

 

 For clinical concepts, we are interested specifically in the following attributes 

indicating causality:  

 

 Associated with represents a clinically relevant association between two 

concepts without either implying a causal or sequential relationship between 

them. It is one of the criteria for establishing a causal relationship but needs to be 

validated using other means, if an ordered variable pair is to be established 
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between the two concepts. “Mixed anxiety and depressive disorder” and 

“Depressive Disorder co-occurrent with anxiety” does not indicate a direction. 

This provides us with an association or correlation, but no additional insights into 

whether or not one is the cause and the other is the effect. 

 

 After represents a sequence of events when a clinical finding occurs after 

another clinical finding or a procedure. This represents a time-based temporal 

sequence between two variables in terms of clinical findings and is one of the 

criteria used for establishing a causal relationship. 

 

 Due to relates a clinical finding directly linked to a cause, such as another 

clinical finding or a procedure. This is a direct causal relationship which can be 

diagnosed or observed in a patient. 

 

 Causative agent identifies the direct causative agent of a disease. This can 

be a substance, physical force, or an organism. 

 

 SNOMED expresses the relationships between concepts by utilizing a 

compositional grammar, or a set of rules that govern the way SNOMED expressions are 

represented [166]. This can be done in text format, or as a compositional grammar 

diagram. For example, “Hypersomnia caused by alcohol (disorder)” is a concept which 

represents the causal relationship between hypersomnia and alcohol consumption:  
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Fig. 30: Compositional Grammar Diagram for Hypersomnia caused by alcohol 

 

 

This diagram is equivalent to the following compositional grammar expression:  

 

724732000 |Sleep disorder caused by psychoactive substance (disorder)| +  

    91471000119102 |Drug-induced hypersomnia (disorder)| +  

    719848005 |Disorder caused by alcohol (disorder)| : 

            { 246075003 |Causative agent (attribute)| = 311492009 |Ingestible 

alcohol (substance)| } 
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From the attributes represented in the compositional grammar, 12 ordered 

variable pairs can be established based on STAR*D variables:  

 

1. Alcohol Abuse → Hypersomnia 

2. Alcohol Abuse → Insomnia (consolidated) 

3. Alcohol Abuse → Generalized Anxiety Disorder 

4. Alcohol Abuse → Anxious Personality 

5. Drug Abuse → Insomnia (consolidated) 

6. Drug Abuse → Hypersomnia 

7. Drug Abuse → Generalized Anxiety Disorder 

8. Drug Abuse → Anxious Personality  

9. Drug Abuse → Obsessive Compulsive Disorder 

10. Hypochondriasis → Generalized Anxiety Disorder 

11. Hypochondriasis → Anxious Personality 

12. Somatoform → Hypochondriasis (subsumption) 

 
 These ordered variable pairs are a direct result of several causal object properties 

identified in the SNOMED expressions which address alcohol and drug abuse, with direct 

causal agents alcohol or drug type.  
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Fig. 31: STAR*D symptoms in SNOMED CT Causal Object Properties  
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4.5.4 Consolidating and Using Expertise from Multiple Ontologies 

 

 Taken together, there are 23 unique ordered variable pairs derived from 

MedDRA, SNOMED CT, and ICD-10-CM. There are four different types of ordered 

pairs:  

1) Indexed terminology – indexed terms are relationships and references among 

ontological classes which does not follow a strict hierarchy. Specifically, it 

refers to ICD-10’s index of diseases, where diagnostic codes are related to 

others based on the diagnosis (see Fig. 28). 

2) Object Properties of Relationships – object properties define relationships 

which are causal in nature. For SNOMED CT and ICD-10-CM, relationships 

which are identified as “due to”, “caused by”, or “induced” fall into this 

category. Object properties identify specific causal relationships and causal 

agents for the diagnosis of certain diseases.  

3) Qualitative clinical diagnostic information in ICD-10-CM browsers, such as 

icd10data.com. These causal relationships are explicitly based on existing 

clinical information. 

4) Subsumption relationships – hierarchical relationships represent ontological 

concepts in a class-subclass format. These relationship does not explicitly 

express causality but may provide contextual evidence of abstracted 

knowledge of a domain.  
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 One of the unique challenges of orienting arcs within a CBN is obtaining prior 

knowledge representing the true causal orientation of symptom variables. If these prior ordered 

variable pairs are substantiated, it resolves issues with confounding and provides a context for the 

potentially causal relationship. The twenty-four ordered variable pairs that were discovered from 

MedDRA, ICD-10-CM, and SNOMED CT provides prior knowledge and insight into the disease 

of depression.  

 Regardless of which algorithm is used to generate a CBN, observational data may 

be limited by other criteria external to the data collection process [68], [167]. When we 

match observational data variables to classes established in three different AMOs, we are 

able to 1) standardize the variable names (e.g., recurrent depression, present for more 

than two years, is also known as dysthymia), and 2) obtain expertise from three distinct 

ontologies based on the available knowledge about variables within the ontologies. 

 Knowledge from the ontologies are combined in a straightforward way. There are 

two ways knowledge is combined:  

 A combined list of variable pairs which exist in more than one ontology 

(netsmart in R)  

 A combined list of variable pairs which exists in one of the three ontologies and 

has a confirmed causal mechanism (diagnosable code) in ICD-10 or in the clinical 

information from the site icd10data.org (netsmart2 in R)  

 

 For netsmart, only arcs which exist in more than one AMO are selected. For 

example, AAD → CI (alcohol abuse as a cause of insomnia) is an ordered-variable pair 

that exists in both SNOMED and ICD-10-CM.  
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 For netsmart2, the arc must exist in one AMO and be validated in ICD-10-CM 

as either a specific causal relationship type, or in the clinical information using the 

icd10data.org browser. For example, anxiety caused by drug abuse (DAD → ANX) is 

found in SNOMED with a causative agent: 

  

 

Fig. 32: Anxiety caused by Drug Abuse in SNOMED 
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 With this ordered pair, we search ICD-10-CM for a diagnostic code or qualitative 

clinical information. In ICD-10-CM, there are a variety of codes for diagnosing anxiety 

due to drug abuse:  

 

  

Fig. 33: Anxiety due to various drug abuses in ICD-10-CM 

 
 

 Another example, ANX → CI (insomnia due to anxiety) is a diagnosable code in 

ICD-10-CM (as F51.05) with a specific causal mechanism:   
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Fig. 34: Insomnia due to Anxiety in ICD-10-CM as a Diagnosable Code 

 

 This code is separate from Insomnia (G47.0), which indicates that F51.05 is a 

specific type of diagnosable insomnia:  

 

 

Fig. 35: Insomnia in ICD-10 linking to other specific diagnoses 
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Table 6: Consolidated Ordered Variable Pairs from MedDRA, SNOMED CT, and ICD-10-CM 

# from to MedDRA SNOMED ICD-10-CM 

1 Alcohol Abuse (AAD)  Anxious (ANX) 
 

X 
 

2 Alcohol Abuse (AAD)  Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 
 

X X 

3 Alcohol Abuse (AAD)  Generalized Anxiety (GAD) 
 

X 
 

4 Alcohol Abuse (AAD)  Hypersomnia (IH) 
 

X 
 

5 Anxious (ANX)   Irritability (IRR)  X 
  

6 Drug Abuse (DAD)  Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 
 

X X 

7 Drug Abuse (DAD)  Anxious (ANX) 
 

X X 

8 Drug Abuse (DAD)  Generalized Anxiety (GAD) 
 

X 
 

9 Drug Abuse (DAD)  Hypersomnia (IH) 
 

X 
 

10 Drug Abuse (DAD)  Obsessive Compulsive (OCD) 
 

X 
 

11 Dysthymia (REC)   Generalized Anxiety (GAD) 
  

X 

12 Dysthymia (REC)   Melancholic (MEL) 
  

X 

13 Dysthymia (REC)   Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 
  

X 

14 Generalized Anxiety (GAD)   Panic (PD) X 
 

X 

15 Generalized Anxiety (GAD)   Social Phobia (SPD) X 
 

X 

16 Generalized Anxiety (GAD)   Anxious (ANX) X 
 

X 

17 Generalized Anxiety (GAD)   Obsessive Compulsive (OCD) X 
  

18 Generalized Anxiety (GAD)   Consolidated Insomnia (CI) 
  

X 

19 Hypochondriasis (HD)  Anxious (ANX) 
 

X X 

20 Hypochondriasis (HD)  Generalized Anxiety (GAD) 
 

X X 

21 Anxious (ANX)  Consolidated Insomnia (CI)  X X 

22 Melancholia (MEL)   Hypochondriasis (HD) 
  

X 

23 Somatoform (SD)  Hypochondriasis (HD) X X X 

24 Social Phobia (SPD)  Obsessive Compulsive (OCD)  X X 
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 Extracting ordered pairs from multiple ontologies demonstrates that while 

different AMOs may serve different purposes (translation, classification, diagnosis, etc.), 

the causal mechanisms behind them is substantiated. Furthermore, if the ordered pairs 

improve the fit of a CBN to the data, we will demonstrate that domain-specific expertise 

may come from any AMO and can be consolidated to inform the learning of a CBN. 

Since the first step in generating a BN regardless of the algorithm is structure learning 

[49], [58], any viable prior knowledge of the structure would inform the model, and 

produce congruence between the Baseline and Modified CBNs.  
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4.6 Orienting Arcs in a Bayesian Network using Ordered Variable Pairs as Priors 

 

Recent research has shown that the fit and accuracy of Bayesian modeling 

methods improve noticeably with prior time-based sequencing information [1], [2], [59], 

[168]. Methods to obtain this sequence (or ordered variable pairs) is described in the 

literature review. A prior time-based “sequence” of symptoms restricts the algorithm used 

to generate the CBN [169]. In essence, an established time-based sequence between two 

variables establishes counterfactuals and causal dependence in a Bayesian model [63].  

If a prior orientation of potentially causal relationships is established, it can be 

used to improve dramatically conditional probabilities within a causal network learned 

from data by up to 20% [2]. Orienting arcs using time-based sequencing assumes that a 

causal relationship exists and is viable. However, time-based sequencing alone will not 

provide additional insights into a causal mechanism or its context.  

The algorithms discussed in the previous section determine the structure of the 

network, the direction of the arcs within the structure, and the conditional probabilities of 

arcs between nodes. When a CBN is used to infer causality, the arc direction between two 

nodes can specify a causal relationship within the BN where one node is the cause and 

the other is the effect.   

Recall that a Bayesian network B = (G, 𝑋 ) where G is the graph, 𝑋  is the list of 

variables, and a D is the dataset, we can compute a Bayesian network based on the 

dataset (𝑃(𝐵 | 𝐷)) and the posterior probability: 
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𝑃(𝐵 | 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐺, 𝜃 | 𝐷) ∝ 𝑃(𝐺 | 𝐷) ∗ 𝑃(𝜃 | 𝐺, 𝐷) 

where 

 

 𝑃(𝐺, 𝜃 | 𝐷) is a set of posterior distributions on the graph 

 P(𝐺 | D) is the learning of the BN structure, where the graph is 

representative of the dataset, and 

 P(θ | G,  D) is the learning of the BN parameters, where the posterior 

theta is based on the BN graph and the dataset 

 

The modification occurs at P(𝐺 | D) for BN structure learning. Prior knowledge 

in the form of ordered variable pairs {𝑋 , 𝑋 , } will be used to limit the BN graph G:    

 

 𝑃(𝐺 | 𝐷, {𝑋 , 𝑋 }) where {𝑋 , 𝑋 } is a set of ordered variable pairs 

representative of an informative prior (in our case, knowledge from an 

AMO)  

 

Consequently, calculation of the BN parameters P(θ | G,  D) remains the same, as the 

posterior theta conforms to the new, constrained BN structure. The value of these 

conditional probability parameters depends on the structure, which in turn depends on the 

dataset and ordered variable pairs.  
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During the second stage of the MMHC algorithm, the conditions in which the 

add-edge operator is modified to consider prior ordered pairs. Previously, an edge is 

added if Y ∈ PCx. However, this condition changes when prior knowledge is used. 

 In order for the algorithm to consider the ordered variable pairs from MedDRA 

and ICD-10-CM, the conditions for using the add-edge operator within MMHC must 

now satisfy two conditions: 

1. Y ∈ PCx (this is an original condition for the MMHC algorithm, and will remain); 

and 

2. Y to X does not violate the direction of any ordered variable pairs previously 

discovered in an AMO.  

 

 The first condition remains from the original MMHC algorithm, and states that 

edge Y to X may only be added if it exists in a relationship in a parent-child graph PCx 

using MMPC.  

 The second condition is a modification to the MMHC algorithm. This 

modification checks the edge addition against list i of previously established ordered 

variable pairs. This satisfies 𝑃(𝐺 | 𝐷, {𝑋 , 𝑋 }) where {𝑋 , 𝑋 } is a previously 

established ordered variable pair informing graph G.  
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Fig. 36: Modified MMHC CBN algorithm with Ordered Variable Pairs 

 

 

 The pseudocode for the modified algorithm is as follows: 

Procedure MMHC with Ordered Variable Pairs(D) 
Input: dataset D with variable set V 
Output: DAG based on the variables in D 
 
For every variable X ∈ V: PCx = MMPC(X,D)  
 
Start with an empty graph and perform greedy hill-climb 

 (add/delete/reverse edge). Only try add-edge operator 
 for Y to X if Y ∈ PCx AND if Y to X conforms to a list 

 of apriori ordered variable pairs 
 

Return the highest scoring DAG 
End procedure 
 

In order for Y to X to consider prior knowledge in the form of ordered pairs, the 

edge direction of Y to X must include a previously established ordered variable pair 

(whitelist) and exclude a previously established list of ordered variable pairs (blacklist). 
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For example, if a prior knowledge from an ontology suggests that a directed edge exists 

from X to Y, then the edge X to Y will be added by the greedy hill-climbing algorithm, 

regardless of whether Y ∈ PCx or if there is a high BDeu score for X to Y.  

 The greedy hill-climbing portion of the MMHC algorithm begins with an empty 

graph and edges are added, deleted, or reversed that leads to the largest increase in BDeu 

score. However, we are now adding a blacklist which forces the edges to exclude 

consideration of the reverse of the AMO arcs, regardless of the score of the greedy hill-

climb. The pseudocode for the modified greedy hill-climbing algorithm with previously 

ordered variable pairs is as follows: 

 
Procedure Greedy HC with Ordered Variable Pairs (PCx)  
Input: Parent-Children sets from MMPC  
Output: An DAG X with highest overall BDeu Score 
 
Start with an empty graph  
 
For every PCx graph:  
add-edge Y to X if Y ∈ PCx AND if Y to X conforms to a 
list of apriori ordered variable pairs 

 delete-edge Y from X if higher score from PCx  
 exists 
 reverse-edge Y from X if a reversal results in a 
 higher score 
 
Return highest scoring DAG X 
End procedure 
 
  

 Since these modifications alter the structure of the learned Bayesian network, the 

parameters of the edges in the network will also change. The changes depend on which 

edges have been generated, and the conditional dependencies that are formed within the 

network. 
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4.7 Modified STAR*D CBN using Prior Knowledge from Ontologies  

 We create modified CBNs using previously established ordered-variable pairs 

from AMOs as priors. Additionally, we combine knowledge from three AMOs, and 

produce two modified CBNs. Overall, we produce six CBNs for the exploration of 

Modifying STAR*D CBNs:  

 

Table 7: Summary of Modified STAR*D CBNs 

netb 
Baseline CBN generated using only the data and the algorithm, 
with no constraints 

netm Oriented using ordered-variable pairs from MedDRA 
neti Oriented using ordered-variable pairs from ICD-10 
nets Oriented using ordered-variable pairs from SNOMED 

netsmart 
This CBN uses a consolidated list of variable pairs which exist in 
more than one ontology 

netsmart2 

This CBN uses a consolidated list of variable pairs which exists in 
one of the three ontologies, and has a confirmed causal mechanism 
(diagnosable code) in ICD-10 or in the clinical information from 
the site icd10data.org 

 

 

 The ordered variable pairs used in these 6 Modified CBNs can either be 

whitelisted or blacklisted. Whitelisted arcs are always included in the CBN, regardless of 

whether or not it is represented in the data. Blacklisted arcs are never included in the 

network and prevents the arc from being learned in the CBN regardless of whether or not 

it is represented in the data. We will create both whitelists based on the AMO variable 

pairs and blacklists (the reverse of the whitelist arcs), to determine the effects on the 

Modified CBNs for STAR*D as an experiment. However, whitelisting arcs may be 
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considered “fishing” for meaningful arcs. It is learned for STAR*D as an experiment but 

will not be used for NACC or the Icahn datasets.   

 Previously, we have predetermined six prior ordered-variable pairs based on 

subsumption relationships in the MedDRA ontology: 

 

1. Somatoform (SD) → Hypochondriasis (HD) 

2. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Anxiety Depression (ANX) 

3. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Panic (PD) 

4. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Obsessive Compulsive (OCD) 

5. Generalized Anxiety (GAD) → Social Phobia (SPD) 

6. Anxiety Depression (ANX) → Irritability (IRR)  

 
 

 First, we will explore whitelisting. To implement the orientation of the ordered-

variable pairs, we will create a whitelists and blacklists for the MMHC algorithm with 

MedDRA ordered pairs:  

 
wlm=data.frame(from=c("SD","GAD","GAD","GAD","GAD","ANX") 
               , to=c("HD","ANX","PD","OCD","SPD","IRR")) 

 

blm=data.frame(from=c("HD","ANX","PD","OCD","SPD","IRR") 
           , to=c("SD","GAD","GAD","GAD","GAD","ANX")) 

 
 A blacklist is needed to prevent demographic nodes AGE (age), GEN (gender), 

and FHX (family history) from being effects of other nodes. Intuitively, these nodes are 

not affected by the disease or symptoms of the disease. Using a blacklist does not prevent 
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these three nodes from being causes of disease nodes. This blacklist (bl1) is applied to 

all Modified CBNs. This list is further expanded to include the reverse of the whitelisted 

arcs, to blacklist any arcs which goes against ontological knowledge.  

 Subsequently, the MedDRA whitelist (wlm) and blacklist (bl1) can be utilized in 

learning the MedDRA Modified network. In this case bl1 contains blacklist of 

demographic variables and the blacklisted ordered variable pairs:  

 
 

netm = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wlm, blacklist = bl1) 
 

Table 8: Blacklist for Demographic variables and AMO variable pairs in STAR*D 

from to from to from to 
AGE GEN GEN AGE GEN FHX 
FHX GEN FHX AGE AGE FHX 
REC GEN REC AGE REC FHX 
GAD GEN GAD AGE GAD FHX 
PD GEN PD AGE PD FHX 
SPD GEN SPD AGE SPD FHX 
OCD GEN OCD AGE OCD FHX 
AAD GEN AAD AGE AAD FHX 
DAD GEN DAD AGE DAD FHX 
HD GEN HD AGE HD FHX 
SD GEN SD AGE SD FHX 
BND GEN BND AGE BND FHX 
CI GEN CI AGE CI FHX 
IH GEN IH AGE IH FHX 
IRR GEN IRR AGE IRR FHX 
MEL GEN MEL AGE MEL FHX 
ANX GEN ANX AGE ANX FHX 
CIT GEN CIT AGE CIT FHX 
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Fig. 37: Summary of MedDRA Modified STAR*D structure learned using MMHC 

 
 
 
 This process is repeated with four other lists of ordered variable pairs for ICD-10-

CM (wli), SNOMED (wls), arcs in more than one ontology (smart), and arcs verified 

in ICD-10-CM codification and clinical information (smart2):  

 
wli=data.frame(from=c("DAD","MEL","REC","REC","GAD","GAD","
SD","AAD","REC","GAD"), 
to=c("CI","HD","MEL","GAD","SPD","PD","HD","CI","CI","CI")) 

wls=data.frame(from=c("AAD","AAD","AAD","AAD","DAD","DAD","
DAD","DAD","DAD","HD","HD","SD"),to=c("ANX","CI","GAD","IH"
,"CI","ANX","GAD","IH","OCD","ANX","GAD","HD"))  

Bayesian network learned via Hybrid methods 
model: 
[GEN][AGE][FHX][GAD][REC|FHX][PD|GAD][AAD|GEN][OCD|GAD:PD][DAD|AAD

][SD|PD][ANX|GAD:PD][SPD|GAD:OCD][HD|OCD:SD][CI|ANX][IRR|ANX][MEL|AN
X][CIT|ANX][BND|GEN:SPD][IH|CI] 

 
  nodes:                                 19  
  arcs:                                  20  
    undirected arcs:                     0  
    directed arcs:                       20  
  average markov blanket size:           2.32  
  average neighbourhood size:            2.11  
  average branching factor:              1.05  
 
  learning algorithm:                    Max-Min Hill-Climbing  
  constraint-based method:               Max-Min Parent Children  
  conditional independence test:         Mutual Information 

(disc.)  
  score-based method:                    Hill-Climbing  
  score:                                 BIC (disc.)  
  alpha threshold:                       0.05  
  penalization coefficient:              3.705778  
  tests used in the learning procedure:  1907  
  optimized:                             TRUE 
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wlsmart=data.frame(from=c("GAD","GAD","GAD","AAD","DAD","RE
C","GAD","PD","HD"),to=c("PD","SPD","ANX","CI","CI","CI","C
I","SPD","ANX")) 

wlsmart2=data.frame(from=c("CI","SPD","PD","DAD","GAD","HD"
,"ANX","HD"),to=c("ANX","OCD","SPD","ANX","ANX","GAD","PD",
"OCD")) 

 

 The four remaining CBNs are learned using MMHC, including a random network 

for comparison purposes:  

neti = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wli, blacklist = bl1)   

nets = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wls, blacklist = bl1)   

netsmart = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wlsmart, blacklist = bl1)  

netsmart2 = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wlsmart2, blacklist = 
bl1)  

netrand = random.graph(names(df)) #random network for 
reference 

 

 Finally, we apply a blacklist of arcs which is the reverse of the whitelist wlsmart2. 

These arcs are added to the existing list of blacklisted arcs for demographic variables, and 

the modified netsmart2 is relearned using a blacklist:  

netsmartb2 = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = bl2)  
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4.8 Comparisons of STAR*D Causal Bayesian Networks                                                                                                 
 

 For the quantitative assessment, we will compare the CBNs based on the 

following:   

1) Agreement of arcs between models: Use compare() function in the bnlearn R package 

to measure agreement between Modified and Baseline CBNs. This function counts 

the number of directed arcs that are the same (or different) between two networks.  

2) Predictive accuracy: We compute the cross-validated Area Under the ROC Curves 

(AUC) of the Baseline and Modified CBNs. AUCs are used to summarize the 

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, which checks a model’s predictive 

performance. The ROC is a probability curve, and the area under it represents a 

measure of separability. It tells us how much a model is capable of distinguishing 

between classes. At higher AUCs values, the model is better at predicting negative 

diagnoses (0s) as negative diagnoses, and positive diagnoses (1s) as positive 

diagnoses.  

3) Arc strength and arc scoring: Calculate the score of each model according to the data, 

using the BIC and AIC score criteria. The function arc.strength() computes a measure 

of confidence or strength for each arc, while keeping fixed the rest of the network 

structure. The strength is measured by the score gain/loss which would be caused by 

the arc's removal. It is the difference between the score of the network in which the 

arc is not present and the score of the network in which the arc is present. A strong 

relationship is represented by a negative number, or score loss if removed.  
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4) Goodness of fit and model entropy: Cross-validation for determining goodness of fit. 

Cross-validation looks at the expected loss of each model, rather than score it using 

BIC. The loss function used is log-likelihood loss, which is the negated expected 

loglikelihood. The log-likelihood loss is also known as negative entropy and is the 

negated expected log-likelihood of the test set for the Bayesian network fitted from 

the training set. Lower values, indicating lower entropy, are better.  

5) Predictive accuracy (prediction error): The predictive error is calculated for a specific 

node, in this case CIT (remission via CIT Success), which depicts the goodness of fit 

of the model for predicting a single node. Lower scores indicate lower prediction 

error, which is better. 

 

 Compare (netm, netb) sets netm (modified MedDRA CBN) as the “target” 

network and netb as the “current” network. The “target” network is taken to be “true” or 

as the “golden standard” network, and the “current” network will be compared to it. This 

function compares netb (Baseline) to the standard (MedDRA): 

 

> compare(netm, netb) 
$tp 
[1] 16 
 
$fp 
[1] 0 
 
$fn 
[1] 2 
 
 
 True positive (tp) arcs appear both in target and in current 
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 False positive (fp) arcs appear in current but not in target 

 False negative (fn) arcs appear in the target but not in current 

 

 We can also examine individual arcs in the comparison:  

 
> compare(netm, netb, arcs=TRUE) 
$tp 
      from  to    
 [1,] "GAD" "PD"  
 [2,] "GAD" "OCD" 
 [3,] "GAD" "SPD" 
 [4,] "ANX" "IRR" 
 [5,] "ANX" "MEL" 
 [6,] "ANX" "CIT" 
 [7,] "ANX" "CI"  
 [8,] "PD"  "ANX" 
 [9,] "SPD" "BND" 
[10,] "CI"  "IH"  
[11,] "OCD" "HD"  
[12,] "PD"  "OCD" 
[13,] "PD"  "SD"  
[14,] "GEN" "AAD" 
[15,] "FHX" "REC" 
[16,] "GEN" "BND" 
[17,] "AAD" "DAD" 
[18,] "OCD" "SPD" 
 
$fp 
     from to 
 
$fn 
     from  to    
[1,] "SD"  "HD"  
[2,] "GAD" "ANX" 
 
 
 
 

Table 9: Arc comparison of STAR*D CBNs:  

 > compare 
(netm, 
netb) 

(neti, 
netb) 

(nets, 
netb) 

(netsmart, 
netb) 

(netsmart2, 
netb) 

(netrand, 
netb) 

True Positive 18 15 10 15 10 5 
False Positive 0 3 8 3 8 13 
False Negative 2 11 15 8 10 26 
Total Arcs for Modified 20 26 25 23 20 31 
Agreement (TP/total) 90% 58% 40% 65% 50% 16% 
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Fig. 38: Visual comparison of arcs in ICD-10-CM Modified vs Baseline CBNs  

 

 True positive (tp) arcs are in black; 

 False positive (fp) arcs are in red; 

 False negative (fn) arcs are in blue dashed lines 

 

 In terms of Modified CBNs, MedDRA (90%) is the closest in agreement to the 

Baseline, while ICD-10 (55%) and SNOMED (40%) are less in agreement with the 

Baseline and more in agreement with their respective ontologies.  

 Friedman, Goldszmidt and Wyner (1999) introduced a simple way of quantifying 

the overall predictive accuracy of a graph which goes beyond scoring [170]. This is done 

by generating multiple network structures and applying nonparametric bootstrap to the 

data and estimating the relative frequency of the feature of interest. In the bnlearn R 

package, the function boot.strength() uses this approach to compute the strength of every 
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possible arc. In order to visualize the performance of the CBNs, we can use the ROC 

(Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve and the AUC (Area Under the Curve) [171].  

 The ROC curve is a performance measurement for the classification problems at 

various threshold settings. ROC is a probability curve and AUC represent the degree or 

measure of separability. This metric measures how well the model is capable of 

distinguishing between classes. For binary datasets of patient diagnoses, 0s mean a 

negative diagnosis class and 1s mean a positive diagnosis class. The higher the AUC, the 

better the model is at predicting 0s as 0s and 1s as 1s.  

 The ROC curve is plotted as the False Positive Rate (FPR) vs. the True Positive 

Rate (TPR):  

 

 

 

Fig. 39: Area Under the ROC Curve: FPR vs TPR 
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 The FPR and TPR are calculated based on predicted values vs actual values:  
 

  Actual Values 
  Positive Negative 

Predicted 
Values 

Positive 
True Positive 

(TP) 
False Positive 

(FP) 

Negative 
False Negative 

(FN) 
True Negative 

(TN) 
 
 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
 TP 

 TP + FN 
 

 
 Sensitivity tells us what proportion of the positive class got correctly classified, 

e.g., the proportion of the actual positive diagnoses that were correctly detected by the 

model. 

𝐹𝑁𝑅 =
 FN 

 TP + FN 
 

 
 
 False Negative Rate (FNR) tells us the proportion of positive classes (or positive 

diagnoses) which were incorrectly classified. A higher TPR and a lower FNR is desirable 

since we want to correctly classify the positive class. 

 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
 TP 

 TN + FP 
 

 

 Specificity tells us what proportion of the negative class (or negative diagnoses) 

were correctly classified. Taking the same example as in Sensitivity, Specificity would 

mean determining the proportion of healthy people who were correctly identified by the 

model. 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =  1 −  𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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 FPR tells us what proportion of the negative class was incorrectly classified by 

the classifier. A higher TNR and a lower FPR is desirable since we want to correctly 

classify the negative class. 

 In a ROC curve, a higher X-axis value indicates a higher number of False 

positives than True negatives. While a higher Y-axis value indicates a higher number of 

True positives than False negatives. The choice of the threshold depends on the ability to 

balance between False positives and False negatives. If the plot of the ROC curve (and 

the AUC) is higher in one model vs. another, then we can say that the model with the 

higher AUC score did a better job of classifying the positive class in the dataset. 

 In order to cross validate the AUC curve, we are using 80% of the data to train the 

model and testing it on 20% of the data. Using the k-fold method, setting k=5, we 

partition the data into 5 subsamples each with 20% of the data. This k-fold is repeated 

once, producing 10 runs which are averaged. The code for generating the ROC curves 

and AUC values can be found in the Appendix.  

 auc.perfb@y.values 

netb [1] 0.8544925 

netm [1] 0.8597602 

neti [1] 0.7532825 

nets [1] 0.7047177 

netsmart [1] 0.7888079 

netsmart2 [1] 0.8479536 

Random [1] 0.4312212 

 

 When examining the Baseline netb vs. the netsmart2 Modified CBN:   

 Average Baseline AUC: 0.85449, 95% CI: (0.82030, 0.88868) 
 

 Average Modified AUC: 0.84795, 95% CI: (0.81019, 0.88572) 
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 Agreement between the two networks is 50% (10 true positive arcs / 20 total), 

when comparing the Modified Smart2 CBN to the Baseline. Adding the ontological 

constraints did not improve accuracy of predictions.  It increased congruence between 

model and ontological causal claims, indicating that the Modified network  

(netsmart2) agrees with the both the ontology and the data.  

 
 
 
Baseline AUC: 0.8545(0.8203, 0.8887) 

 

Modified: 0.8479,0.8102, 0.8857) 

 
Comparison: 

 

Fig. 40: Cross-validated AUC for Baseline vs. Modified STAR*D CBNs (whitelist) 
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plot(roc.perfb) 

 

plot(roc.perfm) 

 
 

plot(roc.perfi) 
 

 

plot(roc.perfs) 

 

plot(roc.perfsm) 

 

plot(roc.perfsm2) 

 
 plot(roc.perfrand) 

 

 

 

Fig. 41: ROC curves (not Cross-Validated) for All STAR*D CBNs 
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 AIC and BIC are both penalized-likelihood criteria. They are used for choosing 

best predictor subsets in regression and often used for comparing non-tested models, 

which ordinary statistical tests cannot do. These scores can be obtained by using the 

score() function:  

 

bnlearn::score(netb,df,type="bic") 
 

bnlearn::score(netb,df,type="aic") 

 

 

Table 10: BIC and AIC scores for Baseline vs Modified (Smart2) CBNs 

 
score(net,df, 
type="bic") 

score(net,df, 
type="aic") 

netb [1] -19673.47 [1] -19411.01 

netm [1] -19658.46 [1] -19385.17 

neti [1] -19755.08 [1] -19424.97 

nets [1] -19835.19 [1] -19507.79 

netall [1] -19957.01 [1] -19548.44 

netsmart [1] -19741.33 [1] -19424.76 

netsmart2 [1] -19712.97 [1] -19431.57 

Random [1] -25137.26 [1] -20680.85 

 

 

 The overall BIC/AIC scores may be slightly better (MedDRA) or slightly worse 

for the Modified BNs depends on the AMO. The MMHC algorithm is greedy and focuses 

on maximizing this score during arc selection. Outperforming this function is difficult 

using manual arc selection. Among the CBNs, the “Smart” whitelists perform better than 

ICD-10-CM and SNOMED alone. 
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 We can measure the strength of the probabilistic relationships in the arcs of the 

baseline: 

> strengthb = arc.strength(netb, df, criterion = "bic") 

 

 The function arc.strength() creates a measure of confidence for each arc, 

while keeping the rest of the network fixed. The criterion, in this case, is a score function 

for the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). This score measures the gain/loss as a result 

of each arc’s removal. It is the difference of the score of the network if the arc is present 

vs. not present. We can visualize the strength of the arcs for the network using:  

 

> strength.plot(netb, strengthb) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 42: Arc strength of Baseline STAR*D CBN structure  
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 > strengthb 
 
 

from  to   strength 
1   GAD SPD -42.383930 
2   GAD  PD -50.467066 
3   GAD OCD -14.850002 
4    PD ANX -41.751480 
5   ANX CIT -28.686772 
6   ANX  CI -25.266579 
7   ANX IRR -23.922864 
8   SPD BND -18.835047 
9   OCD  HD -19.390240 
10   CI  IH -16.320653 
11   PD OCD -14.165559 
12  ANX MEL -47.961346 
13   PD  SD -10.306277 
14  GEN AAD  -8.103594 
15  FHX REC  -7.496394 
16  GEN BND  -5.626403 
17  AAD DAD  -5.074927 
18  OCD SPD  -4.910276 

 

 In the Baseline arcs, the strongest scoring arcs are related to GAD, PD and ANX. 

Since these arc strengths are scored using BIC and based on the network structure 

(baseline), we are unable to compare the strength of these arcs among CBNs. We are, 

however, able to compare the structures of Baseline and Modified (in this case, Smart2) 

CBNs for their ability to predict a targeted node via cross-validation.     

 Predictive error is the difference between the actual response values and the 

predictions. To compute the prediction error of a particular model node, we use bn.cv() 

and specify the label of the target node. The classification loss argument "pred-lw" makes 

Bayesian predictions with predict(..., method = "bayes-lw"). This predicts the target node 

from all the available nodes. For this experiment we focus on predicting remission rates 

of Citalopram (node CIT).  

 
> bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "pred-lw", k=5, runs=10,  

loss.args = list(target = "CIT")) 
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Table 11: Predictive error of all STAR*D CBNs of remission (CIT) node 

 
CV: Predictive 
Error of CIT 

netb 0.404834 

netm 0.406207 

neti 0.403071 

nets 0.409583 

netsmart 0.403806 

netsmart2 0.396375 

Random 0.453586 

 
 
 
 Modified CBNs for ICD-10-CM (95% CI: 0.4011, 0.4063), netsmart1 (95% 

CI: 0.4012, 0.4031), and netsmart2 (95% CI: 0.3942, 0.3992) have slightly lower 

predictive error (difference between actual vs. predicted) rate for citalopram remission 

compared to the Baseline (95% CI: 0.4023, 0.4054). Smart2 in performs consistently 

better in predicting remission.  

 Now we perform cross-validation on each CBN to determine the model’s 

goodness of fit. Cross-validation examines at the expected loss of each model, similar to 

looking at the expected loss of an algorithm (covered in chapter 4.3 Algorithm Selection 

using K-fold Cross-Validation). In this case, since we have the CBN, each CBN will be 

tested using the test set. For the cross validation, we will maintain K=5, or 80% training 

data and 20% test data.  

 The log-likelihood loss is a function used to evaluate the performance of the 

algorithm. For data of patients, the task is to find which patients have a symptom or 
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disease. With a sample, we attempt to predict the likelihood of a person having insomnia 

from a sample of data: 

 
> bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, runs=10) 

 
 
 

Table 12: Cross-validation of all STAR*D CBNs using bn.cv 

 
CV: Network 

Loss/Entropy 

netb 11.73816 

netm 11.71674 

neti 11.73463 

nets 11.78430 

netsmart 11.74040 

netsmart2 11.72821 

Random 12.68333 

 
  

 

 On average, three Modified CBNs (MedDRA, ICD-10 and Smart2) perform better 

than the Baseline in terms of expected loss. SNOMED and performs slightly worse. 

Smart1 performs just as well as the Baseline. ICD-10-CM and Smart2, despite having a 

significantly different CBN structure than the baseline (58% and 55% agreement), 

performed slightly better than the baseline in retaining knowledge among arcs. As 

expected, the Baseline and Modified CBNs significantly outperform a random network.  

 For our last step, we analyze the new arcs produced using the Modified CBN. 

This can be done by analyzing the parameters for “false positive” arcs, and how well they 

are represented in existing clinical and epidemiological literature: 
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> compare(netb, netsmart2, arcs=TRUE) 

 

Table 13: Arc comparison between STAR*D Baseline and Modified (Smart2) CBNs 

$tp 

  

$fp 

  

$fn 

 
      from  to          from  to         from  to    

 [1,] "GAD" "SPD"  [1,] "CI"  "ANX" [1,] "PD"  "ANX" 

 [2,] "GAD" "PD"   [2,] "SPD" "OCD" [2,] "ANX" "CI"  

 [3,] "GAD" "OCD"  [3,] "PD"  "SPD" [3,] "ANX" "IRR" 

 [4,] "ANX" "CIT"  [4,] "SD"  "HD"  [4,] "OCD" "HD"  

 [5,] "SPD" "BND"  [5,] "GAD" "ANX" [5,] "PD"  "OCD" 

 [6,] "CI"  "IH"   [6,] "HD"  "GAD" [6,] "PD"  "SD"  

 [7,] "ANX" "MEL"  [7,] "ANX" "PD"  [7,] "BND" "GEN" 

 [8,] "GEN" "AAD"  [8,] "HD"  "OCD" [8,] "OCD" "SPD"   
 [9,] "FHX" "REC"  [9,] "GEN" "BND"   
[10,] "AAD" "DAD" [10,] "BND" "IRR"   

 

 

Where the Baseline (netb) is the Target and the Modified (netsmart2) is the Current:  
 
 true positive (tp) directed arcs which appear both in target and in current;  

 false positive (fp) directed arcs which appear in current but not in target;  

 false negative (fn) directed arcs which appear in target but not in current.  

 

 The Baseline for the STAR*D data produced 19 arcs, whereas the Smart2 

Modified CBN produced 20. Out of these 20 arcs, 10 are “false positives” or arcs which 

did not exist in the baseline. 
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  CI → ANX: Anxious depression (ANX) is a combined diagnostic criteria which 

represents an individual with major depressive disorder and anxiety [172]. Anxiety and 

insomnia are highly comorbid, and long periods of insomnia (6+ months) are identified 

as being causes of anxiety (social anxiety and generalized anxiety), depression, and panic 

[173]. Anxiety and Insomnia may also be cause each other in a “negative cycle” as 

anxiety prevents sleep, and lack of sleep worsens anxiety [174].  Sleep disturbances have 

been recognized as a common symptom of anxiety disorders [175]–[177]. 

 SPD → OCD: Social phobias is an anxiety disorder which co-occurs with 

obsessive compulsive disorder  [178], [179]. 

 PD → SPD: Panic and social phobia have similar qualities such as persistent fear, 

nervousness, and physical sensations [180]. 

 SD → HD: Somatoform disorders are a group of psychiatric illnesses that include 

somatization disorder, conversion disorder, pain disorder, and hypochondriasis [181], 

[182]. 

 GAD → ANX: Generalized Anxiety can be diagnosed separately from depression 

and depression with anxiety [164], [183]. 

 HD → GAD: Beyond comorbidity, hypochondrial and anxiety patients belong to 

a diagnostic category related to phobia [184], [185]. 

 ANX → PD: Anxious depression (ANX) and Panic (PD) are highly comorbid 

among patients of depression [186]–[188]. Panic attacks in particular are likely to follow 

anxiety and anxious feelings. Anxious depression (ANX) and Panic (PD) are comorbid 

and treated at the same time [183], [186], [187].  
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 HD → OCD: Hypochondriasis and OCD are comorbid and related to anxiety and 

anxious behaviors in patients [189]. 

 GEN → BND: Eating disorders are more prevalent in women than in men [190].  

 BND → IRR: Moodiness and irritability may occur due to lack of vitamins or 

behaviors that come along with bulimia [191]. 

 

 Given the performance of the whitelisted netsmart2, we measure the 

conditional probability parameters of the network:  

 

> bnpb = bn.fit(netsmart2, df, method = "bayes") 

 

 With the parameters, we can calculate the diagnosis of one symptom (event) 

given the positive diagnosis of another (evidence). For example, we can query the 

conditional probability using cpquery in bnlearn for Insomnia (CI) and Anxious 

Depression (ANX) within the CBN:  

 

> cpquery(bnpb, event = (ANX == "1"), evidence = (CI == "1")) 
[1] 0.94578802 

 

Finally, we repeat this analysis for netsmartb2, which blacklists all arcs 

contrary to AMO ordered variable pairs in netsmart2. Specifically, we will examine:  

1) Comparison of directed arcs in each network 

2) K-fold Cross-validated AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve), with 80% training 

and 20% test data (k=5). Randomize data and repeat for the average of 10 runs. 
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3) The predictive accuracy of netsmartb2 on a single node of interest (CIT).   

4) The goodness-of-fit of the Baseline netb and the Modified netsmartb2 using 

k-fold cross-validation and log-likelihood loss. 

 

blsmart2=data.frame( 
from=c("ANX","OCD","SPD","ANX","ANX","GAD","PD","OCD"), 
to=c("CI","SPD","PD","DAD","GAD","HD","ANX","HD")) 

 

> compare(netb, netsmartb2) 
$tp 
[1] 12 
 
$fp 
[1] 5 
 
$fn 
[1] 6 
 
 
 
 

Table 14: Arc comparison: STAR*D Baseline (netb) and blacklist Modified (netsmartb2) CBNs 
 
 

$tp     $fp     $fn   
      from  to         from  to         from  to    

 [1,] "GAD" "SPD" [1,] "ANX" "PD"  [1,] "GAD" "PD"  

 [2,] "GAD" "OCD" [2,] "PD"  "GAD" [2,] "PD"  "ANX" 

 [3,] "ANX" "CIT" [3,] "CI"  "ANX" [3,] "ANX" "CI"  

 [4,] "ANX" "IRR" [4,] "GEN" "BND" [4,] "OCD" "HD"  

 [5,] "SPD" "BND" [5,] "PD"  "SPD" [5,] "BND" "GEN" 

 [6,] "CI"  "IH"     [6,] "OCD" "SPD"  
 [7,] "PD"  "OCD"      
 [8,] "ANX" "MEL"      
 [9,] "PD"  "SD"       
[10,] "GEN" "AAD"      
[11,] "FHX" "REC"      
[12,] "AAD" "DAD"      
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Blacklisting the AMO ordered variable pairs, the Modified network has a 12/19 

(63%) agreement. When examining the AUC for Baseline netb vs. the netsmartb2 

Modified CBN:   

 

MMHC Baseline AUC: 0.8545, 95% CI:(0.8203, 0.8887) 

MMHC Modified AUC: 0.8622, 95% CI: (0.8364, 0.8923) 

HC Baseline AUC: 0.8173, 95% CI: (0.7803, 0.8427) 

HC Modified AUC: 0.8391, 95% CI: (0.7902, 0.8623) 

 
 

Adding ontological constraints as a blacklist created a Modified network which is 

marginally better than the Baseline in terms of predictive accuracy. The constraints 

increased congruence between model and ontological causal claims, indicating that the 

Modified network (netsmartb2) agrees with the both the ontology and the data.  

On average, the MMHC Modified CBN had an increase of 0.9%, and HC had an 

increase of 1.27%. As expected, Hill Climbing (HC) performed slightly worse than 

MMHC. Compared to whitelisting AMO arcs in STAR*D, blacklisting the AMO arcs 

produced a more accurate Modified model with a higher arc agreement to the Baseline.  
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MMHC Baseline AUC 
0.8545, 95% CI:(0.8203, 0.8887) 

 

MMHC Modified AUC 
0.8622, 95% CI: (0.8364, 0.8923) 

 
HC Baseline AUC 
0.8173, 95% CI: (0.7803, 0.8262) 

 

HC Modified AUC 
0.8391, 95% CI: (0.7902, 0.8623) 

 

Comparison (median) 

 

Fig. 43: Cross-validated AUC for Baseline vs. Modified STAR*D CBNs (blacklist) 
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 For predicting remission, the Modified CBN netsmartb2 has a predictive error 

(difference between actual vs. predicted) of 0.3941 (95% CI: 0.3831, 0.4056), which is 

slightly lower compared to the Baseline with 0.0405 (CI: 0.4023, 0.4054). netsmartb2 

performs better in predicting remission.  

 

 
CV: Predictive 
Error of CIT 

netb 0.404834 

netsmart2 0.396375 

Netsmartb2 0.394113 

 

 Finally, we compare the Log Loss between the baseline and Modified netsmartb2. 

The modified network performs better than the baseline using k=5 (80% training, 20% 

test data) over 10 runs:  

> bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, runs=10) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [AGE][FHX][GAD][REC|FHX][PD|GAD][OCD|GAD:PD][SD|PD][ANX|PD][SPD|GAD:
OCD][HD|OCD][CI|ANX][IRR|ANX][MEL|ANX][CIT|ANX][BND|SPD][IH|CI] 
   [GEN|BND][AAD|GEN][DAD|AAD] 
  number of folds:                       5  
  loss function:                         Log-Likelihood Loss (disc.)  
  number of runs:                        10  
  average loss over the runs:            11.7374  
  standard deviation of the loss:        0.006205898  

 

> bn.cv(df, netsmartb2, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, runs=10) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [GEN][AGE][FHX][HD][CI][REC|FHX][AAD|GEN][IH|CI][ANX|CI][PD|ANX][DAD
|AAD][IRR|ANX][MEL|ANX][CIT|ANX][GAD|PD][SD|PD][SPD|GAD:PD] 
   [OCD|GAD:PD][BND|GEN:SPD] 
  number of folds:                       5  
  loss function:                         Log-Likelihood Loss (disc.)  
  number of runs:                        10  
  average loss over the runs:            11.7232  
  standard deviation of the loss:        0.004251161  
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5. APPLICATION TO OTER DISEASE DOMAINS 
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5.1 A Methodology for Orienting Bayesian Networks with AMOs 

 

 The experiments in the previous chapter have established that prior knowledge 

from authoritative medical ontologies improve congruence between ontology and data. In 

this chapter, we formalize a methodology for orienting CBNs using AMOs based on what 

we have learned from STAR*D. The process of modifying a CBN with prior knowledge 

from one or more AMOs consists of four steps:  

5) Create a baseline CBN:  

a) Select a suitable dataset 

b) Learn a baseline CBN structure using only the data and the MMHC 

algorithm 

6) Collect ordered-variable pairs from AMOs with causal mechanisms:  

a) Standardize and codify selected symptom variables according to the AMO 

b) Discover potentially causal relationships among symptoms according to 

the AMOs and record them as ordered-variable pairs 

c) Select the ordered variable pairs which are discovered in several 

ontologies and verified in the Clinical Information of the ICD-10-CM 

browser (e.g., Smart2).  

7) Learn the Modified CBNs by orienting the network structure using ordered 

variable pairs discovered in 2).  
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a) Arcs in the blacklist are never included in the network. Demographic 

variables (age, gender, etc.) should be blacklisted as being the effect. This 

is considered a logical ordering of variables. 

b) Arcs in the whitelist are always included in the network. These are the 

ordered-variable pairs discovered in the ontologies. The whitelist has 

precedence over the blacklist and any arc whitelisted and blacklisted at the 

same time is assumed to be whitelisted.  

8) Compare baseline and modified CBNs using the following:  

a) Comparison of directed arcs in each network 

b) K-fold Cross-validated AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve), with 80% 

training and 20% test data (k=5). Take the average of 10 runs. 

c) The predictive accuracy of both models on a single node of interest. For 

STAR*D it was Remission (CIT). For NACC it will be Dementia 

(DEMENTED), and for Icahn Asthma it will be COPD (PUL).  

d) The goodness-of-fit of the Baseline and Modified CBNs using cross-

validation and log-likelihood loss (also known as negative entropy).  

e) Validate the new relationships in the Modified CBN in existing literature. 

f) Blacklist reversed AMO variable pairs, perform steps a) through d)  

 This process is applied to two additional patient symptom datasets in this chapter: 

1) National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center’s (NACC) Unified Data Set (UDS) 

2) Icahn School of Medicine’s Asthma Mobile Health Study (Ichan) 
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5.3 NACC Alzheimer’s Data 

 
 This experiment uses the National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center’s (NACC) 

Uniform Data Set (UDS)32. The NACC UDS contains longitudinal data collected since 

September 2005 during standardized annual evaluations conducted at the National 

Institute on Aging (NIA)-funded Alzheimer’s Disease Research Centers (ADRCs) across 

the country. Participants in the study represent the entire Clinical Core enrollment of the 

ADRCs, with cognitive status ranging from demented to mild cognitive impairment to 

cognitively normal.  

 The raw dataset provided by NACC has been pre-stratified to include only 

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) as the primary cause of their visit. The dataset spans 15 years 

and is collected using 18 individual forms33, consisting of both self-reported historical 

patient data and etiologic diagnosis from clinicians. The raw data provided by the NACC 

is pre-stratified to include only variables where AD is the primary cause of the doctor’s 

visit. This dataset contains over 74,000 patient entries and 720+ variables.  

 
32 The NACC database is funded by NIA/NIH Grant U01 AG016976. NACC data are contributed by the 
NIA-funded ADRCs: P30 AG019610 (PI Eric Reiman, MD), P30 AG013846 (PI Neil Kowall, MD), P30 
AG062428-01 (PI James Leverenz, MD) P50 AG008702 (PI Scott Small, MD), P50 AG025688 (PI Allan 
Levey, MD, PhD), P50 AG047266 (PI Todd Golde, MD, PhD), P30 AG010133 (PI Andrew Saykin, PsyD), 
P50 AG005146 (PI Marilyn Albert, PhD), P30 AG062421-01 (PI Bradley Hyman, MD, PhD), P30 
AG062422-01 (PI Ronald Petersen, MD, PhD), P50 AG005138 (PI Mary Sano, PhD), P30 AG008051 (PI 
Thomas Wisniewski, MD), P30 AG013854 (PI Robert Vassar, PhD), P30 AG008017 (PI Jeffrey Kaye, 
MD), P30 AG010161 (PI David Bennett, MD), P50 AG047366 (PI Victor Henderson, MD, MS), P30 
AG010129 (PI Charles DeCarli, MD), P50 AG016573 (PI Frank LaFerla, PhD), P30 AG062429-01(PI 
James Brewer, MD, PhD), P50 AG023501 (PI Bruce Miller, MD), P30 AG035982 (PI Russell Swerdlow, 
MD), P30 AG028383 (PI Linda Van Eldik, PhD), P30 AG053760 (PI Henry Paulson, MD, PhD), P30 
AG010124 (PI John Trojanowski, MD, PhD), P50 AG005133 (PI Oscar Lopez, MD), P50 AG005142 (PI 
Helena Chui, MD), P30 AG049638 (PI Suzanne Craft, PhD), P50 AG005136 (PI Thomas Grabowski, 
MD), P30 AG062715-01 (PI Sanjay Asthana, MD, FRCP), P50 AG005681 (PI John Morris, MD), P50 
AG047270 (PI Stephen Strittmatter, MD, PhD). 
33 https://naccdata.org/data-collection/forms-documentation/uds-3 
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 From the raw data, a subset was selected which focuses on the clinician’s 

assessment of the patients of AD. The following filters are applied to the raw data:  

 Selection of any records in the timeframe of September 2005 (the beginning of 

the UDS) to November 2020 (the time the dataset was queried).  

 Only variables obtained from Form B9: Clinician Judgment of Symptoms, and 

Form D1:  Clinician Diagnosis are used. Form B9 generates a variety of variables 

focusing on cognitive, behavioral, and motor symptoms diagnosed by a clinician. 

Form D1 provides us with a diagnosis of dementia, which will be the target 

variable to test model accuracy.  

 

 

Fig. 44: Form B9 Clinician Judgment of Symptoms for NACC UDS Dataset 
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 Only variables which are directly determined by a clinician in Forms B9 and D1 

are used. Variables which are self-reported by the subject/patient are not used. 

 Only complete records are used and any records which are coded “9 = Unknown” 

or “-4 = Not available” are excluded 

 Non-binary variables, such as text descriptions, are excluded 

 Only variables collected using the original UDS questions are used. “NACC 

derived variables”, or variables which are derived based on other UDS questions, 

are excluded 

 Variables for “Other” changes in cognition and behavior, where the specific 

symptom is not identified and the variable has a single value for “No” and 

“Unknown”, are excluded 

 Summary variables, e.g., Question 3 in Form B9, “…is the subject currently 

experiencing meaningful impairment in cognition?” are excluded because the 

specific symptoms diagnosed by the clinician are listed in Questions 4a. – 4g. 

  

 Post-stratification, 26 variables and 4422 patient records remain. Each binarized 

variable for the symptoms pertains to the clinician’s assessment of a patient of AD. Age 

is the only non-binary variable. The variable names and related description pertaining to 

Form B9 and D1 are listed in Table 15.  
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Table 15: Selected NACC UDS Variables for Patients of Alzheimer’s Disease 

Variable 
Name 

NACC UDS Description 

SEX Gender, 1 = Male, 0 = Female 

AGE 
Age of patient at diagnosis, the difference between two other variables: BIRTHYR 
(year of patient’s birth) and VISITYR (year of patient’s visit).  

DEMENTED 
Subjects who met the criteria for all-cause dementia have a positive diagnosis. 
Subjects with normal cognition who did not meet the criteria for dementia have a 
negative diagnosis 

COGMEM 
Indicate whether the subject currently is meaningfully impaired, relative to 
previously attained abilities, in memory 

COGORI 
Indicate whether the subject currently is meaningfully impaired, relative to 
previously attained abilities, in orientation 

COGJUDG 
Indicate whether the subject currently is meaningfully impaired, relative to 
previously attained abilities, in executive function - judgment, planning, or 
problem-solving 

COGLANG 
Indicate whether the subject currently is meaningfully impaired, relative to 
previously attained abilities, in language 

COGVIS 
Indicate whether the subject currently is meaningfully impaired, relative to 
previously attained abilities, in visuospatial function 

COGATTN 
Indicate whether the subject currently is meaningfully impaired, relative to 
previously attained abilities, in attention or concentration 

BEAPATHY Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Apathy, withdrawal 
BEDEP Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Depressed mood 

BEVHALL 
Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Psychosis - Visual 
hallucinations 

BEAHALL 
Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Psychosis - Auditory 
hallucinations 

BEDEL 
Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Psychosis - 
Abnormal, false, or delusional beliefs 

BEDISIN Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Disinhibition 
BEIRRIT Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Irritability 
BEAGIT Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Agitation 
BEPERCH Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Personality change 

BEREM 
Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - REM sleep behavior 
disorder 

BEANX Subject currently manifests meaningful change in behavior - Anxiety 

MOGAIT 
Indicate whether the subject currently has meaningful changes in motor function - 
Gait disorder 

MOFALLS 
Indicate whether the subject currently has meaningful changes in motor function - 
Falls 

MOTREM 
Indicate whether the subject currently has meaningful changes in motor function - 
Tremor 

MOSLOW 
Indicate whether the subject currently has meaningful changes in motor function - 
Slowness 

MOMOPARK Were changes in motor function suggestive of Parkinsonism? 
MOMOALS Were changes in motor function suggestive of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis? 
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 With the 26 variables in the selected dataset, an initial baseline CBN is created 

using an unmodified MMHC algorithm:   

 

df <- read.csv("NACCSelected.csv",fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM") 

netb = mmhc( x=df 
               , whitelist = NULL 
               , blacklist = NULL) 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 45: Summary of baseline NACC UDS CBN structure parameters 

 
 
 

  Bayesian network learned via Hybrid methods 
 
  model: 
[AGE][BEAGIT][MOMOALS][BEANX|BEAGIT][BEIRRIT|BEAGIT:BEANX][BEDEP|BEANX:BEIRR
IT][BEDISIN|BEAGIT:BEIRRIT][BEDEL|BEANX:BEDISIN][BEPERCH|BEAGIT:BEANX:BEDISI
N][BEAPATHY|BEDEP:BEIRRIT:BEPERCH][DEMENTED|BEAPATHY][COGJUDG|DEMENTED][COGO
RI|DEMENTED:COGJUDG][COGMEM|DEMENTED:COGJUDG:COGORI][COGVIS|DEMENTED:COGJUDG
:COGORI][COGLANG|DEMENTED:COGMEM:COGVIS][MOGAIT|COGVIS][COGATTN|COGJUDG:COGL
ANG:COGVIS][MOFALLS|BEDEP:MOGAIT][MOMOPARK|MOGAIT][MOSLOW|MOGAIT:MOMOPARK][M
OTREM|MOFALLS:MOGAIT:MOMOPARK:MOSLOW][GENDER|BEDEP:MOMOPARK:MOTREM][BEREM|GE
NDER:MOMOPARK][BEVHALL|BEDEL:BEREM][BEAHALL|BEDEL:BEVHALL] 
 
  nodes:                                 26  
  arcs:                                  50  
    undirected arcs:                     0  
    directed arcs:                       50  
  average markov blanket size:           4.69  
  average neighbourhood size:            3.85  
  average branching factor:              1.92  
 
  learning algorithm:                    Max-Min Hill-Climbing  
  constraint-based method:               Max-Min Parent Children  
  conditional independence test:         Mutual Information (disc.)  
  score-based method:                    Hill-Climbing  
  score:                                 BIC (disc.)  
  alpha threshold:                       0.05  
  penalization coefficient:              4.085517  
  tests used in the learning procedure:  12416  
  optimized:                             TRUE 
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 The baseline MMHC algorithm generates 50 arcs after 12,000+ independence 

tests. This network, and the relative strength of the arcs, can be visualized using the 

graphviz.plot function:  

strengthb = arc.strength(netb, df, criterion = "bic") 
strength.plot(netb, strengthb) 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 46: Baseline CBN with Arc Strength for NACC Alzheimer’s Disease data 

 

 

 Within the baseline structure, there is significant “clustering” of variables 

belonging to the same diagnostic group. Cognitive disorders are interrelated among 

themselves, as are motor function disorders. One variable, MOMOALS for lateral 
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sclerosis, is currently isolated from the other variables of the model. Also, since the 

baseline has no blacklists, GENDER has become the effect for three nodes, which is not 

possible.  

 With the Baseline CBN in hand, we move to the process of standardizing 

symptoms and prior knowledge discovery. Since medical coding is not available for any 

of the forms administered in the NACC UDS, the diagnostic codes are matched manually 

to the closest ICD-10-CM symptom. All 24 variables in the NACC dataset (excluding age 

and gender) have been matched, together with notes and the full ICD-10-CM symptom, if 

it is different from the name of the main symptom in Table 16.  

   

Table 16: NACC UDS Form B9 Alzheimer Symptoms and ICD-10-CM coding 

Variable 
Name 

Main 
Symptom(s) 

ICD-10-
CM 
Code(s) 

Notes 

DEMENTED Dementia F03 F03 – Unspecified dementia 

BEAGIT Agitation R45.1   

BEAHALL 
Auditory 
Hallucinations 

R44.0   

BEANX Anxiety F40, F41 F40 for Phobic Anxiety, F41 for Other 

BEAPATHY 
Apathy, 
Withdrawal 

R45.3 R45.3 Demoralization and apathy 

BEDEL 
Delusional 
Beliefs 

F22 F22 for generic delusional disorders 

BEDEP Depression F32, F33 F32 for single episode, F33 for recurrent 

BEDISIN Disinhibition R45.87 

Impulsiveness R45.87 is an approximation. 
Disinhibited term occurs under childhood 
disorders (F94.1), which does not align 
with the development of AD and is 
excluded 

BEIRRIT Irritability R45.4 Irritability and anger R45.4 

BEPERCH 
Personality 
Change 

F07 
Personality and behavioral disorders due to 
known physiological condition F07 
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BEREM Sleep Disorder G47   

BEVHALL 
Visual 
Hallucinations 

R44.1   

COGATTN 
Attention, 
Concentration 

R41.840 

Attention and concentration deficit 
R41.840. Attention-deficit hyperactivity 
disorders (ADHD) F90 is related to 
childhood and excluded. 

COGJUDG 

Judgement, 
Planning, 
Problem-
Solving 

R41.844 

Frontal lobe and executive function deficit 
R41.844. Symptom is also under “Frontal 
lobe and executive function deficit 
following nontraumatic subarachnoid 
hemorrhage I69.014” which is excluded. 

COGLANG Language R47 Speech disturbances R47 

COGMEM Memory 
R41.1, 
R41.2, 
R41.3 

3 types of amnesia: Anterograde R41.1, 
Retrograde R41.2, and Other R41.3 

COGORI Orientation R41.0 Disorientation R41.0 

COGVIS 
Visuospatial 
Function 

R41.842 Visuospatial deficit R41.842 

MOFALLS Falling R29.6 Repeated falls R29.6 

MOGAIT Gait Disorder R26 Abnormalities of gait and mobility R26 

MOMOALS 
Lateral 
Sclerosis 

G12.21, 
G12.23 

Primary lateral sclerosis G12.23, 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) 
G12.21. While variable name suggests 
ALS, no clarification is given in NACC 
UDS data dictionary  

MOMOPARK Parkinson G20   

MOSLOW Slowness R46.4 Slowness and poor responsiveness R46.4 

MOTREM Tremor R25.1 Tremor, unspecified R25.1 
 
  
 
 
 The majority of the NACC UDS variables have direct matches to ICD-10-CM 

definitions. For example, Parkinson’s Disease (MOMOPARK), Sleep Disorder 

(BEREM), and Delusional Beliefs (BEDEL) all have dedicated ICD-10-CM 

classifications. Other symptoms have precise translations when codified: 

 Impairment of memory (COGMEM) is matched to different types of amnesia 

(R41.1, R41.2, R41.3) 
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 Impairment of language (COGLANG) is matched to speech disturbances (R47) 

 Symptoms without direct matches are approximated.  

 

 Question 4C on Form B9 assesses executive function: “Executive function — 

judgment, planning, problem-solving. Does s/he have trouble handling money (e.g., tips), 

paying bills, preparing meals, shopping, using appliances, handling medications, 

driving?” The resulting variable COGJUDG focuses on multiple main symptoms 

(judgment, planning, problem-solving) which are not codified in ICD-10-CM or other 

AMOs. Executive function, however, is listed but does not specify context for the 

symptoms experienced.  

 Question 9c in form B9 for Disinhibition (BEDISIN) asks: “Does the subject use 

inappropriate coarse language or exhibit inappropriate speech or behaviors in public or in 

the home? Does s/he talk personally to strangers or have disregard for personal hygiene?” 

The main symptom of disinhibition is classified under “Disorders of social functioning 

with onset specific to childhood and adolescence” (F94) as Disinhibited attachment 

disorder of childhood (F94.1). However, since AD does not develop until adulthood34, 

this classification is excluded from the experiment. Finally, disinhibition (BEDISIN) and 

the symptoms described under the question is approximated as Impulsiveness (R45.87). 

These matches are mapped in the ICD-10-CM hierarchy in Fig. 47.

 
34 https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/what-are-signs-alzheimers-disease 
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Fig. 47: NACC UDS Symptoms in ICD-10-CM Hierarchy
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 To create the Modified CBN, we can blacklist any arcs which has gender and age 

as the effect. This can be done by implementing a blacklist with the following arcs:  

 

Table 17: Blacklisted arcs for Gender and Age for NACC Modified CBN 

from to  from to 
AGE GENDER  GENDER AGE 
DEMENTED GENDER  DEMENTED AGE 
BEAGIT GENDER  BEAGIT AGE 
BEAHALL GENDER  BEAHALL AGE 
BEANX GENDER  BEANX AGE 
BEAPATHY GENDER  BEAPATHY AGE 
BEDEL GENDER  BEDEL AGE 
BEDEP GENDER  BEDEP AGE 
BEDISIN GENDER  BEDISIN AGE 
BEIRRIT GENDER  BEIRRIT AGE 
BEPERCH GENDER  BEPERCH AGE 
BEREM GENDER  BEREM AGE 
BEVHALL GENDER  BEVHALL AGE 
COGATTN GENDER  COGATTN AGE 
COGJUDG GENDER  COGJUDG AGE 
COGLANG GENDER  COGLANG AGE 
COGMEM GENDER  COGMEM AGE 
COGORI GENDER  COGORI AGE 
COGVIS GENDER  COGVIS AGE 
MOFALLS GENDER  MOFALLS AGE 
MOGAIT GENDER  MOGAIT AGE 
MOMOALS GENDER  MOMOALS AGE 
MOMOPARK GENDER  MOMOPARK AGE 
MOSLOW GENDER  MOSLOW AGE 
MOTREM GENDER  MOTREM AGE 
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 Using diagnostic clinical information in the https://www.icd10data.com browser, 

we determine that the following causal relationships potentially exist among the 24 

variables:  

 

Table 18: Ordered Variable Pairs for NACC UDS CBN from ICD-10-CM 

Edge Notes on Causality from ICD-10-CM 

COGATTN → BEDISIN 
Impulsivity is a main feature of ADHD, along with 
inattention and hyperactivity. 

COGORI → BEVHALL 
Disorientation is characterized by distortions of visual and 
auditory perceptions, including illusions and hallucinations 

COGORI → BEAHALL 
Disorientation is characterized by distortions of visual and 
auditory perceptions, including illusions and hallucinations 

DEMENTED → COGLANG 
Dementia causes problems in two or more brain functions, 
such as memory and language 

DEMENTED → COGMEM 
Dementia causes problems in two or more brain functions, 
such as memory and language 

DEMENTED → COGJUDG Dementia affects executive judgment 
MOGAIT → MOFALLS Irregular gait causes stumbling and falls 

MOMOALS → MOFALLS  
Tripping and balance issues are caused by ALS as leg 
muscles weaken 

MOMOPARK → MOTREM 
Parkinson’s is a progressive motor disability which causes 
tremors, shaking, and muscular rigidity 

MOMOPARK → MOGAIT 
Parkinson’s causes postural instability, and gait 
abnormalities. This is due to a loss of neurons and a decrease 
of dopamine in the basal ganglia 

 

 

These ten ordered variable pairs are translated into a blacklist for the modified CBN:  

wlsmart2 = data.frame( 
from=c("BEDISIN","BEVHALL","BEAHALL","COGLANG","COGMEM","CO
GJUDG","MOFALLS","MOFALLS","MOTREM","MOGAIT")) 
 
to=c("COGATTN","COGORI","COGORI","DEMENTED","DEMENTED","DEM
ENTED","MOGAIT","MOMOALS","MOMOPARK","MOMOPARK"),  
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 The Modified CBN model is learned with the blacklist as prior knowledge:  

 
netsmart2 = mmhc(x=df 
            , whitelist = NULL 
            , blacklist = bl2 
            ) 

 
 
 
 Finally, we will blacklist reversed AMO variable pairs, and examine the 

agreement of arcs, AUC (MMHC and HC), predictive accuracy for DEMENTED, and 

Log Loss of Baseline and Modified models.  

 

> compare(netb,netsmart2) 
$tp 
[1] 42 
 
$fp 
[1] 6 
 
$fn 
[1] 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 With the following false positive and false negative arcs:  
 
$fp 
     from       to         
[1,] "MOMOPARK" "MOGAIT"   
[2,] "MOTREM"   "MOSLOW"   
[3,] "GENDER"   "MOMOPARK" 
[4,] "MOGAIT"   "MOFALLS"  
[5,] "MOTREM"   "MOFALLS"  
[6,] "GENDER"   "MOTREM"   

$fn 
     from       to         
[1,] "MOGAIT"   "MOMOPARK" 
[2,] "MOMOPARK" "GENDER"   
[3,] "MOFALLS"  "MOTREM"   
[4,] "MOSLOW"   "MOTREM"   
[5,] "MOTREM"   "GENDER"   
[6,] "BEDEP"    "GENDER"   
[7,] "COGVIS"   "MOFALLS"  
[8,] "MOFALLS"  "MOGAIT"   
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Blacklisting the AMO ordered variable pairs, the Modified network has a 42/48 

(87%) agreement. The AUC for Baseline netb vs. the netsmartb2 Modified CBN:   

 

MMHC Baseline AUC: 0.9514, 95% CI: (0.9386, 0.9523) 

MMHC Modified AUC: 0.96165, 95% CI: (0.9511, 0.9634) 

HC Baseline AUC: 0.8586, 95% CI: (0.8388, 0.8711) 

HC Modified AUC: 0.8831, 95% CI: (0.8652, 0.9043) 
 
 
 

Adding ontological constraints as blacklist created a Modified network which is 

marginally better than the Baseline in terms of predictive accuracy. Hill Climbing (HC) 

improved slightly more due to ceiling effect of how well MMHC performs. On average, 

the MMHC Modified CBN had an increase of 1.08%, and HC had an increase of 2.85%. 

Compared to whitelisting AMO arcs, blacklisting the AMO arcs produced a more 

accurate Modified model with a higher arc agreement to the Baseline. This accuracy is 

obtained at the expense of learning new arcs which may be pertinent to understanding the 

disease.  
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MMHC Baseline AUC: 0.9514  
95% CI: (0.9386, 0.9523) 

 

MMHC Modified AUC: 0.9592  
95% CI: (0.9521, 0.9664) 

 
HC Baseline AUC: 
0.8586, 95% CI: (0.8388, 0.8711) 

 

HC Modified AUC: 
0.8831, 95% CI: (0.8652, 0.9043) 

 

Fig. 48: Cross-validated AUC for Baseline vs. Modified NACC CBNs (blacklist) 

 

 For predicting the dementia node (DEMENTED) using models obtained by 

MMHC, the predictive error are as follows: 

 

> bn.cv(df, netb, k=5, runs=10, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = list(targ
et = "DEMENTED")) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
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  target network structure: 
   [AGE][BEAGIT][MOMOALS][BEDISIN|BEAGIT][BEIRRIT|BEAGIT:BEDISIN][BEANX
|BEAGIT:BEIRRIT][BEDEL|BEANX:BEDISIN][BEDEP|BEANX:BEIRRIT][DEMENTED|BED
EL][BEAPATHY|DEMENTED:BEDEP:BEIRRIT][COGJUDG|DEMENTED][BEPERCH|BEAGIT:B
EAPATHY:BEDISIN][COGORI|DEMENTED:COGJUDG][COGMEM|COGJUDG:COGORI] 
[COGVIS|DEMENTED:COGJUDG:COGORI][COGLANG|DEMENTED:COGMEM:COGVIS][MOFALL
S|BEDEP:COGVIS][COGATTN|COGJUDG:COGLANG:COGVIS][MOGAIT|COGVIS:MOFALLS] 
[MOMOPARK|MOGAIT][MOSLOW|MOGAIT:MOMOPARK][MOTREM|MOFALLS:MOGAIT:MOMOPAR
K:MOSLOW][GENDER|BEDEP:MOMOPARK:MOTREM][BEREM|GENDER:MOMOPARK][BEVHALL|
BEDEL:BEREM][BEAHALL|BEDEL:BEVHALL] 
 
  number of folds:                       5  
  loss function:                Classification Error (Posterior, disc.)  
  training node:                         DEMENTED  
  number of runs:                        10  
  average loss over the runs:            0.119538  
  standard deviation of the loss:        0.0005483786  
 

 

> bn.cv(df, netsmart2, k=5, runs=10, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = list
(target = "DEMENTED")) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [GENDER][AGE][BEAGIT][MOMOALS][BEDISIN|BEAGIT][MOMOPARK|GENDER][BEIR
RIT|BEAGIT:BEDISIN][BEREM|GENDER:MOMOPARK][BEANX|BEAGIT:BEIRRIT][BEDEL|
BEANX:BEDISIN][BEDEP|BEANX:BEIRRIT][DEMENTED|BEDEL][BEVHALL|BEDEL:BEREM
][BEAHALL|BEDEL:BEVHALL][BEAPATHY|DEMENTED:BEDEP:BEIRRIT][COGJUDG|DEMEN
TED][BEPERCH|BEAGIT:BEAPATHY:BEDISIN][COGORI|DEMENTED:COGJUDG][COGMEM|C
OGJUDG:COGORI][COGVIS|DEMENTED:COGJUDG:COGORI][COGLANG|DEMENTED:COGMEM:
COGVIS][MOGAIT|COGVIS:MOMOPARK][COGATTN|COGJUDG:COGLANG:COGVIS][MOTREM|
GENDER:MOGAIT:MOMOPARK][MOFALLS|BEDEP:MOGAIT:MOTREM][MOSLOW|MOGAIT:MOMO
PARK:MOTREM] 
 
  number of folds:                       5  
  loss function:                Classification Error (Posterior, disc.)  
  training node:                         DEMENTED  
  number of runs:                        10  
  average loss over the runs:            0.1156801  
  standard deviation of the loss:        0.0004606039  
 

 The Modified CBN shows better predictive accuracy (0.1156801) than the 

baseline (0.1195380). Finally, comparison the Log Loss between the Baseline and 

Modified networks show that the Modified model performs better with a lower Log Loss 

than the Baseline:  
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> bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, runs=10) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [AGE][BEAGIT][MOMOALS][BEDISIN|BEAGIT][BEIRRIT|BEAGIT:BEDISIN][BEANX
|BEAGIT:BEIRRIT][BEDEL|BEANX:BEDISIN][BEDEP|BEANX:BEIRRIT][DEMENTED|BED
EL][BEAPATHY|DEMENTED:BEDEP:BEIRRIT][COGJUDG|DEMENTED][BEPERCH|BEAGIT:B
EAPATHY:BEDISIN][COGORI|DEMENTED:COGJUDG][COGMEM|COGJUDG:COGORI] 
[COGVIS|DEMENTED:COGJUDG:COGORI][COGLANG|DEMENTED:COGMEM:COGVIS][MOFALL
S|BEDEP:COGVIS][COGATTN|COGJUDG:COGLANG:COGVIS][MOGAIT|COGVIS:MOFALLS] 
[MOMOPARK|MOGAIT][MOSLOW|MOGAIT:MOMOPARK][MOTREM|MOFALLS:MOGAIT:MOMOPAR
K:MOSLOW][GENDER|BEDEP:MOMOPARK:MOTREM][BEREM|GENDER:MOMOPARK] 
[BEVHALL|BEDEL:BEREM][BEAHALL|BEDEL:BEVHALL] 
 
  number of folds:                       5  
  loss function:                         Log-Likelihood Loss (disc.)  
  number of runs:                        10  
  average loss over the runs:            14.49351  
  standard deviation of the loss:        0.004284492  

 

> bn.cv(df, netsmart2, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, runs=10) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [GENDER][AGE][BEAGIT][MOMOALS][BEDISIN|BEAGIT][MOMOPARK|GENDER][BEIR
RIT|BEAGIT:BEDISIN][BEREM|GENDER:MOMOPARK][BEANX|BEAGIT:BEIRRIT][BEDEL|
BEANX:BEDISIN][BEDEP|BEANX:BEIRRIT][DEMENTED|BEDEL][BEVHALL|BEDEL:BEREM
][BEAHALL|BEDEL:BEVHALL][BEAPATHY|DEMENTED:BEDEP:BEIRRIT][COGJUDG|DEMEN
TED][BEPERCH|BEAGIT:BEAPATHY:BEDISIN][COGORI|DEMENTED:COGJUDG][COGMEM|C
OGJUDG:COGORI][COGVIS|DEMENTED:COGJUDG:COGORI][COGLANG|DEMENTED:COGMEM:
COGVIS][MOGAIT|COGVIS:MOMOPARK][COGATTN|COGJUDG:COGLANG:COGVIS][MOTREM|
GENDER:MOGAIT:MOMOPARK][MOFALLS|BEDEP:MOGAIT:MOTREM][MOSLOW|MOGAIT:MOMO
PARK:MOTREM] 
 
  number of folds:                       5  
  loss function:                         Log-Likelihood Loss (disc.)  
  number of runs:                        10  
  average loss over the runs:            14.45882  
  standard deviation of the loss:        0.003800305  
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Fig. 49: Baseline vs. Modified CBN (blacklist) NACC UDS  

 
Where 
 
True positive (tp) arcs are in black; 

False positive (fp) arcs are in red; 

False negative (fn) arcs are in blue dashed lines 
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Table 19: False Positive arcs in NACC Modified CBN 

$fp 

   
      from       to         

 [1,] "COGATTN"  "BEDISIN"  

 [2,] "COGORI"   "BEVHALL"  

 [3,] "COGORI"   "BEAHALL"  

 [4,] "DEMENTED" "COGMEM"   

 [5,] "MOGAIT"   "MOFALLS"  

 [6,] "MOMOALS"  "MOFALLS"  

 [7,] "MOMOPARK" "MOGAIT"   

 [8,] "BEVHALL"  "BEDEL"    

 [9,] "BEDISIN"  "BEAGIT"   

[10,] "BEDEL"    "BEDISIN"  

[11,] "GENDER"   "MOMOPARK" 

[12,] "BEAHALL"  "BEDEL"    

[13,] "COGMEM"   "COGORI"   

[14,] "BEDEL"    "BEANX"    

 

 

 The node MOMOALS (Lou Gehrig's disease), which had no relationships in the 

Baseline CBN (see Fig. 46), may be reconnected in the Modified CBN if there is a 

whitelist. Due to the greedy hill-climb portion of MMHC, the algorithm will always 

incorporate arcs with the highest score. This orphaned node in the Baseline could be re-

incorporated into the Modified CBN if the Modified CBN whitelists the AMO arc 

MOMOALS → MOFALLS (ALS causes falls).  

 COGATTN → BEDISIN: An inability to concentrate is related to cognitive and 

behavioral disinhibition, as patients loses the ability to regulate emotion [192], [193]. 

 COGORI → BEVHALL and COGORI → BEAHALL: Cognitive orientation 

(COGORI) is a very strong indicator of auditory hallucinations (BEAHALL, 94%) and 
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visual hallucinations (BEVHALL, 93%) in Alzheimer patients. These two edges are 

ordered-variable pairs that appear in the Modified CBN but are not present in the 

Baseline model. Examining existing research, current epidemiological studies show that:  

1. Hallucinations and delusions are symptoms associated with mid-late stage 

Alzheimer’s disease  [194]–[196], while disorientation and special navigation is 

one of the earliest symptoms of the disease. [197]–[199]; 

2. Disorientation for patients of AD often include impaired perception of 

surroundings, which relates to the “sequence of early hippocampal and later 

posterior cortical damage that is typical of AD” [200], [201]; and 

3. The progression of cognitive decline and disorientation leads to visual and 

auditory disorders.  [202]–[205]. 

 DEMENTED → COGMEM: Dementia is diagnosed by memory testing [206]. 

Memory loss disrupting daily life is an early sign of dementia [207].  

 MOGAIT → MOFALLS: The decline in frontal cognitive functions contributes to 

alterations of gait and increases the risk of falls in patients with dementia, a category 

which included Alzheimer's disease [208].  

 MOMOALS → MOFALLS: ALS causes falls due to balance issues, gait issues 

due to stiffness, and neurological deficits [209]. 

 MOMOPARK → MOGAIT: Parkinson’s disease is associated with symptoms 

such as irregular gait, slowness, and tremor [98]. 

 BEVHALL → BEDEL and BEAHALL → BEDEL: Hallucinations (visual and 

auditory) are associated with delusions [195], [196], [202].  
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 BEDISIN → BEAGIT: Disinhibition and agitation are both categorized as the 

inability to control and regulate emotion [210].  

 BEDEL → BEDISIN: Besides comorbidity with Alzheimer’s, there is no 

evidence that delusions are associated with disinhibition.  

 GENDER → MOMOPARK: Parkinson’s is 1.5 times more common in males 

than females [211].  

 COGMEM → COGORI: Memory and orientation issues are preliminary 

symptoms to Alzheimer’s [212]. 

 BEDEL → BEANX: Besides comorbidity with Alzheimer’s, there is no evidence 

that delusions are associated with anxiety. 
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5.3 Asthma Mobile Health Study 

 
 
 For the final experiment, we use data obtained by the Asthma Mobile Health 

study at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City. These 

data were contributed by users of the asthma mobile application as part of the Asthma 

Mobile Health Application study documented in Synapse35 [213].  The resulting dataset 

is from patients who tracked their asthma symptoms, the app crowdsourced patient-

reported historical-symptom data. The dataset contains 3,104 records and 16 variables. Of 

these 16 variables, two variables for the diagnosis of allergies and types of self-reported 

allergies were combined to make a dummy variable for multiple allergies. The  

 15 variables used for this experiment are as follows:  

 

Table 20: Synapse Asthma Symptom Variables and ICD-10-CM coding 

Variable Abbr. 
ICD-10-

CM 
Code 

Notes on ICD-10-CM coding 

Heart attack HAT I21 Also known as myocardial infarction I21 

Congestive heart 
failure 

CON 
I50.2, 
I50.3, 
I50.4 

Two types: systolic congestive I50.2 or 
diastolic congestive I50.3. Combined of 
both types is I50.4  

Peripheral vascular 
disease (including 
aortic aneurysm) 

PER 
I71 and 

I73 
I73 for Other peripheral vascular 
diseases, I71 for aortic aneurysms 

Chronic pulmonary 
disease (emphysema or 
chronic bronchitis) 

PUL 
J41, J42, 
J43, J44, 

COPD covers a variety of diseases in 
J40-J47, excluding Asthma, J45. J41 for 
Simple and mucopurulent chronic 
bronchitis, J42 for chronic bronchitis 

 
35 https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn8361748/wiki/ 
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NOS, J44 for chronic obstructive 
bronchitis. J43 for Emphysema 

Another lung disease 
other than asthma 

OL J98.4 Substituted “Other Lung Disease” J98.4 

Connective tissue 
disease (lupus, 
rheumatoid arthritis, or 
similar diseases) 

TIS M30-36 
Lupus erythematosus M32 and L93, 
rheumatoid arthritis M05, Systemic 
connective tissue disorders M30-36 

Peptic ulcer disease ULC K27 
Peptic ulcer is site-specific. K27 is for 
unspecified site 

Moderate or severe 
renal (kidney) disease 

KID 
N18, 
N19 

 

Acute kidney failure N17, chronic kidney 
disease N18, unspecified kidney failure 
N19 

Leukemia (acute or 
chronic) 

LEU 
C91, 
C92 

Acute/chronic lymphocytic leukemia 
C91,  
Acute/chronic myelogenous leukemia 
C92 

Malignant lymphoma LYM C85.9 
Non-Hodgkin lymphoma, unspecified 
C85.9 

Malignant solid tumors 
within the past 5 years 
(including melanoma 
but excluding other 
skin cancer) 

TUM 
C75, 
C43 

Malignant neoplasm of other endocrine 
glands and related structures C75, 
malignant melanoma C43 

Cerebrovascular 
disease (including a 
stroke or embolism) 

STR I60-I69 
Covers a wide variety of hemorrhages 
and infarctions related to cerebral 
functions 

Liver disease LIV K70-77 Covers a wide variety of liver diseases 

Arthritis ART 
M15-
M19 

Using osteoarthritis, the most common 
form of arthritis, as substitute 

Which of the following 
cause you to have an 
allergic reaction? 

Used 
for 

MAL 
- 

1='House dust mites', 2='Mold', 3='Weed 
pollen', 4='Grass pollen', 5='Tree pollen', 
6='Rodents (rats, mice)', 
7='Cockroaches', 8='Dogs', 9='Cats', 
10='Other' 

Tested for allergies 
with skin tests or blood 
tests? 

Used 
for 

MAL 
-  

Multiple Allergies  MAL J30 

Dummy Variable - tested for allergies is 
true and self-reports >4 allergies. 
Substituted “Vasomotor and allergic 
rhinitis” J30 
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 The first step is to learn a baseline CBN using the training Asthma data and 

MMHC:  

 
df <- read.csv("asthma2.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM") 

net2 = mmhc(dftr) 
 
 
The baseline MMHC algorithm produces the following structure with 13 arcs:  

 

 

   
  Bayesian network learned via Hybrid methods 
 
  model: 
   [PUL][TIS][LEU][LIV][MAL][OL|PUL][KID|PUL][LYM|LEU][ART|TIS] 
   [ULC|OL:ART][STR|KID:ART][HAT|STR][CON|HAT][PER|CON][TUM|PER:LYM] 
  nodes:                                 15  
  arcs:                                  13  
    undirected arcs:                     0  
    directed arcs:                       13  
  average markov blanket size:           2.13  
  average neighbourhood size:            1.73  
  average branching factor:              0.87  
 
  learning algorithm:                    Max-Min Hill-Climbing  
  constraint-based method:               Max-Min Parent Children  
  conditional independence test:         Mutual Information (disc.)  
  score-based method:                    Hill-Climbing  
  score:                                 BIC (disc.)  
  alpha threshold:                       0.05  
  penalization coefficient:              3.908611  
  tests used in the learning procedure:  1376  
  optimized:                             TRUE  
 

Fig. 50: Summary of baseline Asthma CBN structure parameters 

  
  

 The second step is to examine map the symptoms to the AMOs, and discover 

causal mechanisms in the subsumption, codification, or object properties. For example, 

congestive heart failure is classified as two types in ICD-10-CM: Systolic (congestive) 

heart failure I50.2, or Diastolic (congestive) heart failure I50.3. A combination of both 
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types is classified under I50.4 Combined systolic (congestive) and diastolic (congestive) 

heart failure. Both I50.2 and I50.3 have Type 1 exclusions for I50.4. I50.4 does not have 

any exclusions. These exclusions mean that I50.4 requires a combined diagnosis and 

cannot cause I50.2 or I50.3. The reverse may be true provided that there is additional 

evidence to support a causal relationship.  

   

Table 21: Combined Ordered Variable Pairs for Asthma Modified CBN 

Ordered Variable Pair  
Notes regarding causality from researched 
Clinical Information 

HAT → CON 
Heart attacks can lead to heart failure by 
weakening the heart’s pumping ability 

TIS → KID 
Lupus chronic inflammation affects the function 
of kidneys 

TIS → HAT 
Rheumatoid arthritis causes heart issues via 
blocked arteries, increasing heart attacks 

PUL → TIS 
COPD is a type of lung disease marked by 
permanent damage to tissues in the lungs 

 
 
 
 
 The prior knowledge presented in Table 21 is captured as a blacklist. There are no 

demographic variables which need to be blacklisted for the Asthma dataset.  

 
blsmart2=data.frame(from = c("CON","KID","HAT","TIS"), 
    to = c("HAT","TIS","TIS","PUL")) 
 
netsmartb2 = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = blsmart2) 
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Fig. 51: Asthma symptoms in ICD-10-CM hierarchy  
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  Bayesian network learned via Hybrid methods 
 
  model: 
   [TIS][LEU][LIV][MAL][HAT|TIS][LYM|LEU][ART|TIS][ULC|ART][STR|HAT:
ART][OL|TIS:ULC][PUL|OL][CON|HAT:PUL:OL][KID|PUL:TIS][PER|CON][TUM|P
ER:LYM]  
  nodes:                                 15  
  arcs:                                  16  
    undirected arcs:                     0  
    directed arcs:                       16  
  average markov blanket size:           3.07  
  average neighbourhood size:            2.27  
  average branching factor:              1.13  
 
  learning algorithm:                    Max-Min Hill-Climbing  
  constraint-based method:               Max-Min Parent Children  
  conditional independence test:         Mutual Information (disc.)  
  score-based method:                    Hill-Climbing  
  score:                                 BIC (disc.)  
  alpha threshold:                       0.05  
  penalization coefficient:              3.908611  
  tests used in the learning procedure:  1251  
  optimized:                             TRUE  

 

Fig. 52: Summary of modified Asthma CBN parameters 

 
 

 During the causal knowledge discovery phase, multiple common causes 

exogeneous to the model were discovered. For example, cerebrovascular disease, 

peripheral vascular diseases, and congestive heart failure have the same causes: high 

blood pressure (hypertension) and high cholesterol leading to arteriosclerosis, where the 

blood vessels carrying oxygen and nutrients from the heart to the rest of the body 

(arteries) become thick and stiff.  

 Another example is cerebrovascular disease, kidney (renal) disease, and 

congestive heart failure also have the same cause: hypertension. Lung diseases such as 

asthma cause hypertension cause kidney disease and congestive heart failure. 

Hypertension, unfortunately, is not a variable that was collected in the data sample.  
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 Other relationships are associative but not directed. For example, leukemia and 

lymphoma are both blood-related cancers where leukemia is a progressive and malignant 

disease of blood-forming organs, and lymphomas are malignancies of lymphoid tissues of 

organs and cells [214]. These are two strongly associated cancers, but they do not have a 

causal relationship between them.  

 In the last step, the baseline is compared to the modified CBN learned from the 

Asthma data.  

 

> compare(netb,netsmartb2) 
$tp 
[1] 16 
 
$fp 
[1] 0 
 
$fn 
[1] 0 
 
 
 

Blacklisting the AMO ordered variable pairs, the Modified network is in complete 

agreement with the Baseline, with no false positive or false negative arcs. This means 

they are the same network, with the same predictive accuracy. The AMO variable pairs, 

when blacklisted, did not constrain the Modified network enough to produce any arcs 

which are different from the baseline.  
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 The AUC and 95% confidence interval is as follows for the baseline:  

Baseline CBN AUC: 0.69531, 95% CI: (0.63377, 0.75685) 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 53: ROC Curves and AUC value for Baseline Asthma CBNs (same as Modified) 

 

 For predictive accuracy of a single node, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

(COPD) or the PUL node will be used. Asthma is known to lead to losses in pulmonary 

function [215] and COPD is associated with increased mortality [216].  

> #Predictive accuracy of network for COPD 
 
> bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "pred-lw",  
loss.args = list(target = "PUL")) 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [PUL][TIS][LEU][LIV][MAL][OL|PUL][KID|PUL][LYM|LEU][ART|TIS][ULC|OL:
ART][STR|KID:ART][HAT|STR][CON|HAT][PER|CON][TUM|PER:LYM]  
 
  number of folds:                       10  
  loss function:                Classification Error (Posterior, disc.)  
  training node:                         PUL  
  expected loss:                         0.0635308  
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 Lastly, we examine the overall loss of the Baseline:  

 
> bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "logl") 
 
  k-fold cross-validation for Bayesian networks 
 
  target network structure: 
   [PUL][TIS][LEU][LIV][MAL][OL|PUL][KID|PUL][LYM|LEU][ART|TIS][ULC|OL:
ART][STR|KID:ART][HAT|STR][CON|HAT][PER|CON][TUM|PER:LYM]  
 
  number of folds:                       10  
  loss function:                         Log-Likelihood Loss (disc.)  
  expected loss:                         2.413284  

 

 Despite having the same Baseline and Modified CBNs, we examine the four 

blacklisted relationships:  

blsmart2=data.frame(from = c("CON","KID","HAT","TIS"), 
    to = c("HAT","TIS","TIS","PUL")) 
 

Specifically:  

      from  to    
[1,] "HAT" "CON" 
[2,] "TIS" "KID" 
[3,] "TIS" "HAT" 
[4,] "PUL" "TIS" 
 

 

 For example a true positive arc, ART → STR: Arthritis increases the chance of 

ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke by 60-100% compared to the general population [217]. 

This is due to the established fact that “systemic inflammation is a major contributor to 

the increased risk of cardiovascular disease” [218], including strokes.  

 HAT → CON: Congestive heart failure (CON) and heart attack (HAT) are both 

vascular diseases which are confounded by a multiple exogenous variables such as high 

cholesterol (atherosclerosis), high blood pressure (hypertension, cardiovascular disease, 

diabetes, and smoking – common causes which are well-documented [219]–[221]. 
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Patients who experience a heart attack are much more likely to experience a stroke later 

[222]. Congestive heart failure (CON) as a result of heart attacks (HAT), however, can be 

a direct cause or share a common cause. As a direct cause, a heart attack causes damage 

to heart muscles, which weakens the heart’s ability to pump blood [223] – this is captured 

in a True Positive arc. 

 TIS → KID: Kidney (renal) disease is a presenting feature of connective tissue 

diseases [224]–[226]. In more recent studies, diagnosis of kidney diseases, such as 

autoantibody testing, gives clinicians a better diagnosis of connective tissue disease.  

 TIS → HAT: Connective tissue disease (which includes lupus and rheumatoid 

arthritis) leads to narrowed blood vessels, which increase the risk of heart attacks and 

strokes [225], [227]. 

 PUL → TIS: Pulmonary diseases such as COPD are risk factors for peptic ulcers 

and other tissue damage after adjustments for possible confounding factors like 

underlying comorbidities and ulcerogenic medication [228]. These two diseases disease 

are associated with a variety of comorbidities and increased mortality [216], [229]. These 

two diseases are confounded by common causes, such as smoking, increased age, and 

inflammation.  

 Asthma data is unique among the three datasets used in this thesis in that it is the 

only one that is crowdsourced. The quality of this data is inherently limited by the 

collection method. Compared to the Depression and Alzheimer’s Disease datasets, the 

Asthma CBNs have lower AUC scores (average of 0.68 vs 0.85 for STAR*D and 0.95 

for NACC).    
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 This thesis has successfully demonstrated how to incorporate prior expertise and 

knowledge from ontological sources into learned Causal Bayesian Networks (CBN).  By 

using existing learning algorithms such as MMHC one computes the Baseline CBN, and 

then can incorporate and orient the Baseline CBN with ontological knowledge to obtain a 

Modified CBN. This approach enhances a CBN learned from an observational patient 

dataset with additional expertise and knowledge gathered from authoritative medical 

ontologies.  By reinforcing a CBN with ontological knowledge, we are able to produce a 

Modified network that is congruent with both the expertise in an ontology as well as the 

original dataset.    

 Ordering variables using an ontology represents a form of cause and effect and is 

an abstraction of the underlying causal mechanisms that exist outside of the dataset. In 

time-based sequencing, the assumption is that the measured occurrence of one symptom 

preceding another symptom is enough to establish causality since cause always precedes 

effects. In expert ontological knowledge, the sequence is determined by subject matter 

experts. Reinforcing a CBN with explicit ontological causal mechanisms and causal 

knowledge produces a different network orientation which reflects both the ontological 

knowledge and the process of learning the model from data. 

In our experiments, orienting a CBN using ordered-variable pairs significantly 

changes the structure of the network. The agreement between the Modified and Baseline 

networks ranges from 50% to 72% while whitelisting, and 70% to 100% while 
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blacklisting. Even though the structure of the networks has been significantly changed to 

incorporate AMO knowledge, comparable predictive accuracy to the Baseline has been 

maintained. This indicates that the Modified CBN is able to reflect existing ontological 

knowledge while maintaining predictive accuracy of the Baseline CBN. Blacklisting 

produced slightly more accurate models, at the expense of new arcs learned due to 

whitelisting AMO variable pairs.  

 Observational datasets in three different disease domains have been studied: 1) 

Depression (STAR*D), Asthma (Icahn Mobile Health), and Alzheimer’s Disease (NACC 

UDS). Causal knowledge was extracted from three authoritative ontologies: 1) MedDRA, 

2) ICD-10-CM and 3) SNOMED CT. By incorporating causal knowledge and causal 

mechanisms present in these ontologies into the CBNs learned from data, we have 

achieved the following: 

 Establish ontologies as sources of causal mechanisms and causal knowledge; which 

can be extracted in the form of ordered-variable pairs.  

 Use ordered-variable pairs to orient CBNs learned from data. By orienting the CBNs 

with ontological knowledge, we learned new CBN structures, while maintaining 

predictive accuracy compared to the baseline.  

 Proposed a methodology for combining Bayesian reasoning with ontological 

knowledge so as to incorporate information from both. Our methodology was tested 

in the health domain, and may also apply to other application domains, so long as 

datasets and authoritative ontologies exist for these domains. 
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 A Modified CBN, which contains ontological knowledge, would be more intuitive 

as a decision guidance tool. They would also be more trustworthy, as the relationships 

contained therein have been partially vetted by multiple authoritative ontologies. For 

example, a clinician seeking insight using a CBN would search for arcs which align with 

their intuition of a disease. Since the Modified CBN is oriented by ICD-10-CM 

diagnostic codes, the network is representative of how diseases are diagnosed in the real 

world. This results in a model that is more intuitive to a clinician.   

 Finally, a model used to infer causality should not exist in a vacuum of only 

algorithms and data. A more realistic approach would be to combine the learned Bayesian 

network with ontological knowledge, together with prior expertise from randomized 

trials. By applying statistical analysis and ontological reasoning, we can create a more 

robust environment for causal reasoning and decision making. 

 This research sets the foundation for several avenues of future research including: 

1) Using contextual evidence in an ontology to design data collection and studies; 2) 

improving the extraction of causal knowledge from ontologies; and 3) causal ontologies 

and information systems aimed at providing causal decision-making information to 

patients and clinicians.   
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APPENDICIES 
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R Code for Learning and Preliminary analysis of STAR*D CBNs 

 
#This code uses STAR*D data for analysis, but process is 
the same for other datasets 
 
#Implementation of cross-validated AUC scores is done in 
the next section of R code. ROCR does not graph multiple 
ROC curves or implement cross-validation. 
 
#clears variables and etc 
rm(list=ls()) 
while(!is.null(dev.list()))dev.off() 
cat('\014') 
 
#Install necessary packages:  
#install.packages("ROCR") 
#install.packages("tidyverse") 
#install.packages("readxl") 
#install.packages("igraph") 
#install.packages("bnlearn") 
#install.packages("BiocManager") 
#BiocManager::install("Rgraphviz") 
#BiocManager::install("gRain") 
 
#load necessary libraries 
library(bnlearn) 
library(BiocManager) 
library(Rgraphviz) 
library(gRain) 
library(readxl) 
library(ROCR) 
 
 
## Reads the CSV version of the dataset and save it as rda 
file for faster runs 
df <- read.csv("STARD_V2.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM") 
#View(df) 
#str(df) 
 
save(df,file="STARD_V2.rda") 
#df=load("STARD_V2.rda") 
#only look at complete cases (nothing is NA) and set data 
type as Factor for bnlearn 
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df=df[complete.cases(df),] 
 
for(i in 1:19) { 
  df[,i] <- as.factor(df[,i]) 
} 
 
# k-fold cross-validation for different learning algorithm 
to determine how well they work on the data 
# IAMB is excluded as it requires all nodes to be oriented 
with an arc, and produces errors in several runs. Same with 
grow-shrink () 
 
bn.cv(df, "gs", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, "hc", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, "tabu", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, "mmhc", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, "rsmax2", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, "h2pc", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, "iamb", k=5, runs=10) 
 
 
# Create whitelists based on ordered variable pairs from 
AMOs.  
# wlm = MedDRA, wli = ICD-10, wls = SNOMED, wlsmart = more 
than 2 ontologies, wlsmart2 = validated using ICD-10 
clinical information  
 
wlm=data.frame(from=c("SD","GAD","GAD","GAD","GAD","ANX") 
               , to=c("HD","ANX","PD","OCD","SPD","IRR")) 
 
wli=data.frame(from=c("DAD","MEL","REC","REC","GAD","GAD","
SD","AAD","REC","GAD") 
               , 
to=c("CI","HD","MEL","GAD","SPD","PD","HD","CI","CI","CI")) 
 
wls=data.frame(from=c("AAD","AAD","AAD","AAD","DAD","DAD","
DAD","DAD","DAD","HD","HD","SD") 
               , 
to=c("ANX","CI","GAD","IH","CI","ANX","GAD","IH","OCD","ANX
","GAD","HD")) 
 
wlsmart=data.frame(from=c("GAD","GAD","GAD","AAD","DAD","RE
C","GAD","PD","HD") 
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                   , 
to=c("PD","SPD","ANX","CI","CI","CI","CI","SPD","ANX")) 
 
wlsmart2=data.frame(from=c("CI","SPD","PD","SD","GAD","HD",
"ANX","HD") 
                    , 
to=c("ANX","OCD","SPD","HD","ANX","GAD","PD","OCD")) 
 
 
#Blacklists for AMOs: instead of whitelisting, we can also 
blacklist the reverse of whitelists to not force arcs to 
appear in a CBN. 
blm=data.frame(from=c("HD","ANX","PD","OCD","SPD","IRR") 
               , to=c("SD","GAD","GAD","GAD","GAD","ANX")) 
 
bli=data.frame(from=c("CI","HD","MEL","GAD","SPD","PD","HD"
,"CI","CI","CI") 
               , 
to=c("DAD","MEL","REC","REC","GAD","GAD","SD","AAD","REC","
GAD")) 
 
bls=data.frame(from=c("ANX","CI","GAD","IH","CI","ANX","GAD
","IH","OCD","ANX","GAD","HD") 
               , 
to=c("AAD","AAD","AAD","AAD","DAD","DAD","DAD","DAD","DAD",
"HD","HD","SD")) 
 
blsmart=data.frame(from=c("PD","SPD","ANX","CI","CI","CI","
CI","SPD","ANX") 
                   , 
to=c("GAD","GAD","GAD","AAD","DAD","REC","GAD","PD","HD")) 
 
blsmart2=data.frame(from=c("ANX","OCD","SPD","HD","ANX","GA
D","PD","OCD") 
                    , 
to=c("CI","SPD","PD","SD","GAD","HD","ANX","HD")) 
 
 
## Blacklist bl1 is the blacklist for gender, age, and 
family history. This list blacklists all arcs which have 
these 3 nodes as the effect or "to" node.  
 
bl1 <- read.csv("blsd.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM")  
#blm <- read.csv("blm.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM") 
#bli <- read.csv("bli.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM") 
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#bls <- read.csv("bls.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM") 
 
# Blacklist also in type Factor 
for(i in 1:2) { 
  bl1[,i] <- as.factor(bl1[,i]) 
  #blm[,i] <- as.factor(blm[,i]) 
  #bli[,i] <- as.factor(bli[,i]) 
  #bls[,i] <- as.factor(bls[,i]) 
  #blall[,i] <- as.factor(blall[,i]) 
} 
 
#Learn network structures 
netb = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netm = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wlm, blacklist = bl1)  # 
MedDRA 
neti = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wli, blacklist = bl1)  # ICD-
10 
nets = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wls, blacklist = bl1)  # 
SNOMED 
netsmart = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wlsmart, blacklist = bl1) 
# AMO selection - duplicates across AMO 
netsmart2 = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = wlsmart2, blacklist = 
bl1) # AMO selection - only CI confirmed 
netrand = random.graph(names(df)) #random network for 
reference 
 
#hamming(netb, netm) 
#shd(netb, netm) 
 
#arcs(netm) # count and see arcs in a network 
#arcs(neti) 
#arcs(nets) 
#arcs(netall) 
#arcs(netsmart) 
#arcs(netsmart2) 
#arcs(netrand) 
 
 
# Compare networks and get the number of true positives to 
establish CBN agreement. Set to compare Baseline to 
Modified. Can also compare Modified to Baseline (switch 
netm and netb) to see how far the Modified CBN deviates 
from the Baseline 
compare(netm, netb) 
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compare(neti, netb) 
compare(nets, netb) 
compare(netsmart, netb) 
compare(netsmart2, netb) 
compare(netrand, netb) 
 
compare(netb, netsmart2, arcs=TRUE) # List arcs. False 
positives = arcs in the Modified which are not in Baseline 
compare(netsmart2, netb) # Find arcs which are in the 
Baseline which are removed in the Modified (False 
Positives) 
 
 
# plot physical networks as needed 
#graphviz.plot(netb) #, layout = "fdp")       # fdp layout 
creates clusters 
#graphviz.plot(netsmart2) #, layout = "fdp") 
#graphviz.plot(netb2) #, layout = "fdp") 
 
# explore differences between two networks in a network 
plot 
# graphviz.compare(netm, neti)  
 
# learn conditional probability parameters of the networks 
- used for inference based on a model 
bnpb = bn.fit(netb, df, method = "bayes") 
bnpm = bn.fit(netm, df, method = "bayes") 
bnpi = bn.fit(neti, df, method = "bayes") 
bnps = bn.fit(nets, df, method = "bayes") 
bnpsmart = bn.fit(netsmart, df, method = "bayes") 
bnpsmart2 = bn.fit(netsmart2, df, method = "bayes") 
bnprand = bn.fit(netrand, df, method = "bayes") 
# Perform inference based on conditional probability 
tables. Both cpquery and cpdist are based on Monte Carlo 
particle filters 
# and therefore they may return slightly different values 
on different runs. 
# set.seed(1) # reproduce subsequent runs 
# cpquery(bnpb, event = (FHX == "1"), evidence = (REC == 
"1"), n=1000000) 
 
 
# create bn.strength object for strength of arcs, according 
to the data, using BIC score criterion 
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# list of criterion: 
https://www.bnlearn.com/documentation/man/network.scores.ht
ml. 
strengthb = arc.strength(netb, df, criterion = "bic") 
strengthm = arc.strength(netm, df, criterion = "bic") 
strengthi = arc.strength(neti, df, criterion = "bic") 
strengths = arc.strength(nets, df, criterion = "bic") 
strengthsmart = arc.strength(netsmart, df, criterion = 
"bic") 
strengthsmart2 = arc.strength(netsmart2, df, criterion = 
"bic") 
strengthrand = arc.strength(netrand, df, criterion = "bic") 
 
# plot arc strength as needed 
#strength.plot(netb, strengthb) 
#strength.plot(netm, strengthm) 
#strength.plot(neti, strengthi) 
#strength.plot(nets, strengths) 
#strength.plot(netall, strengthall) 
#strength.plot(netsmart, strengthsmart) 
#strength.plot(netsmart2, strengthsmart2) 
 
# boot strength for probability of direction of arcs 
according to the data: 
# boot.strength() estimates the strength of each arc as its 
empirical frequency over a set of networks learned from 
bootstrap samples.  
# It computes the probability of each arc (modulo its 
direction) and the probabilities of each arc's directions 
conditional  
# on the arc being present in the graph (in either 
direction). The significance threshold is computed 
automatically from the  
# strength estimates. R is the number of bootstrap 
replicates 
 
# boot.strength(data, cluster = NULL, R = 200, m = 
nrow(data), algorithm, algorithm.args = list(), cpdag = 
TRUE, debug = FALSE) 
bootstrength1 = boot.strength (df, algorithm = "mmhc") 
 
# Create prediction objects based on bootstrength  
predstrb = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netb)  
predstrm = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netm)  
predstri = as.prediction(bootstrength1, neti) 
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predstrs = as.prediction(bootstrength1, nets) 
predstrsm = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netsmart) 
predstrsm2 = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netsmart2) 
predstrrand = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netrand) 
 
# calculate ROC Curve 
roc.perfb = performance(predstrb, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfm = performance(predstrm, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfi = performance(predstri, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfs = performance(predstrs, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm = performance(predstrsm, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm2 = performance(predstrsm2, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfrand = performance(predstrrand, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
 
# plot ROC corves 
plot(roc.perfb) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfm) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfi) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfs) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfsm) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfsm2) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfrand) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
# calculate area under ROC curve (AUC). This version is NOT 
cross-validated. Please see next section for 
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# calculating cross-validated (80% training, 20% test) AUC 
scores 
auc.perfb = performance(predstrb, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfm = performance(predstrm, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfi = performance(predstri, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfs = performance(predstrs, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm = performance(predstrsm, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm2 = performance(predstrsm2, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfrand = performance(predstrrand, measure = "auc") 
 
auc.perfb@y.values 
auc.perfm@y.values 
auc.perfi@y.values 
auc.perfs@y.values 
auc.perfsm@y.values 
auc.perfsm2@y.values 
auc.perfrand@y.values 
 
# Overall model scoring: BIC and AIC 
bnlearn::score(netb,df,type="bic") 
bnlearn::score(netm,df,type="bic") 
bnlearn::score(neti,df,type="bic") 
bnlearn::score(nets,df,type="bic") 
bnlearn::score(netsmart,df,type="bic") 
bnlearn::score(netsmart2,df,type="bic") 
bnlearn::score(netrand,df,type="bic") 
 
bnlearn::score(netb,df,type="aic") 
bnlearn::score(netm,df,type="aic") 
bnlearn::score(neti,df,type="aic") 
bnlearn::score(nets,df,type="aic") 
bnlearn::score(netsmart,df,type="aic") 
bnlearn::score(netsmart2,df,type="aic") 
bnlearn::score(netrand,df,type="aic") 
 
# Predictive accuracy: We can measure predictive accuracy 
with cross-validation.  
# bnlearn provides the bn.cv() function for this task. 
Cross-verification will be performend on all CBNs. 
# bn.cv(data, bn, loss = NULL, k = 10, algorithm.args = 
list(), loss.args = list(), fit = "mle", fit.args = list(), 
cluster = NULL, debug = FALSE) 
 
# predictive accuracy of CBNs:  
bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
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bn.cv(df, netm, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
bn.cv(df, neti, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
bn.cv(df, nets, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
bn.cv(df, netsmart, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
bn.cv(df, netsmart2, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
bn.cv(df, netrand, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes") 
 
 
# compute the prediction error of a particular node by 
specifying and passing the target node to the loss function  
# via the loss.args argument. pred-lw is the Posterior 
Classification Error loss function for discrete BNs. 
# see loss functions: 
https://www.bnlearn.com/documentation/man/bn.cv.html 
 
bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "pred-lw", k=5, runs=10, loss.args = 
list(target = "CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, netsmart2, loss = "pred-lw", k=5, runs=10, 
loss.args = list(target = "CIT")) 
 
bn.cv(df, netm, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = list(target = 
"CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, neti, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = list(target = 
"CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, nets, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = list(target = 
"CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, netall, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = list(target 
= "CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, netsmart, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = 
list(target = "CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, netsmart2, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = 
list(target = "CIT")) 
bn.cv(df, netrand, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = 
list(target = "CIT")) 
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R Code for Cross-validated AUC and plotting multiple ROC curves 

 

# This code uses NACC data but process is the same for all 
datasets. Simply load the dataset and set all variables as 
type factor, and modify the whitelist/blacklists 
 
# NOTE: k-fold cross-verification of networks is 
implemented in bnlearn bn.cv, but not in ROCKR or AUC. This 
code produces k=5, repeated once, for 10 runs in order to 
visualize different ROCR curves and get AUC averages 
 
library(bnlearn) 
library(Rgraphviz) 
library(readxl) 
library(ROCR) 
 
 
# NACC Data 
df <- read.csv("NACCSelected.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-
BOM") 
 
df=df[complete.cases(df),] 
 
for(i in 1:26) { 
  df[,i] <- as.factor(df[,i]) 
} 
 
# Split data for cross-validation. k = 5, repeated once, 
for 10 runs 
df<-df[sample(nrow(df)),] # Randomly shuffle the data 
folds <- cut(seq(1,nrow(df)),breaks=5,labels=FALSE) #Create 
5 equally size folds representing 80% learning, 20% test 
data 
#Segement your data by fold using the which() function  
testIndexes <- which(folds==1,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte0 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr0 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds==2,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte1 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr1 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds==3,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte2 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
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dftr2 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds==4,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte3 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr3 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds==5,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte4 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr4 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
 
# repeat once 
df<-df[sample(nrow(df)),] # Randomly shuffle the data 
folds2 <- cut(seq(1,nrow(df)),breaks=5,labels=FALSE)  
testIndexes <- which(folds2==1,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte5 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr5 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds2==2,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte6 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr6 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds2==3,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte7 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr7 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds2==4,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte8 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr8 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
testIndexes <- which(folds2==5,arr.ind=TRUE) 
dfte9 <- df[testIndexes, ] 
dftr9 <- df[-testIndexes, ] 
 
# manually select 80% training and 20% test - for testing 
purposes 
#dt = sort(sample(nrow(df), nrow(df)*.8)) 
#dftr <- df[dt,] 
#dfte <- df[-dt,] 
 
# AMO Whitelist for NACC 
#wlsmart2 = 
data.frame(from=c("COGATTN","COGORI","COGORI","DEMENTED","D
EMENTED","DEMENTED","MOGAIT","MOMOALS","MOMOPARK","MOMOPARK
","BEAGIT"),  
#                      
to=c("BEDISIN","BEVHALL","BEAHALL","COGLANG","COGMEM","COGJ
UDG","MOFALLS","MOFALLS","MOTREM","MOGAIT","BEIRRIT")) 
 
 
# AMO Blacklist for NACC - this is combined with the 
blacklist for demographic variables, bl2 
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#blsmart2 = 
data.frame(from=c("BEDISIN","BEVHALL","BEAHALL","COGLANG","
COGMEM","COGJUDG","MOFALLS","MOFALLS","MOTREM","MOGAIT","BE
IRRIT"),  
#                      
to=c("COGATTN","COGORI","COGORI","DEMENTED","DEMENTED","DEM
ENTED","MOGAIT","MOMOALS","MOMOPARK","MOMOPARK","BEAGIT")) 
 
  
#bln2 is the CSV blacklist for demographic variables and 
blsmart2 
bl2 <- read.csv("bln2.csv", fileEncoding="UTF-8-BOM")  
 
for(i in 1:2) { 
  bl2[,i] <- as.factor(bl2[,i]) 
} 
 
#Learn network structures using MMHC and training data 
 
netb = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline, not cross-validated 
netsmart2 = mmhc(x=df, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = bl2) # 
Modified, not cross-validated 
compare(netb,netsmart2) 
 
netb0 = mmhc(x=dftr0, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb1 = mmhc(x=dftr1, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb2 = mmhc(x=dftr2, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb3 = mmhc(x=dftr3, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb4 = mmhc(x=dftr4, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb5 = mmhc(x=dftr5, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb6 = mmhc(x=dftr6, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb7 = mmhc(x=dftr7, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb8 = mmhc(x=dftr8, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netb9 = mmhc(x=dftr9, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
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netsmart20 = mmhc(x=dftr0, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart21 = mmhc(x=dftr1, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart22 = mmhc(x=dftr2, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart23 = mmhc(x=dftr3, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart24 = mmhc(x=dftr4, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart25 = mmhc(x=dftr5, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart26 = mmhc(x=dftr6, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart27 = mmhc(x=dftr7, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart28 = mmhc(x=dftr8, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart29 = mmhc(x=dftr9, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
 
#Learn network structures using hc and training data. HC is 
a weaker algorithm used to test ceiling effect 
netbg0 = hc(x=dftr0, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg1 = hc(x=dftr1, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg2 = hc(x=dftr2, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg3 = hc(x=dftr3, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg4 = hc(x=dftr4, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg5 = hc(x=dftr5, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg6 = hc(x=dftr6, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg7 = hc(x=dftr7, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg8 = hc(x=dftr8, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
netbg9 = hc(x=dftr9, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = NULL) # 
Baseline 
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netsmart2g0 = hc(x=dftr0, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g1 = hc(x=dftr1, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g2 = hc(x=dftr2, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g3 = hc(x=dftr3, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g4 = hc(x=dftr4, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g5 = hc(x=dftr5, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g6 = hc(x=dftr6, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g7 = hc(x=dftr7, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g8 = hc(x=dftr8, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
netsmart2g9 = hc(x=dftr9, whitelist = NULL, blacklist = 
bl2) # AMO selection 
 
 
#network comparisons 
#compare(netb0, netsmart20, arcs=TRUE) 
#compare(netsmart20, netb0, arcs=TRUE) 
#compare(netbg0, netsmart2g0, arcs=TRUE) 
#compare(netsmart2g0, netbg0, arcs=TRUE) 
 
#graph as needed 
#graphviz.compare(netb,netsmart2) 
#graphviz.plot(netsmart2) 
 
# boot.strength for testing data for mmhc and hc 
bootstrength0 = boot.strength(dfte0, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength1 = boot.strength(dfte1, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength2 = boot.strength(dfte2, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength3 = boot.strength(dfte3, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength4 = boot.strength(dfte4, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength5 = boot.strength(dfte5, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength6 = boot.strength(dfte6, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength7 = boot.strength(dfte7, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength8 = boot.strength(dfte8, algorithm = "mmhc") 
bootstrength9 = boot.strength(dfte9, algorithm = "mmhc") 
 
bootstrengthg0 = boot.strength(dfte0, algorithm = "hc") 
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bootstrengthg1 = boot.strength(dfte1, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg2 = boot.strength(dfte2, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg3 = boot.strength(dfte3, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg4 = boot.strength(dfte4, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg5 = boot.strength(dfte5, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg6 = boot.strength(dfte6, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg7 = boot.strength(dfte7, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg8 = boot.strength(dfte8, algorithm = "hc") 
bootstrengthg9 = boot.strength(dfte9, algorithm = "hc") 
 
 
# create prediction object for ROCR  
predstrb0 = as.prediction(bootstrength0, netb0)  
predstrb1 = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netb1)  
predstrb2 = as.prediction(bootstrength2, netb2)  
predstrb3 = as.prediction(bootstrength3, netb3)  
predstrb4 = as.prediction(bootstrength4, netb4)  
predstrb5 = as.prediction(bootstrength5, netb5)  
predstrb6 = as.prediction(bootstrength6, netb6)  
predstrb7 = as.prediction(bootstrength7, netb7)  
predstrb8 = as.prediction(bootstrength8, netb8)  
predstrb9 = as.prediction(bootstrength9, netb9)  
predstrsm0 = as.prediction(bootstrength0, netsmart20) 
predstrsm1 = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netsmart21) 
predstrsm2 = as.prediction(bootstrength2, netsmart22) 
predstrsm3 = as.prediction(bootstrength3, netsmart23) 
predstrsm4 = as.prediction(bootstrength4, netsmart24) 
predstrsm5 = as.prediction(bootstrength5, netsmart25) 
predstrsm6 = as.prediction(bootstrength6, netsmart26) 
predstrsm7 = as.prediction(bootstrength7, netsmart27) 
predstrsm8 = as.prediction(bootstrength8, netsmart28) 
predstrsm9 = as.prediction(bootstrength9, netsmart29) 
 
predstrgb0 = as.prediction(bootstrength0, netbg0)  
predstrgb1 = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netbg1)  
predstrgb2 = as.prediction(bootstrength2, netbg2)  
predstrgb3 = as.prediction(bootstrength3, netbg3)  
predstrgb4 = as.prediction(bootstrength4, netbg4)  
predstrgb5 = as.prediction(bootstrength5, netbg5)  
predstrgb6 = as.prediction(bootstrength6, netbg6)  
predstrgb7 = as.prediction(bootstrength7, netbg7)  
predstrgb8 = as.prediction(bootstrength8, netbg8)  
predstrgb9 = as.prediction(bootstrength9, netbg9)  
predstrgsm0 = as.prediction(bootstrength0, netsmart2g0) 
predstrgsm1 = as.prediction(bootstrength1, netsmart2g1) 
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predstrgsm2 = as.prediction(bootstrength2, netsmart2g2) 
predstrgsm3 = as.prediction(bootstrength3, netsmart2g3) 
predstrgsm4 = as.prediction(bootstrength4, netsmart2g4) 
predstrgsm5 = as.prediction(bootstrength5, netsmart2g5) 
predstrgsm6 = as.prediction(bootstrength6, netsmart2g6) 
predstrgsm7 = as.prediction(bootstrength7, netsmart2g7) 
predstrgsm8 = as.prediction(bootstrength8, netsmart2g8) 
predstrgsm9 = as.prediction(bootstrength9, netsmart2g9) 
 
 
# create ROC curves 
roc.perfb0 = performance(predstrb0, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb1 = performance(predstrb1, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb2 = performance(predstrb2, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb3 = performance(predstrb3, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb4 = performance(predstrb4, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb5 = performance(predstrb5, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb6 = performance(predstrb6, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb7 = performance(predstrb7, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb8 = performance(predstrb8, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfb9 = performance(predstrb9, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm0 = performance(predstrsm0, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm1 = performance(predstrsm1, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm2 = performance(predstrsm2, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm3 = performance(predstrsm3, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm4 = performance(predstrsm4, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm5 = performance(predstrsm5, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm6 = performance(predstrsm6, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
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roc.perfsm7 = performance(predstrsm7, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm8 = performance(predstrsm8, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfsm9 = performance(predstrsm9, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
 
roc.perfgb0 = performance(predstrgb0, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb1 = performance(predstrgb1, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb2 = performance(predstrgb2, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb3 = performance(predstrgb3, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb4 = performance(predstrgb4, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb5 = performance(predstrgb5, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb6 = performance(predstrgb6, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb7 = performance(predstrgb7, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb8 = performance(predstrgb8, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgb9 = performance(predstrgb9, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm0 = performance(predstrgsm0, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm1 = performance(predstrgsm1, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm2 = performance(predstrgsm2, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm3 = performance(predstrgsm3, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm4 = performance(predstrgsm4, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm5 = performance(predstrgsm5, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm6 = performance(predstrgsm6, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm7 = performance(predstrgsm7, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
roc.perfgsm8 = performance(predstrgsm8, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
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roc.perfgsm9 = performance(predstrgsm9, measure = "tpr", 
x.measure = "fpr", consider.direction = TRUE) 
 
 
# Plot ROC curves 
plot(roc.perfb0, col = "red", lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb1, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb2, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb3, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb4, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb5, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb6, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb7, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb8, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfb9, col = "red", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfsm0, col = "blue", lty=2) 
plot(roc.perfsm1, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm2, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm3, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm4, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm5, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm6, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm7, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm8, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfsm9, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfgb0, col = "green", lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb1, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb2, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb3, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb4, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb5, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb6, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb7, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb8, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgb9, col = "green", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
plot(roc.perfgsm0, col = "purple", lty=2) 
plot(roc.perfgsm1, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm2, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm3, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
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plot(roc.perfgsm4, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm5, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm6, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm7, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm8, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
plot(roc.perfgsm9, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lty=3) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
 
 
# Calculate AUCs 
auc.perfb0 = performance(predstrb0, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb1 = performance(predstrb1, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb2 = performance(predstrb2, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb3 = performance(predstrb3, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb4 = performance(predstrb4, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb5 = performance(predstrb5, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb6 = performance(predstrb6, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb7 = performance(predstrb7, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb8 = performance(predstrb8, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfb9 = performance(predstrb9, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm0 = performance(predstrsm0, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm1 = performance(predstrsm1, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm2 = performance(predstrsm2, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm3 = performance(predstrsm3, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm4 = performance(predstrsm4, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm5 = performance(predstrsm5, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm6 = performance(predstrsm6, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm7 = performance(predstrsm7, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm8 = performance(predstrsm8, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfsm9 = performance(predstrsm9, measure = "auc") 
 
auc.perfgb0 = performance(predstrgb0, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb1 = performance(predstrgb1, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb2 = performance(predstrgb2, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb3 = performance(predstrgb3, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb4 = performance(predstrgb4, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb5 = performance(predstrgb5, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb6 = performance(predstrgb6, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb7 = performance(predstrgb7, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb8 = performance(predstrgb8, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgb9 = performance(predstrgb9, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm0 = performance(predstrgsm0, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm1 = performance(predstrgsm1, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm2 = performance(predstrgsm2, measure = "auc") 
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auc.perfgsm3 = performance(predstrgsm3, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm4 = performance(predstrgsm4, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm5 = performance(predstrgsm5, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm6 = performance(predstrgsm6, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm7 = performance(predstrgsm7, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm8 = performance(predstrgsm8, measure = "auc") 
auc.perfgsm9 = performance(predstrgsm9, measure = "auc") 
 
#Create lists of AUCs, then determine average and 95% CI  
x1=list(auc.perfb0@y.values,  
       auc.perfb1@y.values, 
       auc.perfb2@y.values, 
       auc.perfb3@y.values, 
       auc.perfb4@y.values, 
       auc.perfb5@y.values, 
       auc.perfb6@y.values, 
       auc.perfb7@y.values, 
       auc.perfb8@y.values, 
       auc.perfb9@y.values) 
x2=list(auc.perfsm0@y.values,  
       auc.perfsm1@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm2@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm3@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm4@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm5@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm6@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm7@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm8@y.values, 
       auc.perfsm9@y.values) 
x3=list(auc.perfgb0@y.values,  
        auc.perfgb1@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb2@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb3@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb4@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb5@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb6@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb7@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb8@y.values, 
        auc.perfgb9@y.values) 
x4=list(auc.perfgsm0@y.values,  
        auc.perfgsm1@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm2@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm3@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm4@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm5@y.values, 
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        auc.perfgsm6@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm7@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm8@y.values, 
        auc.perfgsm9@y.values) 
 
# Plot comparison - determine median AUC value from the 
above first!  
plot(roc.perfb4, col = "green", lwd=1) 
plot(roc.perfsm9, col = "purple", add = TRUE, lwd=1) 
plot(roc.perfgb5, col = "red", add = TRUE, lwd=1) 
plot(roc.perfgsm1, col = "blue", add = TRUE, lwd=1) 
abline(a=0, b= 1) 
 
 
# Predictive accuracy of single node 
bn.cv(df, netb, k=5, runs=10, loss = "pred-lw", loss.args = 
list(target = "DEMENTED")) 
bn.cv(df, netsmart2, k=5, runs=10, loss = "pred-lw", 
loss.args = list(target = "DEMENTED")) 
 
 
# Predictive accuracy (log loss) of networks 
bn.cv(df, netb, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, runs=10) 
bn.cv(df, netsmart2, loss = "logl", fit = "bayes", k=5, 
runs=10) 
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